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FOREWORD

Our basic needs food. clothing, and shelter as well as other items that
contribute to the abundant life ,here in the United States are the produtts 'of our
industrial society. An awareness of the importance otindustry in our society. as well
as a fundamental understanding of industrial processes, should be taught to students
enrolled in our schools.

For years Industrial Arts teachers have been charged with the responsibli:ty of
interpreting industry to the students enrolled in their course. this publication is a
welcomed addition to our teaching material. It provides von for pursuing a
study of industry. as well as instructions for youngsters as they au fely engage in their
own student-operated industry. The emphasis is on learning by :Jing a tradition
wan Industrial Arts.

It is hoped that all Industrial Ark' s ttsic hers, particularly at the Junior high level, will
seriously consider including this study of Industry in their program.

Larry Godfrey
State Supervisor
Industrial Arts Education
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER-ADVISOR

For decades it has been claimed that
one of the values deriyed from a course in
Industrial Arts should be a knowledge and
understanding of industry. Some teachers.
through the introduction of innovative
ideas in their courses, are experiencing
success in meeting this objective. Unfortu-
nately. however, their numbers ate few. In
far too many cases, with the exception of
exposure to a few tools a d machines
similar to those used in indu try, very little
about industry itself has en taught to
students enrolled in su h courses.
Attention seems to be focused on the use
and care of hand tools and 'making
individual projects. Little, if any, reference
is made concerning how industry would go
about designing, setting up,
manufacturing, and distributing similar
projects.

The purpose of this manual is to
provide information and guidelines neces-
sary to develop a knowledge and under-
standing of industry. It is based on the
belief that this can be done best by study-
ing industry not care and use of hand
tools or making individual projects. It is
intended for usthtt the junior high level.

The manual contains two sections.
The first section contains information
designed to give insight into industry and
the free enterprise system in which it
operates. The second section is an
instruction unit to be used as a guide in
setting up and operating a small student
industry. Hopefully, the two sections will
be used simultaneously rather than as
separate, independent units. The aim
should be to create an interesting blend of
classwork and laboratory activities. As a

1.0

, suggestion for conducting the course,
Tuesdays and Thursdays might be
devoted. to classroom work, studying
about industry, and using the information
section of the manual. The other three
periods during the week could be devoted
to laboratory activities with the students
actually operating their own industry
using the second section of the manual as
a guide. Although it could be used as such,
the marbual is not intended for a course
spanning a full school year. It is
intended for the teacher wishing to give his
students the opportunity to become
involved in a business and to experience
what that involvement means in terms of
responsibility, cooperation, decision-
making, work, excitement, joys, and
perhaps sorrows. If a semester, or only six
weeks, can be devoted to such an
undertaking, it can, for some students, be
the only time during their lifetime that they
will be able to "live" this experience.

As the teacher, you now have a dual
role. During the classroom study portion of
the course, your role is the usual teacher
function, that of directing the students'
efforts as they study about industry.
Reading assignments, research, reports,
lectures. class discussions, and field trips
should be incorporated in this learning
experience. There is a wealth of resource
peopla within the community who can be
called upon to provide authorization and
additional insight into the different phases
of industry as they are being studied. Make
use of such resource personnel.

It is during the time that the students
are operating their small industry that you
will find your3elf faced with a new role, that



of teacher-adVisor. Hopefully, you will let
the students organize and manage their
own industry. They will provide the leader-
ship, make the decisions, do the work, and
share the rewards of their efforts. You
should stay in the background, being
ready to give advice and suggestions if
requested. as a consultant During the first
few days you will have to orient your stu-
dents about this learning approach of
studying industry Your objective should
be to help your students organize their in-
dustry and elect 'officers as quickly as pos-
sable Then let the students have a free
hand

The topic of evaluation is usually
reserved for the last few pages of a text or
manual and generally is concerned with
measuring achievement or the effect
some completed endeavor has had on the
students. In most cases evaluation of this
type, coming after the experience is over,
is done in an attempt to justify a program or
as a basis for determining grades for
reporting student progress. Certainly
-evaluation for these purposes has its place.
and you should begin planning an
evaluation program as your class begins
its study of industry. Always keep in mind
the objectives of this student endeavor, as
the evaluation should serve as a
measurement of how weft the objectives
are being met. Knowledge learned in the
classroom can easily be evaluated through"
standard testing procedures. The skills,
knowledge, and attitudes developed
during the laboratory activities might best
be evaluated by both objective testing and
direct observation by the teacher-advisor.
The students should. of course. te
informed during the orientation of how
their performances will be evaluated. But
hopefully. however, you will consider the
process of evaluation in a much broader
sense. Evaluation can be used to the
benefit of your students now not after
the program has been completed. It is for
this reason that this topic is presented here
rather than at the end of the manual.

Evaluation can be an essential part of
any learning situation. Stopping for a
minute to take stock of what has just been
done. correctly or incorrectly, can be a
meaningful experience for your students.
As the teacher-advisor, you should
attempt to instill within all of your students
an "evaluation consciousness" as they
undertake their work. Whether a task is
being done by the entire elms, a group, or
a single student, evaluation should be
made a part of that task: and it should take
place while the task is being done not at
the end of the semester.

What is evaluation consciousness? It
is pausing immediately after
accomplishing a .task and thinking about
what has been done for the purpose of
self-improvement. Was the task properly
planned? Were all possibilities considered
before undertaking the task? Was it done
in the most economical manner`, Did
problems arise which had not been antici-
pated? 'If the tasks were repeated. what
changes would be made? These are the
kinds of probing questions which should
be asked and answered each time a task is
done. This process of evaluation should
become an automatic response. When this
happens. '3arnIng takes place whether the
task was performed correctly or
incorrectly. Much can be learned from
mistakes, providing the actions are
analyzed and corrective measures thought
out. None would disagree that the
development of this trait is within the
stated objective of the school preparing
youth for the future.

Helping students to develop this trait
is not accomplished by means of formal
testing every time some task has been
completed. It is brought about only by the
teacher-advisor taking a sincere interest in
the work being done by the class. As small
tasks are nearing completion, the
teacher-advisor should be ready to discuss
the outcome with the student or students
involved. True, it is extra effort at first; but if



started correctly. the entire class will soon,..
pick up the idea and make it a part of their
work procedure When this happens,
learning is taking place.

This student industry concept may be
approached as either a manufacturing or a
service-tvpe industry. As the
teaches - advisor, you should select the one
which will provide the best opportunity for
obtaining the 'stated objectives of the
Course. This decision must be reached
prior to giving your class an orientation to
the enterprise endeavor.

Although Part Two of the manual was
Written primarily.aS a guide for students
establishing a manufacturing industry, the
majority of the information applies equally
as well for those providing a service rather
than producing a product. The last chapter
in the manual concerns the service
industry and points out the changes
necessary, both in organization and
operation, if the student endeavor is of this
type

Prior to beginning this endeavor. firid
time to carefully explain the program to
your school principal. The principal

I

-should be made aware of the objectives of
the program. as well as the expected out-
cemes for the students involved. As it may
become necessary to raise additional
capital throUgh the sale, of stock, the
principal must be informed becauie of his
overall responsibility for the actions of all
students under his jurisdiction. Hopeilly,
through your invitation, the principal will
become -a frequent vistor to your (lass and
laboratory to watch the progress of this
student endeavor.

A word of caution seems appropriate.
This activity should not be undertaken by
the dogmatic teacher who is unwilling to
let students organize, administer, discuss,
display.- leadership, and run their own
business. Nor is it for the teacher who
believes that students must be led by the
hand in every step. The role of the teaCfier
becomes that of consultant, resource
person; counselor, and suggestion-giver;
the students rim) the show. And they will do
just that ifdgiven the chance. You may be
pleasanUf surprised at the interest,
enthusiasm, hard work, and critical
thinking your students demonstrate
throLigh involvement in their own business
endeavors.

3
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BUSINESSES IN THE UNITED STATES

The Free Enterprise System

Do you know the meaning of the
words 'Free Enterprise System-'? You have
heard these words many times before on
the radio or television, but have you ever
stopped to consider their meaning/ Ac-
cording to Webster's Seventh New Col-
legiate Dictionary. the term -free enter-
prise" means: "freedom of private busi-
ness to organize and operate for profit in a
competitive system without interference
by government beyond regulation neces-
sary to protect public interest and keep the
national economy in balance." This means
simply that if you want to go into business.
there is legally nothing to hold you back.

Not every country has a free enter-
prise system There are countries where a
person cannot go into business. These
countries have a form of government
called communism. Communism: ac-
cording to Webster's Seventh New Col-
legiate Dictionary. is a "theory advocating
elimination of private property- and "a sys-
tem in which goods are owned in common
and are available to all as needed." This
means that if you lived in a country that
operated under this form of government.
you could not go into business for your-
self because the government would own all
of the businesses In other words. it would
be against the law to start and operate a
business in a country controlled by corn-
Mt/111S111

Since you live in the United States. you
can start a business any time you want to
About one-half million people ao just that
every year But before you go into this
endeavor. there are a few tr-ngs you had

14
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better know about this thing called
business.

What Businesses Do

In the United States there are more
than 11 million business firms ranging in
size from small one-man operations to
giant corporations employing hundreds of

'thousands of workers. Small or large, they
all have one thing in common. They all
provide goods or Aervices. Think about this
for a moment. Can you think of any busi-
ness that does not do one of these two
things? Yes: cannot because this is what
business is all about. All businesses either
produce or make goods or products which
are sold to the public or perhaps are sold to

/Mk

This crop duster pilot is in businecs for
himself. When not flying, he is busy get-
ting new contracts with farmers in nearby
areas
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Thousands of men and women work in
this plant

another business which in turn sells to the
public. or they sell or provide a service of
some type.

A good example of this cycle can be
seen by looking at a product such as your
family automobile. Most likely your car
was purchased from a local automobile
dealer to business) who certainly did not
make the vehicle himself. It was probably
made by Ford. General Motors, Chrysler.

Or American Motors (all businesses) and
sotdio the dealer who then sold it to your
folks. What happens when a new set of
tires is needed for the car? The tires are
bought from a local tire store (abusiness).
which has to purchase them from a tire
manufacturer (another business).

Automobiles, such as this Ford LTD., are
made at assembly plants but are sold by
local dealers

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Many businesses do not produce pro-
ducts or sell them. They specialize in
providing services. Examples of such busi-
nesses and professions include advertise-
ment agencies. hospitals, laundries, tax
consultants, car washers, barber shops.
dentists, doctors, lawyers, and hundreds
of others. Sometime when 'you have a
phone book in your hand, take a look at the
yellow pages. You will be amazed by the
number of businesses .listed which deal
with either goods or wrvices.

The importance of Businesses in the U.S.

Busimesses are more than just a little
bit important in our system of economics
in the United States :. they are the system.
Our country, operating on the free enter-
prise system, depends on businesses to
supply all of the material things we need
and want. Our homes. furniture, food.
clothing, automobileslelevisions, radios.
books, magazines_ newspapers, sports
equipment, and everything else we use
come to us from businesses. When con-
sidering how important businesseS are in
this country, you might think for a minute
of what would happen after you had eaten
all of the fciod from the refrigerator or after
the gas tank in your car became empty .

Businesses are vital in our free enterprise
system.

Reasons for Going into Business

The answer to the question of why
people go into business is qUite simple.
People go into business to make money, or
as it. is referred to in business terms, to
make a profit. All businesses. large and
small, operate for the purpose of making a
profit. They have to make a profit. or they
will soon be out of business. Of course.
along with the desire to make a profit are
other motives /as well. Many people who
enter into business like the independence
that comes with being their own boss.
Others feel they have a real contribution to
make to the public and believe that this can
he dorm best by being in business for
themselves. OtherS invent or discover new



products or new services which neces-
sitate starting a new business to get that
product or service before the public.

Let's take a close look at an example of
one individual and see why and how he
starts a business. Suppose we use as an
example a 35-year-old carpenter who
starts a contracting business. Perhaps this
person learned carpentry by going to a
trade school. or maybe he went through an
apprenticeship program. After completing
this training, he began working for a house
building contractor as a carpenter's
helper. Working his way up to a carpenter.
he now has about 15 years experience
building houses. With this much experi-
ence he certainly knows the carpentry end
of building a hotise, but he also learned a
lot of other important things as well. He
knows where the contractors whom he has
worked for buy their building materials and
which building supply business gives the
best prices. Other trades besides carpen-
try are needed to build houses, such as
plumbing, roofing, brick masonry, and
heating and air-conditioning. He also
knows the people in these areas because
he has worked on many jobs with them.

One day our carpenter decides that
instead of working for someone else as he
has been doing for all these years, he will
go into business for himself. He learns of
someone who wants a house built. He
figures how much money he can build the
house for and bids on it 4quoting a price
that he will build the house for), and he
gets the job.

He is now in business for himself. On
this first house he does most.of the carpen-
try work himself, and sub-contracts the
plumbing. air-conditioning, etc.. to some
of his friends. He also does all of, the buying
of building materials as well as the super-
vising and coordinating of all the work.
After completing this house and maybe
one o: two more, he stops doing the
carpentry work himself and hires other

9
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Many people start new businesses each
year..

carpenters. He now devotes all of his time
to estimating, buying materials, and super-
vising the work of his men.

You may be wondering what happens
if the carpenter does not do well in the con-
tracting business. Suppose he discovers
that the profits he receives for building a
house are less than he used to make as a
carpenter working for some other con-
tractor. This discovery could and does
happen. In this case, he goes out of busi-
ness and goes back to doing carpentry
work for wages.

Remember, /about one-half million
people each yeir in this country start new
businesses. Certainly a large number of
these also go Out of business that same
year. I

Ownership of a Business

When we talk about a business, the
question of ownership quite often is asked.
When you have a business, to whom does it



belong? The answer often depends on the
type and size of the business. Just about all
of the businesses in the United States are
organized for ownership purpose in one of
three ways Let us look at these Mice types
of ownership. since' the type of
organization detarnines who owns the
business

Types of business ownership:

1 Proprietorship owned by one
person

2. Partnership owned by two or
more people

3. Corporation owned by stock,
holders

One of the first things that a person or
group of people must decide upon before
going into business is the question of
ownership. This question is very important
when you remember that the reason for
going into business to-make a profit. Not
only does the owner have the business. he
also gets the profits from that business.
Now everybody knows that if you make a
profit of 5100.00. the least number of times
you divide that money. the more you have.
if they business is a proprietorship. the
owner\ keeps the $100.00. In the partner-
ship. assuming it is a fifty-fifty partner-
ship. the $100.00 turns out to be $50.00 for
each partner. And if the business is a
corporation. the profit is divided hundreds
or thousands of times. depending on the
number of stockholders_ So why doesn't
everybody going into a business choose to
have a proprietorship? There -are many
reasons why they do not.

Going into business requires a certain
amount of money, called capital, and also
the know-how needed to do something
Maybe the man with the know-how does

not have the capital needed to start a busi-
ness, so he has to find someone else. a
partner who can provide this capital.. Or
perhaps he has half of the required capital
but still must find a partner to supply the
other half needed to begin the business If
the business is farming, then certainly
land is needed to grow crops. A lot of part-
nerships in farming are carried on by one
person who has the know-how but no land.
and another with the land but without the
knowledge or time to farm the land.

Other businesses may require so
much capital to establish that one or two
people cannot afford the operation. In this
case the corporation which has hundreds
of stockholders may be the only solution.
So you can see that even though the pro-
prietorship sounds best when talking
about dividing the profits. it may be
necessary to have a partnership or corpo-
ration if you are going to make any profits
at all.

Legal Concept of a Business

Before starting a business. there is a
legal concept which should he completely
understoiad. In a proprietorship, the busi-
ne-ss becomes a part of the personal
property of the individual who is the
owner. If the -business is a partnership. it
becomes the personal property of the two
or three partners. There is no problem yet,
but suppose something happens. Suppose
at the end of a certain time you have not
made enough money to make a profit; but
you have a lot of bills to pay for materials
purchased such as rent, utilities. labor, etc.
What happens if you cannot pay these
bills? Most likely you will have to sell every-
thing you have in the business to raise
enough money to pay the bills. But sup-
pose that does not bring enough money to
make. all your payments. Your creditors
can file claims against your personal
property. You can end up selling your
house, your car, and anything else you
own trying to raise enough money to pay
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handle this legal matter for them. There is
an expense involved in incorpora' ing.

these bills. You assume a lot of liability
when ycu own a business. In a partnership,
this liability is shared. You divide the
profits; but if there are no profits. you have
someone to help snare the expenses

Other things can also hurt in a proprie-
torship or p &rtnership. Suppose as a result
of an accident on your property someone
files a suit against the business. This can

;i!

and- quite often does cost more than the
business is worth. There is a way to solve
this liability problem, a way in which only
the money that has been invested in the
business is lost if the concern is not
successful. It is a legal process called
incorporation. Through this process the
owners only risk the money they have
invested in the business. Their personal
assets are independent from the business.
The process of incorporating a business is
fairly standard. A charter is applied for and
secured through the office of the Secretary
of State. Many people hire an attorney to

Summary

GdOds and services in the United
States are produced by private businesses
operating in our free enterprise system.
You and I depend on these businesses to
supply us with all the material things we
need.

One of he main reasons for people
going into business is to make a profit.
Matey of course do, but about half of the
new businesses started fail during the first
year.

Practically all of the businesses in the
United States are either proprietorships.
partnerships, or corporations. Each has
certain advantages and disadvantages.
One big advantage of the corporation is
that its owners risk only the money they
have invested in the business, should it be
unsuccessful.

Words and Phrases You Should Know

Free enterprise system
Communism
Products
Services
Profit
Sub-contract
Proprietorship
Partnership
Corporation
Capital
incorporation



Discussion and Research Topics

1. Discuss the meaning of the free
enterprise system

2. What is meant by regulation necessary
to protect the public interest/

3. Identify, some of the reasons for
business failures.

4. Discuss what would happen 'if the
petroleum 'industry stopped completely
the production of petroleum products.

5. List and compare the advantages and
disadvantages of the various types .of

. business ownership.

6. Select three businesses in your
community and find out the type of
ownership of each.
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RAISING CAPITAL

All businesses, large or small, must
have capital (money) in order to operate.
Businesses which are in operation depend
on money received from the sales of their
goods or services to pay for the.expenses
of production. For example. General
Motors sells automobiles, and a large
portion of the money received from the
sale of these cars pays the expenses of
manufacturing more automobiles. But
what about the business thatis just start-
ing? It cannot depend on sales to meet
its initial expense because it has not pro-
duced anything to sell. What a new
business needs is working capital, which is
'money requir.ed to operate until it can
depend upon sales receipts to overcome
its expenses. Perhaps we should take a
look at the many things in business for
which working capital is needed.

Let us assume that we are .starting a
business which will manufacture and sell
furniture. Certainly we need a building in
which to manufacture this furniture. We
can have one built, or maybe we can rent a
building Either way. it is going to cost
money And do not forget the mainte-
nance and utilities on the building. If the
furniture is to he made from wood, a lot of
woodworking machines have to be bought
and also some hand tools as well. Some
materials to work with such as lumber.
glue. screws, and finishing supplies are
also needed We need to hire a crew of
workers to build the furniture, but
the workers will spend some time-getting
the building. machines, and supplies ready
before they ever build a piece of furniture.
They have to be paid for this -getting ready
to work" work. Another expense will in-
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volve advertisement to let people know
what we are going to build and sell. We also
need an office staff to handle the paper
work connected with the business. We will
have to give our competitors some
business by buying furniture for our office
staff. Remember, we have not produced
anything yet. If we are going to deliver. and
this is something everybody expects these
days, we must buy a truck or two. Perhaps
a lot has been overlooked in our list of
items needed to start our business, but
hopefully you get the idea. We lust can-
not decide to go into business one day and
start manufacturing and selling the next
day. It takes time and a lot of money.to set
up a business.

a
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These pictures give an indication of the
vast amount of floor space, machinery.;
and equipment required in some types of
production.

Working Capital

As previously mentioned, the money
needed to meet expenses until the receipts
from sales overcome these expenses is
called working capital. Many factbrs deter-
mine how much working capital is needed

a
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for each new business started. The size of
the business, the type of product to be
produced, the time required to set up for
production, the time required to produce
the product. a source of raw materials. and
the availability of trained workers are a few
of the factors that determine the amount of
working capital required. The fact that so
much working capital is needed is
obviously overlooked by many people who

start businesses. This factor accounts for a
major portion of new business failures
each year. Perhaps the people believe they
can start depending on sales receipts
sooner. Many times it takes much longer to
begin production than originally planned.

17.
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Equipment such as this Electron Beam
Welding machine can cost hundreds of
thousands of dollars.

Where the Money Comes From

The sources from which a person
starting a business can get money are con-
trolled by the type of ownership of the
business. In a proprietorship, the owner
can depend only upon the money he has to
invest in the business plus whatever
money he can borrow. Borrowing money
call be a problem for the single-owner
businesi because all lending agencies
(banks. -mortgage companies, finance



companies. etc ) are well aware of high risk
inherent in privately owned businesses.
Because sof this fact, lending agencies
usually will not tend any more money than
the Individual has collateral to back the

In many cases, they will not lend any
mon y on the business itself, but will lend
mon y to the individual owner as a

nal loan if he puts up collateral such
as land. a house, a car, or an insurance
policy. This way. the lender has some-
thing to get back in the event the business
fails.

When the business is owned by two or
three people, a partnership, the source of
money is the same as that for the
proprietorship, except that two or three
people usually have more money to start
with than does one person. Two or three
people also have more collateral to put up
against loans to increase their borrowing
power.

It has long been recognized that one of
the disadvantages of proprietorship and
tartnership businesses is the limited
b rrowing ability. This disadvantage does`
not affect many small businesses simply
because they may not need large amounts
of money for working capital. Where thu
working capital required to begin a busi-
ness runs into large figures. however. the
limited borrowing disadvantage usually
results in the business being established
as a corporation. Like other forms of busi-
ness, the corporation has certain disad-
vantages: but limited borrowing power is
not one of them. In fact. one of the most im-
portant advantages of the corporation
form of business is its unlimited borrowing
ability.

Corporation Stock

Perhaps the best method of explain-
ing corporation stock is to examine a new
business venture and see the important
part it plays. Let us assume that a man
makes a new toy for his children. This toy is
a new type of skate board, a board with
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three skate wheels attached to the bottom.
His children love it, and so do the kids in
the neighborhood. Many parents ask
where the toy was, bought, as they want
one for their children. Other people see or
hear about this toy and also make in-
quiries. Situations similar to this provide
the idea that encourages many people to
begin businesses.

Our skate board inventor, realizing he
has a good product and that there is a
potential market, decides to begin a busi-
ness for manufacturing and selling this
product. After careful study and planning,
he estimates that the working capital
needed to rent a largegarage, to purchase
machine materials, and to hire workers and
salesmen will amount to $10,000. His big
problem is that he doesn't have $10,000.
After talking with bankers and other lend-
ing agencies, he discovers they will not
lend him the money. They claim the idea
sounds too risky.

Our inventor, however, does not give
up. He applies for a charter to incorporate
from the Secretary of State in the state in
which he lives. When his charter is
received, he is in business. His new busi-
ness, Skate Board, Inc., still does not
have the $10,000 needed to begin produc-
tion; but it does have the legal right to sell
shares of stock. Stock is ownership in the
company.



ldftvil on Value

_-$1hce Skate Board, Inc. needs 510.000
to begin production. it must raise this
AOtint of money Actually it fines not
matter if two shares of stock in the com-
pany are sold for $5.000 each or if ten
shares are sold for $1.000 each. The com-
pany ends up with the required amount of
money. Remembering the bank would not
risk its money on the business. it is as-
sumed it will he difficult to find a few
people willing to risk several thousand dol-
lars in the business It is suggested the
stock nif priced as low as possible. since
more peoplli are waling to risk a small
amount of money with the chance of
making a profit

Our inventor decides to sell shares of
stock in Skate Board. Inc. at S20 a share.
To raise the required $10.000. 500 shares
of stock are sold ($20 x 500 $10.000.)
Each person who buys a share of the stock
owns 1/500 of the business. Some people
buy several shares, and so they own 1/500
of the business for each share they buy

Buying and Selling Stock

Most stories have two sides. The
inventor of Skate Board. Inc. sold 500
shares of stock because he needed to raise
$10.000 to begin production. The company
got the required money, and the inventor is
now manufacturing and selling his
product But what MI the people who
bought the' stock receive for their
Investment) They got a little piece of paper
called a stock certificate which they could
resell for $20. or perhaps for more or less
than $20. Here are a couple of things that
could happen to this business.

The company ,could be unsuccessful.
Production costs due to increased prices
of material and labor could run higher than
originally predicted. Sales may not be as
good as was thought. All of these possibi-
lities indicate that the company may go
bankrupt. In this case, the business closes

and everything the company owns,
machines. materials, and finished
products. are put up for sale. With this
money all outstanding bills are paid and
whatever money is left goes to the stock-
holders. It could be that each stockholder
may get $5 or $10 or even less back for his
original investment of $20. Situations such
as this do happen. When the company
loses money, so do the stockholders
because they own the company. But not all
businesses go bankrupt. What happens if
Skate Board. Inc.. is successful/
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The company has no delays in getting
into production. Because of good planning
and management, production costs and
schedules are just what they were pre-
dicted. Sales, expected to be somewhat
slow at first, are just the opposite, exceed-
ing all expectations. Atthe end of one year.:
the company makes a profit of $3.000. The!
board of directors (elected by the stock-
holders) decides to use $2,000 of this profit
to -buy some additional machines which
will allow for increased production. The
board also decides to use the remaining
$1.000 of the profits to declare dividends to
the stockholders. This means for each
share of stock a person has bought, he will
receive a dividend check in'the amount of
$2. This amounts to a 10ciii profit for the
year on the $20 investment. How does this
10% return compare with interest rates
paid by banks or other saving programs? A
person can expect between 4 and 5%
interest on savings accounts. So thestock-
holders of Skate Board, Inc. earn twice as
much as they could have, had they put
their $20 in a savings account: but they
took a risk. Suppose the company had
gone bankrupt, as was stated in the first ex-
ample. No risk is involved in the bank sav-
ings because the money is insured.

The 10% return in the form of a divi-
dend is not all that the stockholders gain
Remember, each share of stock was val-
ued at $20 Five hundred shares were sold.
so the company was worth $10,000 But



now the company is worth $12 000.
$10.000 plus 52.000 from profits going
back into the company for exptinsion
Since the number of shaves of stock is still
500. this means that each share is now
worth S24 So in addition to the S2 divi-
dend each stockholder received. his share
increases in value by S4 Of course, the
only way to get this S4 gain now is to sell
the share of stock. But why sell? Maybe.
the company will do as well next year and
the stock will increase in value again

From this example, it should be clear,
why stocks are bought and sold. To the
company it is a method of getting the
money they need. For the individual who
buys stock, it is a method of making
money. It is true that some risk is involved.
but along with this risk is the chance to
receive a higher return than can begotten
in a no-risk investment such as a savingb
account at a bank.

Summary

In our system of free enterprise, busi-
nesses organize and operate for a profit.
Businesses produce all of the material
goods and services used by the American
people. About one-half million new busi-
nesses are started each year in the United
States. Most businesses are organized as
proprietorshipt partnerships or cOrpo-
'rations. Although corporations represent
only about 10% of all businesses, they
produce more than 75% of all manu-
factured goods made There are ad-
vantages and disadvantages to each type
of business organization. The best ad-
vantages of the corporation are limited
liability and unlimited borrowing power

Businesses which are lust starting
need working capital until they can de-
pend upon the money received from sales
to meet their expenses In the corpora-
tion, this money is raised through the sale
of stock. Stock represents ownership in
the corporation

Words and Phrases You Should Know

Capital
Working capital
.Lending agencies
Collateral
Limited borrowing ability
Unlimited borrowing ability
Potential market
Corporation Stock
Bankrupt

Discussion and Research Topics

1. List and discuss as many items as you
can -for which you would need capital if
starting a business.

2. What sources are available to people
whb need money?

.3. What interest rates are paid on savings
accounts in your community? By whom
are the accounts insured?

4 What are some of the occupations
which are concerned with capital
(money!'
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ORGANIZING THE BUSINESS

Importance of Organization

Every endeavor needs some organi-
zation it does not matter if we are talking
about a business, a football game, or even
a family picnic: organization til-needed if
things are to run smoothly.

Suppose your family decides to go on
a picnic Saturday. The decision itself re-
quires Jidme organization because it will be
necessary to determine if everybody can
go this Saturday or if the picnic should be
postponed until next week. Is Dad free this
Saturday? Is there work at the office or an
important repair job around the house that
has to be done? Are there any dental
appointments for the kids.or dancing les-
sons? Is there a football game on TV that
everybody has been waiting to see? This
decision to go on the picnic requires some
organization. Somebody has to make sure
there is not a conflict You had better get
the car ready and check the gas and oil
And let's not forget the lunch Are you
planning Waite bathing suits and towels?
It could be that these things will be taken
care of Without any fuss. and maybe be-
cause no one makes a "big deal" out of it
you think there is no organization. When
there is good organization. everything
seems to fit together.

What organization is required in a
football game? A lot is required, and most
of it takes place before the game is played.
The coaches (the leaders of the
organization) have to get their players
ready. This preparation involves teaching.
practices. scouting. reviewing game films.
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developing a game plan, and more prac-
tice. Now. hopefully, the team is ready to
play the game Obviously, someone must
decide which play- to call. Most football
teams have dozens of plays to choose
from. and all will agree that all eleven men
on the offense should be running the same
play at one particular time. More organi-
zation is needed so that when one player
calls a play, he and the other ten players
run the same play. A business is no excep-
tion Organization is needed because
certain things have to be accomplished
Nhich require organization. Decisions
have to be reached, problems have to be
solved, orders must be given to the worker.
work must be done: and in order for the
men to work. they must have the tools and
materials necessary to do their work. With-
out proper organization. a business is the
same as the football team running eleven
different plays at the same time

The Right Organization for &Business

The right organization for a business
is the type that gets the lob accomplished.
Since businesses do different,things and
are of different sizes. there must be dif-
ferent types of organizations. Some forms
of organization call for a board of directors
to make decisions and a president to carry
out or put into effect these decisions. This
is fine for some companies, but what is the
small one-man business owner to do? He
does everything himself. Since he is the
"chief cook and bottle washer." he has to
make his own decisions and carry out the
work as well



There are. however. some common
methods of organization that corpo-
rations use, particularly at the top level.
Corp 'rations are controlled by a boascl of
directors that is elected by the stock-
holders. in the election of these board
members. each stockholder has one vote
for each share of stock he owns. There is
no set number of people that Must be on
the board of directors. What each corpo-
ration wants are board members with
knowledge and experience in business af-
fairs who can provide the leadership
needed to steer the organization on the
road to success. Of course, as the number
of people on the board increases. the
amount of knowledge and experience
available to the corporation also increases.
But there is the other side of the coin to
consider. The larger the number of people
on the board. the harder it is to reach a
decision. Many corporations hold the
board of directors to between nine and
eleven members. This size board seems to
work well.

The Need for a Board of Directors

As has 'been mentioned before. the
stockholders own the corporation. Each
person owns whatever percentage of the
company that his stock represents. In the
corporation used before as an example.
Skate Board. Inc.. each share of stock
represented ownership of 1/500 of the
company because 500 shares of stock
were sold. There could actually be 500
owners of tnis company. but more than
likely many people bought more than one
share of stock. There could be 50 to 75
people who own Skate Boara. Inc.. each
owner owning 1/500 of the company for
each share of stock which he bought. You
might ask that if these people own the
company. why don't they make all the
decisions? The,answer is simply becatse it
would be impossible to get all of the people
together every time a decision has to be
reacned. And besides. these owners may
know nothing about running a business.
Sc it is the practice to elect a Doard of

directors to oversee the operation of the
business. This board elects someone to
serve as chairman of the board.

This type of organization is thought of
as being similar to the method used by our
_government. People are elected to high
positions in the government (President.
Vice President, senators, represen-
tatives). and they represent the people of
the count-y. The decisions they reach and
the things they do are supposed to be in
tt-e 11?est interest of the country, If they fail
to perfor.m their jobs the way the people
wish. they are replaced through' our
system of elections. The people run the
country through other people who are
elected to represent them. Our corpora-
tion board. of directors represents the
stockholders. and their decisions and ac-
tions should always be in the best interest
of the company..
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What The Board Does

The board of directors makes de-
cisions necessary to steer the corpo-.
ration. and it also establishes a policy
which directs the operation ga, the corpo-
ration. In every business the.* ale hun-
dreds of decisions to be made each day.
Which of the five applicants for the job as
truck driver would you hire? Should these
two pieces of metal be welded together or
should they be fastened with a bolt and
nut? Do you order some supplies needed
next month now, or should you wait till
next week to order? These and similar
problems come up every day in business.
and a decision must be reached in each
case. But decisions such as these are han-
dled by the individual departments and not
by the board of directors. Such routine
problem-solving and decision-making is
important to the department, but it does
not affect the entire corporation.

Then what kinds of decisions does the
board make? The board deals with big
problems that affect the overall operation
of the corporation. Should the business



expand? Should more stock be sold to
raise additional money needed for
expansion? Should the company consider
introducing a new line of products?
Should some fringe benefits for employees
Such as hospitalization insurance, group
life insurance, sick leave, and vacations be
provided? Should the corporation declare
dividends this year? If so. now much?
Decisions such as these will affect the
entire organization,and they can only be
made at the very top level which is the
board of directors.

How Decisions Are Reached

Decisions are reached by the board of
directors after carefully studying the facts
concerning a particular item. Let us
examine one item and see the process that
is involved In reaching a decision. Fringe
benefits for the employees have been men-
tioned; so let us take a part of that pack-
age. group hospitalikation insurance, and
look at it closely. Before the board of direc-
tors can say "yes" or "no" to this question,
it needs a lot of information. In most cases,
this information is prepared and presented
to them for consideration. One of the
people who is involved in preparing in-
formation is the personnel director. He
may be asked to secure bids from in-
surance companies to get price details for
such insurance coverage. The. vice
president of finande may be asked to make
projections concerning the cost to the
company if the decision is made to pay a
percentage of the insurance from com-
pany funds. Someone may be assigned to
get information froMr the workers con-
cerning the number already covered with
individual policies, how many want the in-
surance, and what they are willing to pay
for it. When all of this information is
gathered and presented to the board of
directors, the members can study it and
come to a decision. The decision is based
on facts and is in the best interest of the
company. If the decision is "yes," someone
else puts it into effect, not the board of
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directors. The board makes the decisions
while someone else does the work.

The President and Other Major Offices

Since the board of directo-rs only over-
sees the operation of the business, some
other group must attend to actually run-
ning the company. The botird appoints
people to fill the job of president of the
corporation and also the other major of-
fices such as vice presidents in charge of
the various departments. The board
decides on the salaries and desired qualifi-
cations of the officers and then looks for
the best people in light of their training,
background, and experience to perform
the duties involved in these various jobs.

The people selected 'for these im-
portant positions manage the corpo-
ration. The president is responsible for the
entire business, and the vice presidents
are responsible for the operation of their
various departments. These are not the
only people in the company that have
leadership roles. The various depart-
ments are broken down into sections. with
each section having a head or chief who
has control of the men and the work of that
particular unit.

Chain of Command

The question may be asked, "Why do
we need all of these vice presidents and
lesser department and section heads?"
The answer to this lies in a phrase called
"chain of command." You may have
this phrase used before. This phr: e was
first used in the military, but it s now
become part of the business vocabulary.
What is meant by "chain of command"?

ea

During the course i)f a normal working
day. the workers are given instructions
about what work they are to perform. The
instructions given at the start of the work
day may change before lunch time



because the work may be completed or
perhaps something more important must
be attended to. Considering the size of
some companies, it is impossible for the
president of the company'to give all these
instructions to each of the workers. But he
can give instructions to the several vice
presidents who in turn can pass these on to
section heads who can instruct the
workers. The section head may only have
one or two dozen men under his charge.

From the worker's point of view, there
are problems and questions that arise
during the day that require solutions and
answers. It's not practical for the section
head and thelether thousands of workers
to run to the president each time they need
a question answered, but it is practical for
the worker to ask his section head who can
furnish the answer. Or if the section lead
can't provide the solution or answer, he
can go to his supervisor, learn the answer,
and then relate it to the worker. At you can
see, chain of command has a lot to do with
a sort of communication system within the
organization. It is a method of getting in-
formation and instructions from the top to
the bottom (from the president to the
worker) and also from the bottom to the
top (from the worker to the president).

1 here is a chain of command in the
school systems of out country. Since the
st_tiool systems are organized very much
as a business would organize, let us look at
them for a minute. In most cases, our
schools are controlled on a city or county
basis by a school board, just like a board of
directors of a business corporation. This
schoui board makes all of the major deci-
sions and establishes policies for the
operation of the schools under its control
They oversee the operation of the schools,
but they don't run them They appoint or
hire a superintendent (like the president of
a business corporation) whose duty it is to
carry out the decisions and policies of the
school board Every time son): thing is to
he done or the students are to be informed
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about something. it is impossible for the
superintendent personally to tell every stu-
dent in the school system. He can, how-
ever, inform all of the students through the
chain of command. He passes his instruc-
tions to the principals of the various
schools. The principals then tell the
teachers in their school, and finally the
teachers tell the 20 or 30 students in their
rooms. It sounds like a roundabout way of
getting a message to someone, but it
usually works.

It has become a common practice in
high schools to let students have a voice in
the operation of the school. Does this
mean that each student can go to the
principal's office and tell him how to run
the school? You know that the answer to
this is no. But in a way. through the chain of
command or lines of communication, he
can. The system works like this. Students
can voice ideas and suggestions to their
homeroom student representative on the
student council. The representative sasses
these on to the student council. The stu-
dent council, meeting with the principal at
regular meetings, conveys the sugges-
tions. ideas, and gripes of the students to
the prinsipat- for action. Once again. it
sounds like a roundabout way of getting
something done, but it usually works.

Authority and Responsibility

This chain of command is also a
system of delegating authority and plac-
ing responsibility on certain individuals so
that the work of the organization is ac-
complished. No one man in a large or-

- ganization can do everything himself. Nor
can one man personally supervise the
work of thousands of employees. The
president of the corporation must dele-
gate the authority and the responsibility
for the management of the various depart-
ments to the vice presidents. They ere
given the authority to do whatever is nec-
essary to see that the work is done as ef-
ficiently as possible. They are also re-
sponsible for the quality o: the work If the



work assigned to the department is not
done properly, the vice president in charge
of that department must answer to the
president. The president, however, is re-
sponsible to the board of directors for the
entire effort of the corporation. Even
though the authority and responsibility for
doing a lob are delegated to someone else.
the president is still responsible.

The vice presidents, however. - still
have the problem of having too many
personnel to personally supervise. They
must subdivide the departments still more
and place individuals with the authority
and responsibility in charge of these
smaller units. It is now easy to supervise
these smaller units and also to judge the
quality of the work being done. Where
work is being done well, proper acknow-
ledgement and rewards are given. Where it
is not, quick action must be taken to
correct conditions which result in poor
performance. Perhaps the section does
not have the equipment or personnel re-
()Lured to do the job. In that case help can
be given to correct the condition. But if the
condition results from failure on the part of
the individual in charge. the section head.
to properly perform his job of supervising
the workers, then he should be replaced.
The vice president cannot pass off poor
work within his department by saying his
section head is not doing a good job. He is
responsible for the entire department. and
if he cannot manage it the president needs
to look for a new vice president before the
board of directors begins to look for a new
president.

Summary

A corporation is owned by stock-
holders who elect a board of directors to
oversee and steer the organization. This
board makes decisions and sets policies
which are carried out by the major officers
of the corporation the president and
vice presidents.

Through a system referred to as the
chain of command, instructions and in-

foriaation are passed -40m- very top of
the organization to all employees
corporation. Through a reverse proce-
dure. questions which face the worker in
performing his duties are answered and
problems are solved.

The president is responsible to the
board of direttors for the operation of the
corporation even though he delegates
authority and responsibility to the vice
presidents. These vice presidents also
delegate authority and responsibilities. to
individuals within 'their departments They
are still responsible, however, for the
operation of their department.
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Words and Phrases You Should Know

Board of directors
Chain of command
Authority
Responsibility
Delegate

Discussion and Research Topics

1. What is the governmental organization
structure of the community in which you
live?

2. Discuss the difterence between
authority and responsibility.

3. Select one of the larger businesses in
your community and investigate its
organizational structure.

4. Mat types of occupations are required
in the organizational structure of a
business, a community, and a school
system?



MARKETING RESEARCH

What Marketing Research Is

All businesses which manufacture a
product or provide a service are con-
cerned with how well that product or
service will sell. As was mentioned before.
businesses operate to make a profit. and
this is impossible without sales.

But here is something to consider.
Where in the business picture do sales
come into play? Actually, sales are last in
the business cycle. Do you remember how
a business is started? Someone has an
idea for a product, and he goes into
business. The product is then manu-
factured, and finally the product is sold.
The company receives money for its
efforts through sales.

Now this presents a real problem
because there are so many things to con-
sider and do before anything is sold. And
all of these considerations and the things
that are done must come before actual
sales are made. How many machines'
should the company purchase? How many
workers are to be employed? How many
production line's should be set up? Will
production be done in one shift. or will
work be carried on around the clock? The
arc rers to these questions determine the
rate of output (how fast the product is pro-
duced) and the quantity produced. Keep in
mind that these are important considera-
tions. and they. are important because we
are talkiny in each case about spending

These decisions are made before
sales take place. It should be obvious that
businesses need more to go on than just
the hope that their product will sell Many
businesses go bankrupt because their

hope does not become a reality.

There is a process by which sales are
studied before they are actually made. This
process is called marketing research, and
it deals with a study of the market to
determine what will sell and at what
volume it will sell. It is actually a process of
determining if a product will sell, and if so,
how many can be sold. Businesses today
spend a great deal of money on marketing
research; and in most cases, it is money
well spent when one considers that the
shortest road to bankruptcy is producing a
product that cannot be sold.

Marketing research is a broad subject
that can be divided into three topics. These
are:

1. Market analysis

2. Market survey

3. Sales forecast
Let us examine each of these topics to see
what they are and how they affect the busi-
ness of a company.

Market Analysis

There is a direct relationship between
sales and the economic conditions of the
community. This is simply because if em-
ployment is high and the people are mak-
ing good salaries, they will be spending
more money. When times are bad how-
ever, people do not have as much money to
spend. History recalls the depression of
the 1930's. Millions of people were out of
work and money was scarce. The resu _

was that many businesses went bankrupt
because people just could not af-
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ford their products or services.. The
business world has learned to look closely
at -economic conditions, as they are a
good indication of the buying power of the
people Should a business spend money
for expansion? Would it be wise to intro-
duce a new line of products? Should in-
creased production be considered? Ques-
tions such as these face businesses each
day, and their answers must take into
consideration economic conditions of the
community. There is no sense expanding.
introducing new products. or increasing
production if people cannot afford your
products. The study of economic con-
ditions is the job of market analysis.

Market analysis also takes into ac-
count how sales are doing concerning
particular types of products. How are sates
of automobiles. sporting goods. ap-
pliances. furniture, clothing. etc.. doing?
Each business is. of course, concerned
only with the sale of a particular type of
product it produces.

Much helpful information can be
found in the government's yearly publi-
cation Economic Data. This source. which
is a yearly census of sales in all industries.
shows how sales were for a particular type
of product. What sales were last year is of-
ten a good indication of what they will be
this year.

Market Survey

Collecting information from people
about a product's appeal, the site the
product should .be. the color it should be
how it should be. packaged. and how much
money customers would be willing to pay
for the item is all part of a market survey.
Such information about a product is im-
portant for a business to know because it
must manufacture items that people will
purchase. Information such as this is often
collected by sending questionnaires to
people asking them about a proposed
product. Another means of sycuring such
information is by a door-to-door canvass
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asking certain people questions about Inc
product. Through these methods, useful
information can be secured which gives a
business suggestions as to the sales ap-
peal of its product. People are often asked
what they would pay for such an item. This
is of value when deciding on the price to

Information obtained from a market
survey helps a company evaluate the
appeal of a product.

charge for the product. Although the mar-
ket survey is most useful in determining
appeal. size. price. etc.. it does not give any
indication by itself as to the number of pro-
ducts that can be sold.

Sales Forecast

A sales forecast is a prediction of what
future sales will be for a product. From in-
formation obtained in the market analysis
and the market survey, studies are made;
and from these a prediction is made as to
the number of products which will be sold.
How good this prediction is depends on



the information received and the ex
perience of those studying the informa-
tion. At times this is very difficult to do
accurately. but remember there are many
important decisions made on the basis of
the sales forecast A business can lose a lot
of money if it manufactures more pro-
ducts than it can sell. Why don't corn-
paniet.' produce a little less than their sales
forecast indicated. just to play it safe?
Simply because a company also loses
money when it misses a sale, and not
having enough products to meet the de-
mand is a sure way of losing sales.

Unless the business is just starting, the
sales department should be able to give in-
formation helpful to market research.
Salesmen, in their daily business of meet
ing people, quickly discover the cus-
tomers' likes and dislikes regarding a
particular product. Such information is
given to the market research _department
for its consideration and evaluation:. So
you see thaLeven though sales are last in
the business cycle. there is a way of pre-
dicting what the sales will be before they
are made It is the job of the market re-
search department to provide information
to the decision makers of the company to
give them something to go on rather than
just the hope that the product will sell.

Summary

Businesses spend millions of dollars
each year on marketing research trying to
learn about customers' needs, what they
will buy, and how much they will pay for a
product or service.

Marketing research involves market
analysis, market survey, and sales
forecast. Market analysis is a study of
economic conditions to determine how
people are spending their money and what
they are buying. Market survey concerns
customers' likes and dislikes about a
particular product. Sales forecast is a

prediction of how many products can be
sold.

Since the manufacturing of products
sometimes costs millions of dollars.
businesses need some information on how
well their products will sell. Supplying this
information is the job of those involved in
market research.

Words and Phrases You Should Know

Business cycle
Rate of output
Market research
Market analysis
Market survey
Sales appeal
Sales forecast

Discussion and Research Topics

1. Discuss the importance of market
research to a business.

2. In what ways can the general economy
of a community affect sales?

3. Assume that you are about to undertake
a market survey fora selected product. List
"ie questions which you would ask about
the product.

4. Discuss some reasons why actual sales
- could be far below the number predicted

by a sales forecast .

5. What type of occupations would be
found in a marketing research.
department?



ENGINEERING

Have you ever walked through a
department store and wondered how the
thousands of items of merchandise you
see came into being? You could be in the
sporting goods department looking at
shotguns or fishing rods, in the appliance
department looking at washing machines
or refrigerators, or in the furniture depart-
ment looking at tables or sofas. All of these
products, although all different, came
about in almost the same way. Let us look
closely at one product, a riding lawn
mower. and examine the chain of events
which resulted in that product being in the
department store.

Begin with a Decision

The first step in this long chain of
events begins with a decision to produce
the product. Such decisions usually come
about as a result of one of the following
reasons:

1. Customer demand for new products

2. Model or style change

3. Product requiring redesign or im-
provement

4. Keeping up with competitors

5. Creation of a new product

Our lawn mower company makes only
push-type and self-propelled mowers. In
order to keep up with their competitors, the
decision is reached to produce riding lawn
mowers. After the decision is reached to
manufacture the new product, the next
step is to design the riding mower. Design
work is Te responsibility of the engineer-

ing department. In designing the mower,
this department is concerned with form
and function. Form means what the
product looks like, or appearance; and
function means how the product operates.
or what it is to do. Actually, two types of
engineering are involved design
engineering and product engineering.
Designing the appearance of the mower is

"done by design engineers, while designing
the mechanics of the mower is done by the
product engineers. How does each group
do its work and what is involved?

Design Engineering

The designers begin by studying
different mowers already on the market.
The basic parts of the mowers are
examined, and perhaps some of the more
desirable features are improved upon. As
they work, they make rough sketches to
help formulate their thinking. Dozens or
even hundreds of these sketches maybe
made in order to find just the right design.
Designers use these sketches as a means
of expressing their ideas with other
designers. They often make rough models
out of cardboard or clay to help them with
their work. As they get closer to the final
design, they make more detailed sketches,
called renderings, of their best ideas.

After the designers decide on the final
deiign, a model of that design is usually
built. The model is full size or to scale,
depending on the type of product, but it
looks exactly like tiv finished product is to
look, at least on the outside. Actually, the
model may not work. The engine, dasienk,
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presentation, the designers explain the
features of the mower and tell why they
believe, this particular design to be best.
With the model, management see: exactly
how the finished product will look. As-
suming that management likes the design
and decides it is the mower they will pro-
duce. the job of design engineering is
completed with the possible exception of
some minor design revisions that may
become necessary to meet production
problems. The model still is of value.
however, as it is used for consumer
surveys. for advertising purposes. and fur-
ther engineering studies.

a.
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Designers may make dozens of sketches
attempting to arrive at the proper design
solution.

and other important parts may have been
left out; but on the outside it is complete.

What is the purpose for building the
model? The model is used for the
presentation of the finished design to
management officials who make the final
decis'ln concerning the mower. At the

Models are used to show management
how the finished product will look.

3.130

Product Engineering

With the completion of the design
engineering work, it is now known exactly
how the riding mower will look when it is
delivered to the department store. But all
the company really has is one model that
does not work: and that is a long way from
the 5.000. 10.000. or maybe even more that
it intends to manufacture. Obviously, more
work has to be done.

The next step in the development of
the mower is called product engineering.
The job of the people in product engineer-
ing is to make the mower work. They are
concerned with the mechanical workings

A

a

A prototype is an exact original working
model of the product.
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of the product. An engine must be
selected, and means for mounting it must
be designed. Gas tank, fuel line, linkage.
power transmission components. steering
mechanism, clutch assembly, blades, and
other items must be selected or designed.
This work is done without changing the
already selected design or outside
appearance of the mower. After this phase
of the work is done. a prototype of the
mower is built. A prototype is an exact
original working model of the product, in-.
side and out. This prototype is handmade

This craftsman is making a pail for. a
prototype.

because. as yet. nothing has t eeri set up to
mass -produce the product. With this
prototype, tests are made to determine
how the product performs. During these
tests. problems and malfunctions are dis-
covered which are corrected on this
prototype. it is certainly less expensive to
find the problems and correct them on this
prototype than it would be to manufacture
thousands of mowers and discover
something that does not work This, of
course. would require changes in
thousands of products.

a

Engines are 'tested to determine their
performance in sub-freezing conditions.
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This aircraft is undergoing a series of
drop tests to evaluate landing gear
reliability.

After all of the "bugs" have been work-
ed out of the original model, the product
engineering personnel make working
drawings of the mower and of all its
parts. These are for the production depart-
ment which does its work by following the
instructions on the drawings. These

' 31 35
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drawings show the exact shape. size. and
description of all parts of the product.

di.-

Working drawings of the prototype are
made for the production department

Product engineering still has more
work to do in connection with the mower.
The people in this department prepare the
operating instructions. parts list, and
service manual. This preparation involves
technical writing and illustration drawings.

This operator's manual contains valuable
information about operation. mainte-
nance and safety.

When completed, the work of product
engineering is over There could be,
however, some minor revisions needed if
production problems arise

Staff or Consultants

Now that the engineering work is com-
pleted on the riding mower, what do the
designers do? They start over again on
another product, if they work regularly for
the company. Many large companies have
design departments employing many
designers because they have so much
work to do. In theautomobile industry, it is
said the designers are working on next
year's models before this year's models go
into production. But many businesses. in-
cluding this lawn mower company: may
not have enough design work to justify
having desicin personnel on their payroll. If
this is the case, and it is with thousands of
businesses, they often contract their de-
sign work to consultants specializing in
this line of work. In this way, they can get
the work done that they need without hav-
ing such people on their payroll when
there is not enough work to keep them
busy at all times Companies make tiSe of
consultants in many areas other than de-
sign. Many companies do not even do their
own bookkeeping, but instead contract
with other businesses that do accounting
work only. Advertisement is still another
area of work that is often contracted to
specialists employed by advertising agen-
-cies. The volume of work in a particular
area usually determines whether a busi-
ness has personnel to do certain work If
not enough people are employed. the work
is done by consultants on a contract basis

Summary

Engineering is concerned with two
items form and function. Form, how the
product looks, is the responsibility of
design engineering. Design engineers
begin with an idea and develop this idea



into a model of the finished design for
presentation to management for approval.
Function. how the product performs, is the
responsibility of product engineering.
Given the design, product engineers must
work out solutions to the mechanical
operation of the product. They build a
prototype which is used for testing. After
all necessary revisions are made on the
prototype, working drawings are made to
be used by the production department.

Words and Phrases You Should Know

Design engineering
Product engineering
Model
Prototype
Working drawings
Consultant
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Discussion and Research Topics

1. Discuss the difference between form
and function as they apply to a product.

2. What is the difference between a model
and a prototype?

3. Select a product and discuss the testing
which may have been done on that
product.

4. Production problems can necessitate a
revision in the design of a product. What
could be a few of these production
problems?

5. What occupations would be found in
engineering work?
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PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

Staffing the organization is one of the
main duties of the personnel department.
This means it is the job of the people in this
department to see that the workers re-
quired by the various departments within
the company are available as they are
needed The main duty of the perionnel
department is the hiring of people to work
for the company.

Job Descriptions

In order for the personnel department
to know about the iobs for which it is to'hire

This job description is for a Clerk-Typist.

people to perform, job descriptions fire
written for all jobs within the company. A
job description is a statement telling about
the job and listing the dutles required in
doing that job. These descriptions are kept
on file In the personnel department. if the
purchasing department, for example, noti-
fies the personnel! department that it
needs a clerk-typist, the workers in the
personnel department read the gob des-
cription to see exactly what the job is and
the duties required and then attempt to
hire the best qualified person to fill that job.'

Hiring Procedures

Hiring people to work for the com-
pany usually involves three steps. These

Many companies employ thousands of
workers. The personnel department has
the job of recruiting, selecting, and in-
ducting all of these employees.

33 38
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steps are recruiting, selecting, and in-
ducting

Recruiting

When a company needs workers to fill
job vacancies. the personnel department
has the task of recruiting them. It notifies
the employment agencies and also puts
ads in the newspapers. If the job is of a pro-
fessional nature, the department sends
someone to nearby colleges and uni-
versities to talk to future graduates. Many
companies like to promote from within;
and in the case of a vacancy for a good fob,
they will post a notice on the company
bulletin board announcing that a parti-
cular job will be open. In this way the
people already working for the company
have the first chance to apply for theob if
they believe themselves to be qualified.
This policy is good for morale within the
organization.

Selecting

As people learn of the vacancy, they
go to the personnel department to apply
for the job. The first thing that they do is fill
out an application. This application con-

4

Completing an application form is one of
the first steps in applying for a job.

R

L

tains infnrmation such as personal data.
educational background, past work
experience, and references. For some
jobs, tests such as intelligence or aptitude
may be given to those who are applying.

After the applications are checked and
the test scores evaluated, interviews are
conducted with those people applying for
the job. Much can be learned about a
person's appearance, personality, and
willingness to work through such
interviews.

,

Much cart be learned about an applicant
through a personal interview.

Many companies require applicants to
take a physical examination, The reason
for such an examination is to make certain
they are able to do the lob and that they do
not have any physical defects for which the
company could be held liable di a later.
date.

After carefully studying all appli-
cations, test scores. interview notes. and
reports from the physical examinations.
the personnel department is now able to
compare the applicants and select the in-
dividual best suited for the job.

Ind ficalg

The process of orienting a person to
his lob is known as inducting. In this in-
duction. the new worker is told something

39
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abqut the history of the company and
about the product or products it makes.
Rulei and regulations of the company are
explained to all new workers. Most organi-
zations now have fringe benefits such as
group hospitalization insurance, sick
leave, an paid vacations. Information
about such benefits is given to the new
worker. Many companies prepare and give
all new employees a "company handbook"
which describes these benefits' and gives
other important information. Some cpm-

pariies take new workers on a tour of the
building to point out the location of such
things as .the time clock, cafeteria, and
different departments within the plant. The
new employee is then taken to the depart-
ment to which he has been assigned and is
introduced to his immediate supervisor.

The supervisor continues this in-
duction process by introducing the new
employee to the people with whom he will
be working. He also carefully explains the
duties required in the job and other things

40

which will be expected of the new Worker.
The supervisor tries to answer any ques-
tions the new worker has about the com-
pany, the department, or his particular job.

-$*
=

Beginning workers must be shown how to
"Punch in and out" of the plant using the
time clock. For most hourly paid workers,
these time cards an used to figure the
payroll.

All of this induction process is an attempt
to get the worker started on the right foot
and make hire feel at home.

ile,ral Keeping

The personnel department is res-
ponsible for keeping records on all em-
ployees of the company. Information such
as personal data, jobs held, promotions,
pay raises, absenteeism, vacation time
taken, and turnovers is kept by this
department. Because it keeps such
records, this department 'keeps a close
look at the company's health "persohnel-
wise. By studying absentee and turnover
records, it can make recommendations to
management which may improve condi-
tions in certain departments where tnese
things have become a problem.

The department also handles all
records for hospitalization and other types
of insurance offered to the employees as
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Keeping records on all company ern-.
ployees is one of the duties of the
personnel department.

r

Many companies today use computers
which makes record keeping fast and ef-
ficient.

part of the fringe benefits of the company.
This not only means record keeping but
also involves negotiating contracts with
the insurance companies and then
explaining the new policies to the em-
ployees.

Handing Union Affairs

Where the employees of a company
are unionized (belong to a union), some-
one from the company must represent
management in all dealings with the union.
In many companies. this responsibility is
given to the personnel department. When
this.is the case. a lot of extra work goes into
handling union affairs. This department
represents the company in conducting the
labor contract negotiations. The people in
this department must then interpret the
union contract to the supervisors of the
company and help them make plans to live
up to that contract. They must also handle
all grievance work,which involves arrang-
ing all grievance meetings and keeping
records of the meetings and settlements.

Other Responsibilities

Safety Program

Personnel departments have other re-
sponsibilities whicri include such things as
conducting the company's safety program
and handling all workmen's compensation
claims resulting from work- related ac-
cidents. In connection with accidents, all
companies make some provisions for
providing first aid treatment to injured
workers. In very small COM uanies the pro-
visions amount to nothing more than a box
of band-aids and a bottle of iodine, but it is
not uncommon in large companies to find
dispensaries and hospitals on the plant
ground staffed with nurses and doctors.
These doctors also do the physical exam-
inations on applicants applying for jobs.
All of this work is the responsibility of the
personnel department_

38
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All companies make provisions for
providing first aid treatment to injured
workers Large companies usually have a
dispensary or nospital on the plant
grounds

Newsletters and Newspapers

The personnel department puts out
the company newsletter or newspaper. It
collects news items from other
departments and writes articles explaining
company policies and plans. Sometimes
when management has some information
or announcements it wants to get to the
employees, it may enter this information in
the newsletter or newspaper. The actual
printing of the newsletter or newspaper
may be contracted to a printing firm: but
when completed. personnel handles the
distribution

39

Security and Parking Lots

The security of the plant is generally
assigned to the personnel department.
This includes the guards to watch the plant
and also the supervision of the parking lot.

.

L

Supervision of the plant parking lot and
secunty are generally assigned to the
personnel department.

This department issues parking decaib. as-
signs parking spaces. supervises the
check-in and check-out of employees and
visitors, and directs traffic during shift
changes.

Athletics and Social Activities

Many companies encourage their
workers to take part in company- 'spon-
sored sports activities such as: bowling,
softball, or basketball games. Leagues are
organized and competition held between
various departments or perhaps with
different companies. Personnel arranges
the schedules and finds places to hold the
games.

Some companies also sponsor such
activities as gun clubs, bridge clups,'
bicycle riding clubs, and square dance



clubs When these clubs are available fo
company employees. the personnel
department has the iob of informing he
employees about them. Many personne
departments have a full-time recreational
director on their staff to plan. organize. and
manage these activities.

Savings Plans

Many companies operate credit
unions for the benefit of their employees. A
credit union is like a small bank where
company employees can deposit money
towards savings or make loans at low
interest rates The credit union is
organized and supervised by the
personnel department. Through -a payroll
deduction plan. employees can also
purchase United States Savings Bonds as
part of a savings plan

A few companies, as part of their
incentive plan, now offer employees the
opportunity to purchase stock in the com-
pany Where this is done. employees
arrange through the personnel department
to have a portion of their pay deducted
for the purchase of such stock

Cafeterias

It is not unusual for companies to
operate cafeterias for the benefit of their
employees. These a. e managed by the
personnel department and located on the
plant grounds. Since they are operated for
the convenience of the employees and not
to make a profit for the company. prices

o charged are usually much lower than
cafeterias or restaurants in the community
A small cafeteria can serve many people if
the lunch schedules are staggered among
the various departments

Company Operated Stores

Companies that require their em-
ployees to wear uniforms or certain types
of safety equipment often operate a small
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store where these items can be pur-
chased. The company can, of course. buy
at low prices; and this savings can be
passed on to the employees. These stores
sell such items as safety shoes and boots,
uniforms or work clothes, safety glasses.
rain gear, work gloves, and hand tools.
These stores may also stock and check-
out to the workers company furnished
items Such as hard hats, welding glasses or
masks, and other special safety equip-
ment.

ProViding Counseling Services

In an attempt to reduce absenteeism
and turnover, some companies provide
free counseling service to their employees.
This includes listening to their problems
and suggesting where they should go for
help. Other services provide employees
with information about managing their
money or legal information or advice about
loans. contracts, -and leases.

Summary

One of the main duties of the
personnel department is hiring people for
the organization. This involves recruiting.
selecting, and inducting all new em-
ployees. Other major duties of this
department are record keeping and repre-
senting the company with all dealings with
the unions.

Personnel departments have many
other miscellaneous responsibilities.
These include conducting the company's
safety program, managing the dispensary
or hospital, handling the cafeteria, running
the company store, providing security and
managing the parking lot This department
also puts out the company news:etter or
newspaper. organizes and manages the
athletic and social activities, encourages
employees to save money by providing
savings plans. and provides counseling
services to those employees who are in
need of help
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Words and Phrases You Should Know

Staffing
Recruiting
Selecting
inducting
Application
Interview
Fringe benefits
Unionized
Incentive plan

Discussion and Research Topics

1. What are the main duties of the
personnel department?

2. If you were hiring a person for a job,
what would you want to know about the job
and the individual applying for the job?

3. Discuss the steps involved in staffing an
organization.

4. Record keeping is an important part of
the work of the personnel department.
Why is record keeping important?

5. What occupations would be found in a
peirsonnel department?
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PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

What the DepartmentDoes

In most corporations you find a
department charged with the responsi-
bility of purchasing everything which is
needed to run the company. In a very small
concern this responsibility is placed on
one person, and he has other duties to
perform as well. In a large corporation, a
hundred or perhaps a thousand or more
people are needed to perform this work. As.
you can guess from the work they do, this
department is called the purchasing de-
partment. In the military and in some other
organizations. this department is called
the procurement department.

What Must Be Purchased

Just what has tO be bought in order to
keep ttre company running? Very quickly
you think of the raw materials which are
going to be manufactured into finished
products, but there is a lot more. Perhaps
this is a good place to pause a moment and
consider some of the things that it takes to
keep the company running, because these

same things all have to be bought by our
purchasing department.

The raw materials needed for produc-
tion have already been mentioned. so let us
start there. These raw materials are used
by men and women working on machines
and using hand tools. These machines and
hand tools are bought, and sooner or later
as they break dc.mn. parts have to be
ordered to repair them. After the product is
completed, it is prepared for shipping to
the seller. Boxes and ..rates are needed, if a
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product is to be boxed. If not, only a ship-
ping label is required. Somebody still has
to buy the shipping label.

Everybody knows that it is important
to keep the work area clean. You have to
buy some brooms and mops for the jani -
torial workers, not to mention buckets,

L
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All material and supplies must be ob-
tained by the purchasing department.



dustpans, soap, wax, paper towels, and
rags.

Have you ever had to replace a fuse.
light bulb, or air-conditioner filter in your
home? Industry has this same problem,
and somebody must buy these items.
Many more things could be Mentioned, but
by now you should have the idea. It takes a
lot of things to keep production running.
and all these things have to be purchased.

Cost of Materials

Most companies which manufacture a
product spend more than half of the money
received from sales on materials. A com-
pany doing a million dollar business
probably is spending over 5 million dollars
a year on materials alone. Some of the
larger manufacturers in the United States
spend millions of dollars each day on
materials. All of these purchases have to be
handled by the purchasing department.

Purchasing Equipment and Supplies

It has been mentioned before that
corporations are in business to make
money. This is accomplished by hiring
men and women to manufacture goods or
to provide services. It is absolutely neces-
sary. therefore, to make sure that these
people have the equipment and supplies
necessary to perform their work. If it ever
becomes necessary to have a work stop-
page due to a lack of supplies with which to
work, the organization loses money in two
ways. First, the company loses because
nothing is being produced. and secondly,
to make matters worse, the company must
continue paying people who should be
working but are not because of a lack of
supplies.

In some types of work where only one
or two people are involved, the workers do
their own purchasing of the supplies
needed to carry on their . work. The
housewife, for example, goes to the super-
market to buy the groceries she needs to

f
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cook the family supper. The .auto
mechanic, who is in business for himself,
stops working on A car to phone or go to
the parts house to buy a carburetor needed
to repair the car. In large organizations.
however, this method of purchasing_ just
will not work. The housewife* that pur-
chased the makings for the family supper
may have stopped to have her hair done at
the beauty shop before returning home to
begin cooking. There is no harm done
there, but how would you like to be paying
the wages of a worker that left work to go
buy some supplies needed to do his work
and decided to stop and get his hair cut? If
the auto mechanic does not pay his bill at
the parts house by the end of the month.
the owner could refuse him any additional
credit. How would you like to be refused
credit because of some outstanding bills

Ghat your workers have not paid which you
did not even know about? What is needed
is a method of purchasing which insures
that all equipment and supplies are bought
at the right time, at the best price, and after
they are received, the bills are paid. This
system must also allow a method of keep-
ing an accurate account of all money spent
for equipment and supplies.

Specifications

Specifications are written descrip-
tions of materials to be purchased and are
usually prepared by the purchasing
department. For some materials the
specifications are simple and may include
nothing more than the name and catalogue
or part number. But for some orders, the
specifications become very involved. At
times, words alone cannot fully describe
an object, and drawings must be included
in the specifications. Some specifications
require technical information about the
material such as tensile strength, surface
hardness, voltage output, chemical con-
tent or heat resistance.

You probably do most of your buying
in a store and can see and handle the
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This purchasing agent is checking
specification on a bid sheet to see that all
needed technical information has been
included.

product as well as ask questions of the
salesman. In a purchasing department.
however. just about everything ordered is
done so through the mail. It is very impor-
tant, therefore, that the specifications con-
tain all of' the information needed to fully
describe the materials io be purchased.

Getting Bids

Have you ever bought something and
later found out that the same item was
cheaper at another store? There is a
solution for this. It is called "shopping
around." With the hundreds of items the
purchasing department has to buy, it is im-
possible for its personnel to go from store
to store to compare prices. But in a way
they do just that. The system is called
getting bids. How does this system work?

As the requisitions (orders) are
received from the different departments.
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Requisitions are compiled and typed on
bid sheets.

they are compiled into a list according to
the nature of the supplies . These com-
piled lists are needed, since the companies
selling materials usually specialize. For ex-
ample, you do not buy tools from the same
people that sell office supplies. Janitorial
supplies are bought from still another
company. After the lists are completed
(called bid sheets), they are sent to three or
more Companies requesting prices. When
the purchasing department receives these
returned" bid sheets, its employees
carefully examine them to determine
where the company can get the materials
at the best price. Orders are then placed
with the companies which have quotecittie
cheapest prices. So you see that this
system is ve.y much the same as your
"shopping around" for lowest priiies be-
fore you buy. = bit

All government agencies and most
large corporations. require this system of
purchasing. As citizens, we should be glad
to know that when the government spends
our money, it gets the best price for what is
bought.
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thing which nas been ordered is delivered
to the receiving department where it is
checked and inspected for damages. The
recpiving department then sends a
"receiving report" to purchasing.
Purchasing can then tell the accounting
department that the materials have been
received and that the bill should be paid.

Modern computers are often used to keep
track of materials and supplies ordered.

Receiving Materials and Supplies

The work of the purchasing depart-
ment is not complete until all materials and
supplies which have been ordered are
received. In most organizations, every-
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All materials received must be checked to
make sure the order is correct and has not
been damaged in shipment.

If, however, the materials or supplies
are received in a damaged condition, or if
some of the items are missing, the pur-
chasing department must handle all
dealings with the supplying company.

Invoices and Sales Slips

An invoice is an itemized list of goods
shipped or sold to a customer. It lists the
number of items (quantity), the name of
the items (description), the unit price (the
cost of one item of that type), and the total
price (the unit price times the quantity
ordered). Other information includes the
date, an invoice number, the name and ad-
dress of the place to which the order is to
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ba shipped, and the total price of the bill.
Usually two or more copies of an invoice
are made, depending on the system of
record, keeping used by the organization.
One copy. however. always goes to the
customer. This is the bill.

You may have bought something at a
store for which you were given an invoice
that was not completely filled out. This is a
common practice particularly when you
pay cash and take the"grchandise with
you. The seller may. haile.written the words
"cash sale" in the place for the customer's
name, or he may have left it blank. Usually
the quantity, description, and total price is
completed. It is also a common practice to
write the word "paid" at the bottom of the
invoice when it is a cash sale: Have you
ever wondered why the salesman went to
the trouble of filling out the invoice? Well, it
is done because it is an important part of
the bookkeeping system. Later the organi-
zation uses the invoice to account for the
stock which is missing from the store.

Some stores do not use invoices
because of the volume of business done

and the speed at which it is handled. Exam-
ples of these are supermarkets and dis-
count stores. Just think of standing in line
at the check-Out counter of a supermarket
while the checker itemizes each thing the
rerson in front of you has put in the cart.

Using this method, all of the items are
rung up on the cash register, taxes added,
and then the bill is totaled. The customer is
given the tape Which is the sales slip. You
may not know it, but cash registers have
two tapes on which the sales are recorded.
One is torn off bit by bit and given to the
Customers; the other tape stays in the
machine. It is used at the end of the day to
account for sales.

Summary

The purchasing department is res-
ponsible for ordering all materials and sup-
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plies needed by the organization. Re-
quests for materials and supplies are sent
from the various departments within the
organization to purchasing where these
are combined. Bid sheets requesting price
quotations are prepared and sent to three
or more businesses which sell those items
listed. After the bid sheets are returned,
they are carefully studied to see who has
quoted the lowest prices. Orders for the
materials and supplies are then sent to the
various businesses.

Words and Phrases You Should Know

Procurement department
Getting bids
Requisition
Specifications
Bid sheet
Invoice

Discussion and Reeeeivh Topics

1. What procedure takes place between
the time when a decision is made to
purchase an item and the time that the item
is delivered for use?

2. Select two items in your classroom or
laboratory and prepare specifications for
these items.

3. Why does the process of "getting bids"
result in obtaining the best price for an
item?

4. Compile a list of the items in your
classroom which were purchased after the
school was constructed.

5. What occupations would be found in a
purchasing department?
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What Public Relations Is
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Public relations is the art or science of
developing reciprocal understanding and
goodwill between a person, firm, or insti-
tution and the public.

With this definition in mind, one might
wonddr why a business should be con-
cerned with developing understanding
and goodwill with the public. It can be
reasoned that all a business has to do is
produce a good product and the public will
buy it, goodwill or not. Well this just is not
the case. There is not much that any busi-
ness makes today in the line of products
which is not made by other companies.
The automobile industry is a good ex-
ample of this. If yoli are in the market for a
mini car, you will find that American
Motors. Chrysler. Ford. and General
Motors all manufacture this type of auto-
mobile. And the cars are all priced about
the same. This is also true for midsize cars,
family cars, and luxury automobiles. Com-
petition is tough in industry; and in many
cases, it is not the car as much as the pub-
lic relatiohs which the particular company
has that helps determine sales.

A simple example may be helpful in
understanding the value of public
relations. Picture in your mind two grocery
stores. Each carries the same line of food
products, prices are the same, and they are
both the same distance from your home. At
store A. the manager. checkers,, and bag
boys are friendly, helpful, and polite. The
personnel at store B. however, appear just

the op site and give the impression that
they do of care if you do business in their
store or ot. Now where would you prefer
to do your grocery shopping?

How the public reacts to a business is very
important.

Public relations is very important. It
has become a multimillion dollar business
in the United States. Most large corn-
panies have public relations departments.
and smaller companies usually contract
this work to firms specializing in this area
of business.

Developing understanding and good-
will depends upon keeping the public in-
formed, and public relations often
becomes concerned with methods of in-
forming the public. This is important in all
organizations, but particularly with non-
profit organizations which depend on
government or public support in order to
raise needed funds. What type of response
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to a fund-raising drive would an organi-
zation such as the Red Cross receive if it
did not keep the public informed of its work
in helping people during times of
disasters? It is questionable whether the
NASA space program. lepending on funds
appropriated each year by Congress.
would have achieved such success had it
not been for the public relations work done
in keeping all informed concerning its
plans. efforts. and accomplishments.

Many Different Publics

When you hear someone say public
relations, it is natural to think of the word
-public- as being all of the people. This is
not necessarily so because in public
relations work the public means different
things at different times. At times the
public is one group of people. and at other
times it involves a completely different
group of people. The public relations
department of a large manufacturing firm
does work aimed at gaining the support
and goodwill of several different publics.
The first public, or group, involves the em-
ployees of the firm. Much work is done in
this area attempting to secure worker
cooperation, pride in the company.
interest, and goodwill. A second public, or
group. is the community in which the firm
is located. Community understanding and
support are desired and sought by all
businesses. The third public, or group, in-
cludes the people in a region or perhaps
the whole nation who may be the buyers of
the company's products

Methods Used in Public Reiations

In public relations work, all of the
various devices and media of communi-
cation are employed to inform the public
about a person. firm, or institution. They
include news stories on radio, television.
newspapers. and magazines. The mail
service is used for sending letters, bro-
chures. pamphlets. and booklets. Many
firms are finding the open house and plant
tour to be successful. Letting the public

see what is happening on the inside seems
to be of great value in public relations
work. Personal visits by representatives of
the company are also helpful. The list of

Media of all types are used in public
relation work .

ways and means used in public: relations
work is endless, but all are concerned with
gaining the understanding. goodwill, and
support of the public.

Public Relations Everybody's Job

One of the problems faced by those
charged with the responsibility for doing
public relations work is gaining the
cooperation of all people involved, either
directly or indirectly. with the organi-
zation. This is no easy lob considering the
large Timber of people involved in some
organizations. In the automobile industry.
for example, millions of dollars may be
spent each year attempting to gain the
goodwill of the public, That money and ef-



fort can often be offset years later by a
grouchy mechanic complaining about
how the company just slapped the car to-
gether and did not seem to care whether it
held up or not. The car owner may have
had faith in the company and his car, but
now he has doubts. At times, the work of
public relations is to undo the bad public
relations of others. Although the main ef-
forts in public relations may be assigned to
a few. public relations truly becomes the
work of everybody in the company all up
and down the line.

Summary

Public relations is concerned with
developing goodwill and understanding
between the organization and the public. It
has become a multimtllion.dQtlar business
in the United States. The 'main duty of
those involved in public relations work is
that of keeping the public informe'd
the organization and attempting to gain
their cooperation and support. Although
this work is assigned to only a few people
in the organization. public relations 15 the
concern of all those employed ;11 the
organization.
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Words and Phrases You Should Know

Public relations
Media of
Multimillion dollar usiness
Goodwill

Discussion and Research Topics

1. Discuss the reasons why good public
relations is important to a business

2. Select a business in your community
and discuss ways in which it could improve
its public relations.

3. Discuss the reasons why your school
system should be interested in public
relations.

4: Make Et list of the media used in public
relations work.

5. What type of occupations would be
found in a public relations department?
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PLANNING FOR PRODUCTION

In retracing the chain of events which
resulted with the riding lawn mower being
in the department store, we have so far
seen why the decision to produce the
mower was made and how the mower was
designed. At this stage it is known how the
mower will look and how it will operate.
Can production begin? No, because much
planning and work is necessary in order to
get everything ready to begin production.
What is involved in this planning?

The Decision to Make or Buy

Early in theplanning stages of produc-
tion, decisions ace reached as to what parts
will oe made and what parts Will be bought.
It may seem a little funny that a business
which manufactures products buys some
of the parts. but they do just that There are
dozens of companies manufacturing lawn
mowers. but most use Briggs & Stratton or
Clinton engines on them. Engines are not
the only items that are bought. Sometimes
the company does not have the machin-
ery required to make certain parts. You
may ask then why they do not purchase
those machines? Sometimes they do and
at other times they do not It depends on
the number of parts needed, it is some-
times cheaper to buy the parts than to buy
the machines needed to make the parts
Any company which makes a !awn mower
Should be able to make somethihq as
simple as a cotter pin But at less than 51 00
per gross r 144) why qo to the trouble?

All parts of the mower. such as wheels.
pulleys. belts, gears. blades. steering
wheel and even bolts anti nuts are studied
r r;..!1 Gotr-orlerifui t!le. company maki.

them, the decision is made as to whether
the least expensive method is to make or to
buy. It should be obvious why these
decisions are made early in the planning
stage. Parts which are to be bought must
be ordered and received before pro-
duction can begin. Likewise,' for parts
which are to be made, plans are started for
their production.

Analysis of Operations

All of the parts which are to be made
must be carefully studied to determine
what processes are required to produce
them. These processes are called
operations. UsUally the making of parts re-
quires machine operations (work per-
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These engineers begin to make an
analysis of operations by carefully
examining the prototype of this new hay
Dale,



AIformed on machines),.vggegre a seMEEm-
bling of parts usually requires harid
operations iwbrk per by people,
perhaps using hand toois)

a
dis r" es

Eacn part is studied to determine the
machine operations required

Why must the parts be analyzed to
determine the operations involved? The
operations determine what machines miist
be used to make the finished parts. Some

ci
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Worts conditions must also be studied
when making an operation analysis
Platforms or scaffolds may be needed to
enable workers to perform their lobs
efficiently

parts are' started and completed-on one
machine. Another part may require
operations done or, two or three different
types of machines before it is completed

Some operations can be performed in
more than one way A round hole in a part
lot a bolt to pass through can be chilled.
punched, or stamped. Which is the best
method? The answer depends on many
thineo, but always the most economical
method is selected. if the part must go to
the stamping machine for other work, why
not stamp the hole while the part is there?
This eliminates the need tomove that part
to another machine for nr pun-
ching. Information SuCh as this can only be
learned by analysis of operations.

The Decision to Expand_or Add Another
Shift

A &ty decision to introduce a new
product creates the need for other
decisions to be made by topmanagement..
In the case of the lawn mower company,
Just who is going to make the new. riding
mowers?. Will it be the same employees
who presently work for the company
manufacturing the push-type and self-

oropelled mowers? If so, then production
on these has to stop because these em-
ployees cannot be making both at the
same time. If sales. however, indicate pro-
duction on the old type mowers should
continue. it wilt be necessary to employ a
new crew of workers to manufacture the
riding type mower. If additional employees
are hired. just where are they supposed to
work? Is there room in the plant to install
additional machines and set up a new as-
sembly line, or wiH it be necessary to in-
crease the floor space of the plant to take
care of these workers and their machines?
How much will this expansion cost?

One method of avoiding the high cost
of expansion is to work a second shift.
After all, there is a tremendous amount of
capital invested in the plant and equip-



ment; but it is in use only 8 hours a day, sit-
ting idle the remaining 16 hours. Working a
second shift' makes better use of the
facilities.

Steelmaking operations continue liound-
therclock at this 'Bethelem steel plant.

Let us assume that the lam, mower
company decides on the second shift
rather, than expansion. Does this mean the
second shift makes the riding mowers? It
miTnt be more efficient for both shifts to
work on the push-type and self-propelled
mowers and get the orders filled in half the
time. Both shifts can then begin manu-
facturing the riding mowers.

Hiring workers for this second shift
becomes the concern of the personnel
department. But no one wants all new
workers on a shift. Some old employees of
the company, particularly a few tine
foremen must be "talked" into char to
the second shift.

The original decision to produce the
riding mower came about because of the
need to keep up with the competition. This
iecisioo brought about the need for other

,cistons which must be made before
pr.)(:,ictron can begin
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Routing of Work

After the analysis of operations is
completed and it is decided what
operations must be performed and on what
machines, plans are made to route the
work through the plant. Production is
really materials in motion. This means that
as the material moves through the plant. it
is worked on and finally becomes a com-
pleted product. This movement of material
through the plant is routed in the most
efficient manner. In an ideal situation, raw
materials enter at one end of the plant, are
processed as they move through the plant,
and exit at the other end of the plant as a
finished, product.

In attempting to reach this ideal
situation, men and machines are
positioned within the plant in accordance
wit!i the seauence of operations to be
performed o. the material, For example.
for whatever must be done first on the raw
materials, men and machines are posi-
tioned so they can perform that operation
just as the material is brought into the
plant. There is no sense in moving the ma-
terial through the entire plant before the
first operation is performed. For all other
operations, men and machines are posi-
tioned in just the correct sequence.

Sequence of operations is not the only
'factor to be considered in routing the work
through the plant. Rate (how fast) at
,:fhich operations are performed is also
taken into account. Suppose the men and
machines performing the first operation
work at a rate of 100 units per -hour. The
men and machines perfOrming the second
operation on the same part, however, work
at the rate of 300 units per.nour. Unless the
plan calls fOr the crew of the first operation
to begin several days before the other crew
and stockpile parts, there is a problem. The
solution may be three machines perform-
ing the first operation. Regardless of the
solution selected, the problem should be
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solved during this planning stage before
production begins. In a similar manner. the
rate for each operation involved in
manufacturing the product is considered
to avoid bottlenecks.

Flow Charts

When planning the routing of work
through the plant. engineers do much of
their planning by making flow charts
flow chart is a drawing of the floor plan ut
the plant showing where the machines and
work areas arp located with lines in-
dicating how material moves or flows
through the plant during production. The
machines are represented by little card-
board cutouts which are to scale Some
people. however. prefer to use three-
dimensional models of the machines
rather than the cardboard cutouts

Since the layout of a plant to insure
proper positioning of machines and work
areas for proper routing of work is
somewhat of a trial and error method. the
cutouts or models are moved on the floor
plan until the best solution is found It is
much cheaper to move cutouts or models
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Many machines are too large to move
This 10 000 ton press at the McDonnvii
plant is an example Materials to he
worked ;lust he routed to this press

on paper than it is to move the actual
machines in trying to work out the
solution. Only after the flow chart is 'com-
pleted and approved will the machines be
moved When moving time does come. the
flow chart is used as a plan showing exac-
tly where each machine is to be set up.

Prf_NduCtrOn work, of course, must stop
during this setting up period. In the case of
the lawn mower company, work would
stop on the manufacturing of the push-
type and self-propelled models while the
plant is being set up to manufacture the
riding mowers. With proper planning and
by following the flow chart, the change
could perhaps be done overnight. If this is
possible, the result would be no interrup-
tion in production.

Materials Handling

Alt materials. whether they be raw
materials, parts, materials in process. sub-
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Notice the means of materials handling
used at this Volkswagen plant in
Wolfsburg Germany

assemblies, finished products. or scraps
'which are produced in industry must be
handled During the planning stage for
production. methods are selected to move
all of this material.

Some of the more common methods
used in industry to move materials include
tote boxes. conveyors, chutes, overhead
cranes. and forklift tucks. The method
selected in each case depends on the
nature of the material, its size and shape.
and the distance it has to be moved.

How will the raw materials be moved to
the machine performing the firet
operation? How does the part produced on
the first machine move to the second
machine for completion? How will all parts
be moved to the line for assembly? Ques-
tions such as these must be asked and
methods determined. Methods for
handling materials are decided upon while
the routing of work and the positioning of
machines and work areas are being
planned One example should show the
need for this.

- 4112m._

In shipbuilding all materials must be
moved to the place where it is being con-
structed.

How will the part produced on the first
machine be moved to the second machine
for completion? One solution is for the
operator of the first machine to put the part
in a tote box after he has completed his
work on that part. When the tote box is full,
it is carried to the operator at the second
machine. That is one solution, but it may
not be the best. Would it be possible' to
position the first machine and the second
machine side by side? If this can be done,
the operator of the first machine can place
the part in the tote box with his right hand
and the operator of the second machine
Can pick up the part with his left hand. The
need to carry the tote box from one
machine to the other is now eliminated.'
Systems such as this must be planned
before the machines are moved. Plans for
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Talk about moving materials in a hurry.
this unloader picks up 20-tons of ore in a
single bite.

the movement of all materials must be
studied to make sure that the best method.
and that quite often is the simplest is
found

-1111LtAL
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Materials handling does not stop just
because the prodiffi has been assem-
hied These completed Volkswagens are
nioveri try means of double-decker
rattwai trains to the dealers
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Safety

Working safely, free of accidents, is
not something that just happens. The
safety of the workers is something which
must be planned before production
begins. Practically all industrial accidents

.1.0411
. ;

Where plans are not made for the safety of
workers, accidents usually happen.

and the injuries they produce are the result
of a combination of two factors. These fac-
tors are:

1. Unsafe acts on the part of the worker

2. Unsafe mechanical or physical con-
ditions in the plant

If work is to be made safe, steps must be
taken to see that the workers do not com-
mit any unsafe acts and that all unsafe con-
ditions within the plant are corrected.
Most large companies have safety direc-
tors charged with the responsibility of
safety within the plant.

Why should industry be so con-
cerned about the safety of their workers?
They cannot afford not to be concerned
Most industrial workers today come tinder
state unemployment compensation laws.
Briefly stated, such laws require the in-
dustry to pay all medical expenses of an in-
jured employee and also a certain portion
of his wages while he is recovering from
that injury. In the case of a serious injury,
this can become very expensive It is less
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These painters are wearing respirators for
protection against inhaling paint and
fume's

This foundry worker wears spect.; safety
clothing and goggles for protection
against burns Notice also the dirt floor
Afflict! is a roquIronient whon potoing not
metals
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Hearing protectors are a safety device
worn by workers in plants where noise is a
problem

expensive to hire safety personnel and to
do everything possible to make the plant
safe.

The elimination of unsafe acts on the
part of the workers is the goal of safety
training. Proper methods of using the
machines, need for following safety rules.
and the importance of using and wearing
safety devices and clothing are stressed
during this training. Hopefully, with this
training and good supervision, unsafe acts
of the workers can be controlled.

In the elimination of unsafe
mechanical or physical conditions in the
plant, plans must start early to make the
plant safe. During the routing of work and
the location of machines, the safety of the
workers must always be considered. is
there enough space for the operator to
work at the machine? Are aisles wide
enough for workers to pass without being
too close to dangerous machines? Is there
safe access to every place the workers
must go? Is there adequate light for the
operators? If mechanical means of
materials handling are used. are the
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workers protected from being caught in or
struck by them? Questions such as these
must be asked and solutions found before
machines are moved prior to production,
Machines must be inspected to see that
they are in good operating condition
Proper guards should be installed on all
machines.

r:
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Many companies conduct classes in
safety for their employees during the
normal working oay
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The safety of the workers is very im-
portant No-accident work records can
only be had with proper planning. After an
accident happens and workers are insured,
it IS too late

Jigs and Fixtures

Tooling-up for production involves
moving machines, work tables. and work
areas into location to allow for the correct
routing of work. It also includes designing
and making jigs and fixtures which are
needed during production Jigs and
fixtures are devices used to correctly
position or hold a piece of work with the

toot performing the operation. The ad-
vantages include.

1. Helps reduce manufacturing cost

2. Helps assure accuracy

3. Reduces the skill required to perform
operations

4. Enables machines to perform ad-
. ditional operations

Let us examine closely a job that an
operator of a drill press performs. He drills
four holes in the base plate as shown on
the drawing below.

MU PLATS
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In performing this job, he first lays out
the work This requires making four
measurements and drawing four fines to
locate centers before he drills the holes.
This method is fine if he only has one or
two base plates to drill, but suppose he has
several thousand to do. A faster and more
accurate method is to design and con-
struct a lig which fastens to the table of the
drill press This jig will correctly position
the we -k for the operator.

With the aid of the jig, the operator has
only to place the base plate in the first
posit:on and drill the hole. He then slides it
to the second position and drills the
second hole, and so on, By using this jig.
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there is no need to lay out e h piece. This\'acl
process saves a great deal o \time. If the
operator does not waste time p sitioning
the base plate before drilling. mor time is

saved. When time is saved, money i saved
because the operator is probably being
paid by the hour.

. This not the only advantage of using
the jig. Two otner factors are equally im-
portant. First. all of the base plates drilled
in this jig are the same, which is very irri
portant in this day of interchangeable
parts. And second, the operator does not
have to be as skillful: he does not even have
to know how to measure with 'a rule, so he
does not have to be paid as much as a
skilled worker.

Jigs and fixtures should be designed
and constructed for all operations where
they will be helpful. Although in a few
cases they are expensive, in most cases
they can be built from scrap material. Jigs
and fixtures can be constructed to assist
workers doing assembling operations.
Devices for holding materials while they
are being glued or fastened prove to be
very time saving.

a
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Packaging the Product

Plans must be made for the packaging
of the product prior to beginning produc-
tion. Packaging is done for several.
reasons. Sometimes if is to hold the
produCt as would be the case with cement,
paint, powdei-, poultry feeds, toothpaste,
or any type of liquid product. With other
products, packaging is done to protect the
product from damage during shipping.

O.

.1
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This pacemaker can mean the difference
between life and death to someone with a
heart block. The package is made of
styrofoam to protect the pacemaker dur-
ing shipment to a hospital.

Radios, clocks, refrigerators, hair dryers.
and sewing machines are examples of
products which are packaged to- protect
them during shipping. Packaging is also
done to make products easy to handle.
Products put into square or rectangular
shaped boxes are easy to stack and take
less room.

Many types of materials are used to-
day to package products. There are bot-
tles, jars, cans, drums, boxes, crates, bags.
and sacks. They can be made from metal,
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wood. paper, cardboard, cloth, or plastic.

In planning for packaging, the rate at
which it is done is carefully studied to in-
sure that bottlenecks do not occur to slow
up production. the most suitable way to

en, 0111ot-

After these loaves of bread have been
sliced, they move by conveyor to this
machine where they are packaged into
wrappers.

package is also sought, At times, the size of
the package is greatly reduced by not com-
pletely assembling the product. A push-
type lawn mower, for example, requires a
very large box if completely assembled. If
the handle is not belted to the base,
however. the package .ks much smaller.

Many products are often packaged
twice to make them easy to handle. Soap.
toothpaste. shampoo. canned food goods,
and many other small items are usually
packaged in boxes containing several
dozen, making them much easier to ship to
the wholesaler and retailer. In packaging.
everything must be labeled to identify what
the package contains. Other special
instructions such as "This Side Up," "Do
Not Use Hooks." and "Do Not Stack." must
be labeled where they apply

The reason for packaging, the method
of packaging. the type of packaging. and
the rate at which products are packaged

612

Fain at this Kodak plant is first packaged
in single units and then repackaged into
boxes for ease of handling and shipping.
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This worker is packaging V- Belts. This
simple Type of retainer will make it easy to
identify the belt as to size and type
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This riding mower is first fastened onto a
pallet which will allow it to be easily
moved by fork-lift.

are carefully studied. Based on this study.
plans are made to insure that nothing is
overlooked before production begins.

LL

These 13-ton crawler tractors are being
sent half around the world to Burma
Special crating is required for protection
during the journey

Inspection

Why inspect? It is commonly
believed that inspection involves examin-
ing a finished product to determine if it has
been made correctly. Although some
inspection is done for this purpose, this is
not the main reason for inspection. The
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main reason is to eliminate the waste of
working on defective materials and pro-
ducing faulty products. Every time a
defective product is manufactured the
company loses not only the materials in-
volved, but also the wages paid the
workers to produce the defective product,
as well as the loss of an acceptable product
which could have been manufactured in
the same amount of time. Most of the in-
spection done in manufacturing plants.
therefore, takes place before the product
has been completed.

. Another good reason for inspecting
while the product is being built is to learn
just what is being done wrong when
something is found defective so it can be
corrected. Most work done on machines
will be correct, provided the machine is
properly adjusted and set up correctly. If
the machine starts to turn out faulty work it

a.

A visual inspection of these circular saw
housings is made as they are removed
from the painting racks and placed on the
conveyor belt.

is probably out of adjustment or set up
wrong. If caught in time, it can be cor-
rected before too many faulty parts are
made. This would not be possible, how-
ever, if products were only inspected after
they were completed.

When to inspect? All work in a plant
employing thousands of workers cannot
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be inspected. This would require too much
time and would be very costly It is im-
portant. therefore, to know when to
inspect. There are some general rules
about when to inspect. These ale.

1. Inspect all materials purchased
be sure you receive what has been ordered
and that it is not damaged.

2. Inspect before starting time-con-
suming or costly operations. Do not waste
time or money perforMing work on defec-
tive materials,

3. Inspect before starting operations
which could damage or lam machines.
Example Do not ruin planer knives by
runn:ng boards with nails through planer.

4 Inspect before starting assembly
operations which are difficult to take apart

5. Inspect finished products before
they leave the plant

I.

These electrical components are
carefully checked before being assem-
bled into the product.

Who will inspect? Much of the
inspection mentioned in the rules above
can be done by the production workers if
they are instructed 'properly. In most
cases, the .workers must pick up the
material to position it on the machine or
install it on the product. While doing this. a
quick visual inspection of the material can
be made. In most cases. this is all that is
necessary to determine if material is
acceptable or faulty. Having the produc-
tion workers do this inspection while they
are performing their work greatly reduces
the number of personnel required to do
only inspection.

There are times when materials re-
quire more than a visual inspection to de-
termine their condition. Special testing
equipment, requiring a great deal of train-
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More than &OW inspectors maintain a
constant watch to insure quality at Volks-
wagen plaints in Germany. This insoPctor
checks a magnesium crankcase half after
machining.
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ing for operation. must sometimes be
used. Mechanical products, such as
engines. must be run to detemine their
performance. In these cases. specially
trained inspection personnel must do the
inspecting.

These engineering and production
technicians run a set of programs to make
sure these computers are operating
correctly.

.1...a

This employee checks auto equipment
papers at the Ford Wayne. Michigan,
assembly plant
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During the planning stage of produc-
tion, careful consideration must be given
to inspection. Who will inspect and when
inspection will be done must be decided.
Special instruction may have to be given to
production workers concerning inspec-
tion.

Careful attention during the trial run .

should be devoted to inspection, making
sure that all. personnel are .carrying out
inspection procedures correctly.

a
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Electric mptor fields for Black & Decker
power tools are inspected at the end of the
subassembly automatic winding line.

Trial Run

Regardless of the amount of planning.
it is always a good idea to conduct a
trial run before beginning production. This
trial run is similar to a dress rehearsal. It is
the last chance to get all of the "bugs" out
before the big show starts. During the trial
run, production is actually performed. As
work is completed on each machine, each
piece is carefully checked to see that it is
being made correctly. If not. adjustments
are made. The routing of work is watched
closely. and if bottlenecks occur. they are
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corrected. Systems worked out in advance
for materials handling are tested to see if
they are moving materials as intended.

This trial run provides an opportunity
to make sure that all workers understand
exactly what they are supposed to do. If

a.

.26
mirigwillf IF,
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Making sure each worker knows exactly
what he is to do is one of the reasons for a
trial run

pa:Al:ems arise, the foremen show the
workers what they are doing wrong and
what must be done in order to do the job
right. As workers are not rushed during
this run, they have the time to straighten
out mistakes.

One last advantage of the trial run is
that it offers the opportunity to make sure

at all necessary planning has been done.
If something has been overlooked, it
should show up; and it can be corrected.

Summary ,

After it is known exactly what the
product is:. how it looks, and how it
operates. much planning and work is done
before production can begin. Decisions
are reached concerning who will make the
product and where it will be made. Such

decisions may require expaniion of the
plant, possibly working another shift and
the hiring of additional workers. It is also
decided what parts will be made in the
plant and what parts will be bought

Work is performed to analyze each
part of the product to determine the
operations required in its production.
Plans for the routing of work 'during pro-

. duction are made. Such plans take into
consideration the positioning of ma-
chines. methods of materials handling:
and the safety of the workers. Jigs and fix-
tures are designed and constructed to
help speed up the work and. therefore. re-
duce the cost of production

The last step in planning for produc-
tion consists of a trial run. This is the final
check to make sure that nothing has been
overlooked before actual production
begins.

Words and Phrases You Should Know

Analysisof operations
Second shift
Routing of work
Sequence of operations
Rate of operation
Flow chart
Materials handling
Unsafe act
Unsafe mechanical or physical condition
Tooling-up

`Jigs and fixtures
Packaging
Trial run

Discussion and Research Topics

1. Make a list of things which must tie done
before production of a product can begin.

2. Assume that the enrollment in your
school will double next year. Discuss some
ways which the over-crowded conditions
could be solved.



3. Select a piece of furniture in your
classroom and make an analysis of
operation for that item.

4. Sketch a floor plan of your school
cafeteria. Now make a flow chart on this
plan showing how students move through
the cafeteria from the time they enter until
the time that they leave. Are there any
bottlenecks? If so, how could they be
eliminated?

6

5. Select two different Items in your
classroom and discuss whether or not the
items had to be packaged, and if so, why'

6. What types of occupations are required
to properly plan for production?
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PRODUCTION

Production can be thought of as that
part of the manufacturing process where
natural resources are changed into useful
products. In a furniture factory, wood is
changed into products such as chairs or,
tables. Metal. plastic. rubber. glass, and
fabric are changed to become a car in the
automobile industry. Production is ac-
tually the process of making things.

'The Old System

Some time ago, all things were made
on an individual basis. mostly in small one-

a

f;S
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man shops. A skilled craftsman, con-
tracted to make a chair, carefully selected
the wood needed to complete the job. He

. then made the legs, back, seat. and arm
rests. After all of the parts had beers 4um-
plated, he assembled them to make the
chair. After sanding, he applied the desired
finish. More than likely, if the chair was to
be delivered to the customer, this same
craftsman also did that.

The point is that with the old system of
making things one worker usually did the
entire job from start to finish. Such people
took a great deal of pride in their workman-
ship.

69

Modern Mass Production

With the exception of products made
in the home workshop and a small amount
of custom work, most things made today
are not produced on an individual basis.
The Industrial Revolution, machines, sub-
division of labbr, interchangeable parts,
and advanced- technology have all been
responsible for changing our methods of
production-. Most products today are mass
produced in large. factories. No longer
does one person work on a product from
start to finish.

In a modern furniture plant today we
may find a hundred workers all having
some part in the making of the chair men,
tioned in the example above. Each worker
performs some operation on the chair and
repeats that same operation over and over
on chair after chair. Working together
these 100 workers can produce 100 chairs
in approximately one-fourth the time it
*mould take an equal number of craftsmen
to build one chair each There is no
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their jobs with amazing speed and ac-
curacy

New cars roll out of the plant every few
seconds 16 hours each working day at
Volkswagen s home plant in Wolfsburg,
Germany

doubt about it Mass production gets
things built much faster than can be done
on an individual basis.

But rate of output is not the only ad-
vantage of mass production Let us look at
the training requirements. of the craftsman
who does the complete job as compared to
the pro 'action worker who performs only
one operation The craftsman must know
now to use all of the machines and tools .

used in making the chair. He must also
know how to perform ail of bk., operations
required to make the chair. Training such
as this may take years. The production
worker, because he only performs one
operation. needs to be taught how to
operate only one machine or one tool.
Such workers can be trained in a very short
time Most workers can be given the
instructions needed to perform their
operation in only a few minutes. After that
it may take several hours or several days
for them to become really skillful at the
task But in this short period of time, they
do become highly skillful and can perform

Because eadh worker does only one
operation and. r4eatt it again and again.
his job can be stuated to find the most ef-
ficient way to do it. This.is called time and
motion study. Thiough such study. the
best method to do the job can be learned.
and all lost motion, unnecessary action,
strain on the worker, or inefficient_work
habits ran he eliminated. The speed at

11106110 4 SL_
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Assembler at IBM plant wires computer
panels with the aid of the complitnr
controllecf system that she is watching

which most production workers per ,arm
has been brought about through the ef-
forts of time and motion study_

Steps in Mass Production

Mass production can be divided into
three major steps. These are:

1. Parts manufacture

2. Subassembly

3. Final assembly

Most products which are used today
went through these three steps before they
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came to tis Let us see what is involved in
each one

Parts Manufacture

Most products are made up of a com-
bination of many parts. Just within your
home the refrigerator, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. toaster. oven. stove.
washing machine, clothes dryer. furni-
ture. clocks. radio, stereo, television,
lamps. sewing machine, and hair dryers
are products made from many parts. Parts.
of course, are such items as gears, pulleys.
belts. springs, bushings. rods. valves.
brackets. hoses. clamps, nuts. bolts.
housings: and body shells. Such parts
alone have no practical value. but when put
together with other parts. They become
useable products.

The first step toward producing a
product is to make all of the parts required
to build it. Each part. whether large or
small, must be made to exact size. shape.
and description so that all are exactly alike

AlL.111E11. _At I
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Parts must be made before any products
can be assembled

This makes them interchangeable, which
is a requirement for mass production
Interchangeability allows parts to be put
together with other parts without being
hand fitted. For a particular engine size.
connecting rods and crankshafts are made
to size so exactly that any rod, will fit any
crankshaft and will opeiate smoothly.

Parts may or may not be made by the
company that actually makes (assembles)
the finished products which are sold to the
customer An automobile assembly plant
may buy finished parts and subassem-
blies from hundreds of companies which
have contracts to supply them with such
items The machinery. setup and methods
of work required to make parts'are very dif-
ferent from those needed for assembly
work

Subassembly

Because it takes so many parts to
make a finished product, the parts are
usually first put together into units called
subassemblies. These subassemblies are
then combined with other subassemblies
to make the finished product. This may

=,
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Completed subassembly These heavy-
duty torque converters are now ready to
be sent to the final assmbty line to be
installed in off-highway vehicles

70
71
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sound like double work Why not lust
assemble all of the parts once into the
finished product' So many parts are in-
volved that the asserobling process would

lung and compleA and woul,f red

quire so much space that it would he :lef-
ficient An automobile. for example. is
made up of thousands of parts. This is too
large a number to assemble at one time
and place Therefore. subassemblies are
first made, such as an alternator and a
starter motor. each of which contains
around 60 parts A subassembly called a
fuel pump has about 30 parts, while a
carburetor can have over 100 parts But
even such subassemblies as these are still
too many to work with during the final
assembly of an automobile. So the
alternator. starter motor, fuel pump. and
carburetor are combined with other
subassemblies to make an automobile
engine

Subassemblies can be made at places
other than where the final assembly takes
place In fact. thousands of companies
across the natio!i make subassemblies
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These Western Electric employees are
putting together pushbutton dial
subassemblies When completed. these
arid ()thsrstitIaSSernbis writ be combined
in the fmat assembly area into telephones
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which are shipped to the aircraft.
automobile. and appliance assembly
plants.

Parts are put together into subassem-
blies on production lines called subassem-
bly lines These are like the final assembly
lines except that there is less variety of
parts and work

11120.1.

Varistors are soldered into network on a
telephone subassembly line at this
Western Electric plant

final Assembly

Making the finished product the
television, automobile, or refrigerator is
done during this last step of mass produc-
tion called final assembly. ft is here that all
subassemblies and parts are put together.
in most cases they are fastened together
by such means as nailing, gluing, welding.
riveting, clamping, or by using screws or
nuts and bolts.

The principle of final assembly is quite
simple. Workers, equipped with the tools
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needed to perform their operation and a
stockpile of whatever part or subassembly
they need are positioned along the assem-
bly line The unit to be worked on moves
along te assembly line by means of
conveyor belt, overhead carriage, track, or
whatever method is appropriate As the
unit moves to their position, the workers
perform their operation which usually con-
sists of installing a subassembly When
completed the unit moveS down the Ime
and a new unit comes to their position
T hey perform thp same operation again (01
this unit

. In an automobile assembly plant the
process begins with a chassis frame being
put on the assembly line As it moves down
the line, parts and subassemblies are at-
tached. About one and a half hours later

After the body of an automobile is
lowered onto the chassis. the front end is
put in place These employees are seen
here steering the front end into position

a

the last operation is performed when a
worker drives the finished automobile off
the assembly line Volkswagen builds over
6000 cars in a single day by working two
eight-hour shifts at their plants This means
that tncw have about six cars per minute
rolling off tti'fr assembly lines

As wa, stated, the principle of final
assembly is simple, but putting it into
effect is another story. For it to work ef-
ficiently requires a tremendous amount of
planning, coordination. and money. T he
large amount of money regutred makes it
impractical to even consider the mass
production process unless a very large
number of units are to be built Much of the
expense involved in setting tip an assem-
bly line goes into the conveyor system.
which is required for efficient operationin
an automobile assembly plant all of the
subassemblies and parts move by
conveyor systems to the worker who will
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Notice the method used in lowering this
body shell as it is mated with its chassis

install them And. for many of the
subassemblies, special hoists are needed
to lift them into position so that they can be
installed in the automobile

Many assembly plants not only have
main assembly lines they hive leerier
lines as well. As the name implies, some
assembly is done on these lines, and the
completed work is fed into the main
assembly line for future assembling onto
the unit being built

An understanding of final assembly
should help you to appreciate the limes-
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sity of interchangeable parts and the
reason for assembling parts into
subassemblies On the line. workers select
a subassembly from among the hundreds
which have been move.!ci to then). and in
stall st into the unit being built Any sub-
assembly will fit. because of the idea of
interchangeable parts Because every-
thing must be moved to the worker imtrt
fine: it is moro otttcient to mat. sub-
assemblies than the hundreds of small
parts which Lomposc them

The designing and engineering of a
riding mower have been discussed in
another section. What about the actual
production of the mower? The mower con-
tains a total of 255 parts (not including
standard hardware. such as screws..
washers, nuts and bolts) Some of the parts
are purchased under contract from other
companies. but most are made by the
manufacturer ui the mower The parts are
put together on subassembly lines into
seven main subassemblies These are fed

*7'1177-7'
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This International Harvester Cadet 55
mower contains 255 parts excluding stan
(lard narrtware

onto UK? final assembly line where the
ny)wiki cornpletriri Anproximate1y 200
mowers of this type are built each day.
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Summary

Production. changing natural
resources into useful products. no longer
is done on an individual basis Today most
products are produced by means of mass
production.

Mass production usually consists of
parts manufacture, subassembly. and final
assembly Making use of interchangeable
parts, subdivision of labor, and modern
technology, products are completed (MI
the assembly lines at amazing speeds

This method of production requires a
tremendous amount of planning,
coordination, and money to make it ef-
ficient Because of the cost involved in set-
ting up for mass production. a large num-
ber of units must be produced for it to he
practical

Words and Phrases You Should Know

Production
Interchangeable parts
Mass production
Time and motion study
Subassembly
Subassembly line
Final assembly
Feeder lines

Discussion and Research Topics

1. Discuss which items in your classroom
were built by mass production techniques
and which items were built on an individual
(custom) basis?

2. Who is credited with introducing the
idea of interchangeable parts?

3. What was Henry Ford's main con-
tribution to modern industry?

4. Should more inspection be done during
parts manufacture or during final
assembly? Defend your answer.

5 What occupations are found in
production work?

75
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DISTRIBUTION

Distribution is the process of getting
the finished product from the place where
it is manufactured or processed to the cus-
tomer who will use it Practically nothing
that you or I buy today is bought directly
from the manufacturer. Most of our buying
is done at retail stores. and practically

,10

stores play an important r LAP ;n th4
i)t distfibutiun

nothing which these stores t,tiy IS pur-
chased directly from the manufacturer.
Retail stores do most of their buying from
wholesale houses who do their purchas-
ing from the manufacturers. The usual
cycle of distribution is from manufacturer
to wholesaler. from wholesaler to retailer,
and finally, from retailer to customer.

Wholesaling

Most goods and products are sold
y ray Ulg manufacturer to whole-

salers. The wholesaler, sometimes
referred to as the "middle man.- buys in
large quantities it is not unusual for one or
two wholesalers to buy zit of the products
produced by the company Wholesalers
make their money by buying at a low price
and selling to retailers at a higher price
The price which the wholesaler gets when
he buys from the manufacturer is called
the manufacturer's price It is sometim:,
as much as 40°0 to 500o less than the sug-
gested retail selling price which the final
customer pays for the product The whole-
saler takes delivery of the products arid
puts them in warehouses istotesi until
they are sold to retailers .The pt ice that the
retailer pays may be 20"0 to 30°,, less Snarl
the suggested retail price you pay fur the
lsioduct WhE'll pin ChaSed in the

The wholesaler does not ne.SSattiV
make a profit of 20°0 on all items he han-
dles. Remember that profit is the money
left over from sales after all expenses have
been paid. The wholesaler has a lot of
expenses. He has the expense of
maintaining the warehouse and personnel
to operate it. salaries and commissions for
office workers and the sales force. plus the
cost of materials handling. This materials
handling is not only inside the warehouse.
but also includes delivery of the products
to the retailers.

Retailing

Most of the articles you see in stores
are bought from wholesalers. They are
purchased at a wholesale price. but are
sold to the cuswmer at a price known as
the retail price By the time the merchan-
dise gets into the hands of the customers it
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has already been sold twice before, mak-
ing this the third sale.

Although the retailer bought the
merchandise for 20"ri to &''o less than it
sold for, his profit is not that much. He. like
the wholesaler. ;:as a lot of expenses. He
has his store building to maintain, wages to
pay to sales .personnel, insurance,
advertisement costs, and maybe the
expense of delivery service

Selling Direct

If a company manufactures a product
which sells for S 100 00 to the customer that
is going to use it. why in the WOlid does the
company sell it to a wholesaler for S55 00
or S60 001 II seems that the company is
losing S40 00 or S45 00 On that product by
11(1 soiling directly to the customer 1 ho
choir, it takes money t.. make money,
applies hero In Older tor ine manufactui-
Ind CMITIlIally to Sell directly to the cus-
tomer it must have a .retail store or stores
T his expense. plus alt of the additional ex-
penses involved in operating the story -.
arriolint,4 to ninth Y/Uttf, than MI' AppiVt'llt
toc,4 fiiiirIttorlf"1 ;11(),..t,

Buying Direct

As customers. we feel that it we could
buy' everything we needed directly from
the manufacturer, we could buy at a much
che.iper price because we would be
eliminating the wholesaler and the' retailer
This belief is partly right. but riot com-
pletely Die manufacturer s price is always
iietormined by his production expenses
phis N'ilsof fable profit Ho, (is' rally (if ,.s
root n(.(;11),. ffivolvf(1 in rifstt in fit,t ri
tit ,i(irs ;mil that IS what t1,11)If;ls It (.11MI).
fuf 'IS ally elm CtIv` from him. then the .x

r)f 1, to ttlf
t.lt.ti iff ;In( .4" Af ho. ritl-; por.

1{1'111 VI 11,111(1to..iff.f. ,aryl the pope! Work
invoivorl witt1

A 'I, Y ",,1! (Itly to !tit-
public but when they do. the cost of the

product includes the distribution cost.
Although the price is a little lower than the
price asked at the retail store, it is higher
than the price which the wholesaler pays
When buying directly from the manufac-
turer. it is usually a "sight unseen- sort of
thing. You do not have the opportunity to
examine the product before purchasing.
Most people prefer to shop and look the
merchandise over carefully before buying.

Chain Stores

Most chain store organizations such
as Sears, Penney's. Western Auto,
Gibson's and many of the food store
chains. do most of their buying directly
from the manufacturers or producer,
rather than from the wholesalers. Often the
organization arranges to have the
manufacturer put its chain brand name on
the product during prod!iction or its label
on it during packaging.

These chain organizations are so large
that they do their own wholesaling and
warehousing. They supply their retail
stores from these warehouses. Because
they buy in such volume. they get mer-
chandrse at prices which are as good rriri
sometimes better than a wholesaler could
buy. Such savings can be passed on to the
customer at their retail stores. As the
parent organization owns the warehouse
and the retail store. it can afford to make
slightly less profit at each place, whereas
the independent retailer must make all his
profit in the store. The large chain organi-
zations have these two sources from which
to make their profits

Franchised Dealerships

The} automobile industry in this coon-
y operates without wholesalers by selling

their products directly to the retail outlets.
These retail outlets are the thousands of
franchised dealers for the various
automobile manufacturers These Iran-
r.hisert dealers are irirtepr,ndent
businessmen who purchase the right to
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Words and Phrases You Should Know

Inside view of a Ford Motor Company
dealership.

set up a business and sell a particular type
of automobile from one of the manufac-
turers. Although the manufacturers sell the
right to independent businesses to handle
their products, they reserve the right to
take away that franchise if the businesses
do not live up to certain confttions pertain-
ing to sales and servicing,,In this way. the
manufacturers keep up high standards in
regard to the servicing of their products.

Summary

The process of getting finished
products from the manufacturer or
producer to the customer is called dis-
tribution. Usually after a product has been
completed, it is sent to a wholesaler. From
there it moves to a retailer who operates a
store of some type Most of the selling of
products to Customers take place at these
retail stores.

Cycle of distribution
Wholesaling
Retailing
Direct buying
Retail price
Wholesale price
.Chain organization
Franchised dealership

Discussion and Research Topics

1. What does distribution involve?

2 In the process of distribution, what do
the words "middle man" usually mean?

3. Explain the difference between
wholesaling and retailing.

4. What occupations are concerned with
distribution?
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ADVERTISEMENT AND SALES

All htisine-.,sos must sill Mr. goods of
services which they manufacture or
provide This is a basic fact Of iliSntiSS
The money received from sales makes it
possible for a business to meet its payroll.
p4iy mortgages on buildings and
ecluipment, and purchase new materials
with which to continue operations.
Without sales, no business can survive

Advertisement

Regardless of how great a product
may be or what a good buy it fs. sales just
do not happen by themselves. People must
be made aware that a certain product is for
sale. The purpose of advertisement is to
bring a product to the attention of the

Outdoor advertisement such as this
roadside sign attract the attention of
passing motorist.

public. Television and radio commercials.
and newspaper and magazine ads are four
different media used to advertise, but all
have the same purpose. That purpose is to
put a product before the public.

Advertisement is a multibillion dollar
business in the United States., Every
business, large or small, must advertise its
product; however, most companies are not
large enough to have advertisement
specialists in their employ. In this case.
they contract their advertisement needs to
agencies specializing in this line of work.
One advertisement agency may do this
work for hundreds of businesses. Some of
the larger corporations have their own
advertisement departments.

Kinds of Aevertisement

All advertisement is intended to in-
crease sales volume: however, it is not all
designed to bring immediate results. There
are actually two kinds of advertisement.
Some are designed to increase sales
immediately, while others are concerned
with long term results.

Promotional advertisement This
kind' of advertisement features a parti-
cular product or service and is designed to
increase sales immediately. Most ads
appearing in the daily newspaper an-
nouncing a sale at a supermarket or
department store are examples of this type
of advertisement.

Institutional advertisement Build-
ing goodwill for a product or service is the
purpose for which this kind of advertise-
ment is designed. All of the autotrobile



makers use this kind of advertise -
ment.Commercials on television em-
phasizing the research, engineering, and
testing that go into making an automobile.
or the service offered after it is purchased,
are examples of this kind of advertise-
ment. With today's emphasig on ecology,
many firms show and tell what they are do-
ing to fight pollution through institutional
advertisement. Such advertisement is
aimed at developing goodwill for the com-
pany. which in the long run will result in in-
creased sales.

National, Regional, and Local
Advertisement

Advertisement, to be effective, must
reach the buyirp public. Whether
advertisement should be national,
regional, or local depends on the product
market potential. Television sets, kitchen
appliances, and automobiles are examples
of products sold throughout the country;
therefore, national advertisement is in
order to help sell these koducts. Winter
sports equipment, such as ice skates,
hockey sticks, and skis are not advertised
nationally because no market exists for
such products in many of the south-
eastern and southwestern states. Regional
advertisement covering the areas of the
country where a market exists for such
items is the type used. Many bakery
products, particularly bread because it
loses its freshness quickly, can only be dis-
tributed in the local area where it is made. It
is logical that advertisement for this
product be done locally.

Both national and local advertise-
ment 84 often used to attract the attention
of the buying public for some products.
The Ford Motor Company is interested in
national advertisement for its cars; but a
dealer selling Fords would be more
interested-in using local advertisement to
put the name of his dealership before the
public in his area

Cost of Advertisement

Many large corporations 'spend
millions of dollars each year advertising
their products. This is not at all unusual in
the automobile, foods, soap, clothing, or
restaurant industries, to name only a few.
Who pays for this advertisement? The
answer is you and me the consumer.
Advertisement, jus. 'ike the money paid for
materials to manufacture a product or
wages paid to workers for assembling a
product, is part of the expense of doing
business. Like material costs and wages,
the cost of advertisement is added to the
cost of the product and passed to the con-
sumer.

Sales

As has been mentioned, sales are the
fife blood of any business organization.
Whether the organization produces a
product or offers a service, that product or
service must be sold to someone. Without
sales no business can continue
operations.

For sales to take place, there must be a
seller and a buyer. This is the consumer.
People have a tendency to think of the
seller as being someone who operates a
store and the consumer as being the
general public who purchase products to
meet their needs or pleasures. This is
correct, but it is not the whole story of the
seller and consumer. Manufacturing
industries produce products to be sold, but
they are also large consumers as well. In
fact, businesses of all types are both sellers
and consumers.

The lawn mower company we have
been tracing will sell the riding mowers
which it manufactures. But it is also a con-
sumer of the products of other industries.
They must buy parts and subassemblies
from other companies to assemble the
mowers. Companies which sell parts and
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subassemblies are also consumers, as
they must buy materials- from still other
companies to make their products.

Most products that you and I buy for
our own consumption or use have already
been bought and sold perhaps twice. For
example.. this would be true if you pur-
chased from a department store one of the
riding mowers. The, department store, a re-
tailer, purchased the mower 'from a whole-
saler. who purchased it from the manu-
facturer. After several years of use you may
trade the'rnower in on a nether model. But
even this may not be the end of the mower,
because the dealer may resell it as a u'sed
Mower to still another customer.

Retail Selling

Most products used by the general
public are ..purchaserl through retail
outlets. This .means the product has al-
ready moved from the manufacturer or
producer to the wholesaler and then to the
retailer where it will be sold to the buying
public. There are four ways in which retail
selling takes place. You and your family
have probably purchased items through
each of these four ways. Let us examine
each to see what is involved.

1. Over-the-counter selling. This type
of retail selling is done in stares of all types,

.11IMINAM.M.

At retail stores, customers can examine
the merchandise before purchasing.
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such as department stores, hardware
stores, shoe stores, food stores, etc. The
customer-visits a store, sees the merchan-
dise. makes a selection, and purchases the
items wanted. More merchandise is sold to
the general public by this method of retail
selling than-any other.

2. Mail-order selling. This method of
retail selling is done through catalogue or
printed advertisements. Everyone is
familiar with buying through the Sears,
Montgomery Ward, or Spiegel catalogue.
Many other stores announce sales by
printed advertisements in the newspaper.
Magazine and insurance offers come
continously to your house by means of the
mail.

In this method of selling, the customer
does not visit a store. Instead, the pur-
chase is made through the mail or the
order may be placed over the telephone.
The merchandise is then mailed or
delivered to the customer.

3. Automatic vending machine
selling. Every year billions of dollars of
merchandise is sold by means of
automatic vending machines. The cus-
tomer deposits money into a vending
machine and receives the purchased
goods immediately. Some time ago ven-
ding machines were used primarily for the
sale of soft drinks, cigarettes, and postal
stamps. Today, however, thousands of
items are sold by this method. One of the
more recent introductions into vending
machine selling has been gasoline at self-
service stations.

4. Door-to-door selling. As the name
implies, this method of selling involves a
salesperson calling at the home of a
prospective customer to show and explain
the products for sale. This method of sell-
ing was made popular by Mr. Fuller. sellirg
his Fuller Brush products. Cosmetics, en,-
cyclopedias, vacuum cleaners, and cook-
ware are examples of products whose
companies make use of this method of
selling. Usually when this method of sell-
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. Avon cosmetics ate sold by means of door-
to-door selling

ing is used. the product is not sold in retail
stores.

Which of the four methods of retail
selling is best for a particular product?
This question is asked daily in the business
world. Tne answer is given by people with
special training and experience in the art of
selling. Successful companies have such
people on their staffs because of the im-
portance of sales. Without sales no com-
pany can survive.

Cost of safes

People engaged in selling must be
paid for their work. Some salespeople are
paid a straight salary. Regardless of how
little or how much they sell, their pay is the
same. Most salespeople in stores, over-
the-counter selling or mail-order selling.
are paid a salary. Occassionally. however,
during special sales these people may also

be paid a small commission as an incentive
to boost their sales efforts..

Most people engaged in door-to-door
selling, and some others selling expensive
products such as automobiles, usually are
paid on a commission basis. This means
they are paid only when they sell some-
thing. Commissions often are between 5%
and 10% of the selling price of the pro-.
duct. The salespeople realize that the
harder they work the more money they will
receive.

Where does the money come from to
pay the salespeople? You have probably
guessed by now. Whether salary or com-
mission, it is stilt an expense: and just like
materials, wages paid to workers. or
advertisement, it is added to the price of
the product. Therefore, the consumer pays
it.

Summar

In order for a product to sell, people
must first be made aware of thatiproduct.
The purpose of advertisement is to bring
the product to the attention of the buying
public and create a desire for the product.
To be effective, advertisement must cover
the market area in which the product will
be distributed. Advertisement costs are
considered an expense of producing and
distributing the product and are passed on
to the customer.

Sales are vital to all companies. Some
companies sell their products to other
companies, whereas other companies sell
their products to the general buying
public. Most products purchased by the
public are sold by means of retail selling.



Words and Phrases You Should Know

Advertisement
Pf omotional advertisement
Institutional advertisement
Buying public
`Market potential
Retail outlet
Over-the-counter selling
Mail-order selling
Door-to-door selling
Automatic vending machine selling
Corn mission
Market area

Discussion and Research Topics

1. Find an example of each type of
advertisement in a newspaper or magazine
and explain what each is designed to do.

Ed"

2. What determines whet.he,r;
advertisement is done on a naticmatt
regional. or local basis? Find' irn
newspapers or magazines examples of,
each.

3. Select an item in your classroom and
prepare an advertisement poster about the
item.

4 Make a list of items which are nold in
vending ynachrnes.

5. What occupations are found in the
adve sement industry?/
6. hat occupations would be found in a
lair e retail store/



TERMINATION OF A CORPORATION

Each year in this country close to one-
half million corporations go out of
business. The process of going out of
business, or terminating the business. is
called dissolution. Although for most
corporations dissolution is broughi about
because of business failure, this is not the
only reason why businesses end There are
two types of dissolution voluntary dis-
solution and involuntary dissolution Let
us examine each type closely to learn what
each means.

Voluntary Dissolution

Voluntary dissolution means that a
corporation decides to terminate its
business without being forced to do so.
Why would a corporation voluntarily
decide to go out of business? There are
many reasons, among which are:

1. Consolidation or merger purposes

2. Expiration of charter

3 Stockholder's concern about future
of corporatio

Consolidation and. merger are legal
procedures whereby two or more

give up their charters and incorporate
under a new charter and name,-

MERGER```

Atlas Corp.
Dixie Corp. 411.- Atlas Corp.

C,ONSOLIDATION
Southern Corp.
Western Corp. American Corp,

Whether consolidation or m rger, dis-
solution is necessary for qiie or both of the
corporations.

Another reason for voluntary dis-
solution of a corporation is the expiration
of the charter. Often a corporation is
chartered for a certain period of time. In
this case, unless an extension of time is re-
quested, the corporation is automatically
terminated at the expiration of the stated
period of time.

Voluntary dissolution may also come
about. and quite often does, by the consent
of the stockholders. If the business
appears to be on shaky ground or if the

'board of directors makes decisions which
corporations unite to form a singlet: to the stockholders seem unwise, the
corporation.' Although the result is the stockholders consent to dissolve the
same. that of forming one corporation. the Orporation. This can be done any time at a
procedures differ. In the merger, one (July called and held meeting of the stock-
_corporation gives up its charter and is ab- holders. If the resolution to dissolve is
sorbed by the other corporation which passed by a majority vote of the stock-
keeps its original charter and name In the holders. dissolution of the corporation
consolidation. however. both corporations takes place

sa
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Involuntary Dissolution

Involuntary dissolution means that a
corporation forced to ter mmate its
business and give up its chafter Usually
this force is Applied by someone outside of
the corppration In many cases the state.
through the courts. forces a corporation
into dissolution for the following reasons:

1 Fraud in securing a charter

2 Failure to meet state regulations

3 Performance of wrongful or
fraudulent As

1 Bankruptcy (unable to pay its debts)

BariKruptcy is perhaps the most coe.-
triOn reason for involuntary dissolution
Bank, uptcy is usually brought on by bad
man,i,lement. lack Qt operating Capital.
inefficient production. inferior products.

,or salesmanship. or a combination of
these factors The inability to pay its debts.
iii)wevor. does not automatically terminate
trio xistence of Inc corporation In most
states. the creditors commence
pro-ctedinqS to dissolve the corporation.
Through court proceedings the creditors

trui Cu; poration into bankruptcy If
,tppens the corporation is forced to

sell all of its assets (land. building.
StipIlliPS. and unsold merchan-

disii Arld pity the creditors if there is any
10,tr if is divided among the

stockholders After this is done the
COrpor Anon no !urlf.prr e 'fists

Disso4stion P r

Aff4'r tilt i_;-(219i-iiri tit tr.!rniiiiate the
Linn/flat,' 1 is ieached a certainprOce-

)Iluitieri for fiSSo!Lition Thisrifrril aS WirldIrlq up Mt'
iirporatioh In the case of it

titif",:11 f, the stocktwiders of
:.orpo' )t1 Approve. hy Mari( It y
,10.4( ;IP. rr3 t ht troarri lurfctors

:hi-. state for r.eirmss.on
',')1! ter Many, ',totes ria0

r, rte lttirF. (:(;rporation's to ',oft

'1]1"!
;:i

their debts before returning their.charters
Once the corporation is dissolved. It is
legally nonexistent and can no longer
carry on the duties for which it was
chartered One exception to this hi WOVi
is that is has the tight to convert assets into
cash (sell everything it ow? t The money

weaFIELD
F111111T1111

CO

e

Through sales such as this. busini.s:,es
convert their assets ink cash

'ieceived from the sale of the assets is used
to pay ail debts. Whatever money if left is
divided equally Ilftlf)flq Sit)(1014

,F1 th( 1);i`/IS t,f 11()W t',11

r,V01$1 thiti l hi, (-Mt I It II tr,tt von; 11.i.

.tr.cptaricii of tfw ft 11 JIM TI h
l,t,itt* 1,, how f 'I Itif ,(i

lf dissolution is involuntary. II. stock-
holders do nut vote for or agates, dis-
solution because the corporation is being
forced to terminate its business. The state
usually appoints someone to wind up the
affairs o: the corporation This person is
called a receiver or a liquidator. His del y is
to oversee the selling of the corporati.
assets and to see that the corporation
reaches some kind Lf agreement with its
creditors

The sale of the assets of tilt'
anon !:;!;,

imt it is unlikely that it is enough to p,ry
1t,;1 amount of the debts Sorrieirgrerm.!ir

as 10 of 20 conts on thi.:
thirofigi, is ri,:ichr.el with tier,



Many states have laws pertaining to the
cash distribution after dissolution These
laws state the order in which payments

AL,

Payment of all taxes

Payment of mortgages and hens
against the corporation

3 Payment of other outstanding debts

4 Payment to stockholders

As a rule. the settlement of the debts in
an involuntary dissolution does not leave
ary muni-.Py to be divided among the stock-
nolders When this happens. the stock-
holders lose the money they have
invested in the stock because the
corporation no longer exists

Summary

Dissolution is the process whereby a
corporation is terminated In most cases
the dissolution is involuntary brought on
by business failure. and the state takes
away the corporation's charter A receiver
or liquidator is appointed to wind up the af-
fairs of the corporation

Some dissolutionc, are voluntary.
however. due to consolidation or merger
purpcses_ expiration of the charter, or

If to' LAOCkill.)1(liF`I 11t.ijcp y \,114'
ti ) tifjiMiAti COI pr,r;111(11i Viier, It)1,, is
tr,6 (:;1",, Ali 1.0 Inf. COrp()I;Itit.)11`.-.;1`-,!-.(1',

rirl ,4:: fj?:;/,, );ill! tiffi.Iffilf"," /1 ,tut )rif tf*.
I 1 1:,I1N1 ti'1'115",1 t' IMF ',1.141 Itif

^!r.ift,!ri !..!
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Words and Phrases You Should Know

Dissolution
Consolidatioil
Merger
Voluntary dissolution
Involuntary dissolution
Bankruptcy
Liquidator

Discussion and Research Topics

1 Discuss the difference between
consolidation and merger.

2. Hav any of the businesses in your
community failed iecently`l It It sca. dict:USS
some of the reasons you believe could
have been the cause.

s. What types of occupations would be
represented in business dissolution
procedures?



PART TWO

YOUR STUDENT BUSINESS



INTRODUCTION

You and your classmates areabout to
become part of the American system of
free enterprise, just as other people do
when begin:ling new businesses. About
one-half million new business are started
each year in the United States. Some of
these become very successful: others just
struggle along, but many fail. What
happens to your student business will
depend on the interest taken in the
endeavor and how hard you and your
classmates are willing to work. Beginning
and operating this business will certainly
be a real learning experience in the free
enterprise system, but is also should be a
lot of fun

The attitude taken by both you and
your classmates toward your student
business is all important If thought of as
just another class run by the teacher with
you doing just enough work to get by. your
husines,, is doomed from the start But this
is not just aruther class, and rt is not ion-by
the teacher it it, operated by yov and
your classmates Its your class. your
birsines- arid your dr-cisions
work vvill torrnirw your SC(;OSS or your
failure

T..) nidp th.,f student business.
yo.0 rr,r1trir-(1 to buy a share
,r1 tne r orp.-)rahorl Trus makes you a part
:)nr Low

own %,1(.4,1%

,p,p(0,11 ntf:f)111,.

!.;
it y,-)

"

y rjr (it ,01,11

A,tri rlfr u. ;Jolt? I! .111

An Overview of the Business

Let us take a quick look at the entire
business cycle in which you are about to
become involved. Understanding the big
picture often makes details easier to see.

Your business will be of the
corporation type because of the method
used to meet your capital requirements.
The very first order of business is to select
a name and to establish the corporation.
The board of directors . will be all the
students in your class, for you will each
purchase one share of common stock. This
board of directors must elect the president
and other major officers to supervise and
run the corporation.

Your corporation has been establisned
to make a profit To do this. it is necessary
to manufacture and sell a product
Therefore. a product must be selected that
car. be manufactured by your
organization It will be necessary to raise
whatever working capital is needed
through the sale of preferred stock in the
corporation

As production n, taking place on the
products. an advertist.Inent campaign
must be underway to bring the product to
the attention of the public As products are
r:omuletod. your sales program mdy begin
a!id will end wrwIr all products are f,(J!d

Your corporation will 'no!!
lissolyr.rd This process involves al;

t)itisr-Jd suppilvs and materials. paying off
ti',' toukholders arid
dividends that your corporation ma y
.,if Tnr

NI;
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PRODUCE PRODuCt

sfu PooDuct
I
A pintorial overview at a glance

Requirements-for Success

For your business to be successful
much has to be done Getting these things
done will require cooperation and a
willingness to work on the part of all class
members Cooperation means much more.
however. than iliFt everybody working
together It involves respect and
acceMance of the decisions of others.

m others to do certain tasks
assigned, and doing certain jobs assigned
to you, because others will be depending
on you Your student business cannot he
succr ssfiil if it is a on=s man stiow
Eve v hotly pI':t1 in and
do his srlar..

ttns IS a business It should bt'
conducted in a business-hke n-ianner at all

)r S ?1,i.s no place in thr- class-
-)! siluri and it your

You won t time for it

A (.,t..i!:or: 1,- 1.4 "(1V1 AtI(nit
f.i"; tl( 1'0') fi I)1 t)',/

'ttg11t

finish within the period of time assigned for
this activity. Plan a timetable carefully.
stick to it, and make every minute count.

Everybody Is a Worker

No real business can operate if
everybody is a chief and there are no
braves. Certainly leaders are needed, but
there must also be workers to do the work.
Your student lousiness will need leaders to
accept responsibilities, make de,nsions.
plan and organize the work, and issue

a_

-t

This won't get the job done Everybody
must do their share of the work

orders. But when there is work to he done.
whether in connection with manu-
facturing the products ter .selling them.
rretyhody in the organization becomes a
worker The vice president of prOthiCt4Orl
mils/ issue the order to begin
,,aufacturmg but 'hen he should take

nib, place on the production line like
everybody else I he vice president of
sales may plan the sales prOgrarTl. but he
becomes )ust another salesman like alt
()ti fric.rnhers of thf- Oast; Wnerriher
v(A) cant run a man,ila luring coirloral:(
withf!iit worker.,
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Role of the Teacher-Advisor

The business Is operated by the
students with the teacher serving in the
capacity of an advisor, He is. therefore.
referred to as the teacher-advisor

Although student:, do run the
business. it must be realized that it will take
Some time. usually a week or two. before
the business is established and major
officers are elected Until th:s tune the
teacher-advisor will conduct the class with
the Intenticrn of getting the business
tut tried as quickly as possible Then it will
he truly student operated

,ThntEttiur, fij Fro. Entywise
..,.e.,to.rr) muse, nt, (i4114}9 cl' by thy
!,:tr ''.! al. 'd.*

!1t v ttiat }`(.Jilt fti
' , ,t i'f' rfr ftlifrt

1, rt.spor)Sitil#' '1.) the school
.1' #..! !)!.11fiti!;,trit./ If (.1,f

' jttii r1
f.c, ,`.,tt f t. F 11, If,ft t

10.. ' .

.1! : , "hit tt;f :.if!

,
.

Crinr.irbinr;
f

f f

;1!.
1,2111,6,1! t ti

teacher - advisor must he strictly followed
His permission must be obtained before
using any equipment in the shop.

Your te,:her-advisor may not have the
answers to all of your questions or
solutions to all problems that might arise
But remember, he has some answers and
some solutions. He has been through this
:student business before with other
classes He has learned some of the pitfalls
to avoid and some solutions to problems
that worked welt before Seek his help and
advice

How the Business Operates

Your Milder', business, like any real
bustness. must operate in a manner that is
efficient if it is going to make a profit There
are just too many things to do, and too little
time in which to do them, to allow the entire
class to work together accomplishing one
thing at a time A system is needed that will
allow just about everything that has to he
done, to get underway and take place at
the same time 1 he solution, of course.
rfivide the class into different depart
merits. qhmhct each definite ref..j..in abili
hes and assignments T his is exactly tic rw ii
peat business Operates. Each department
wilt he headed by a vice president who

With hit, stall. must find
to problems that arise in COnrroctirlri
ric.comphshing their iISSIgnille'Dti
,.,orrie way then work Of the various depart
mt nt,s mtist t>#' coot CiifVeltOd That It,
f the' Pri!tivii.nt (.1f the corpnrntiori

lip *Oh Ow work huto don' iii
and

)ill' t);) it it P. ni'dt{1

Responsibility to Get the Job cone

lif 'top! (II (If.p.irir'ioqi!'
(,.;tot t,ttti)f 14.',pc,(t'stt)'itt

../vOtk 11.)11t, thirt'd
tr tt r14,;Iarttni.fit h;4,, rt;iilt Wor 4. to

tIl r1 tr!t off,r1. t
f r (Orig,tf ,11141fici.itfitiv ttc rf if



When work is not done it is the fault of the
department head. even though some of his
workers may be directly to blame because
of their horseplay. absence, or
tinconcr.,ned attitude. That department
Head should have correc'ed the situation
before it affected the work within his
department

Everybody in the corporation rs
responsible to someone Workers are

responsible to their department heads.
(They can be responsible to section heads
if the department is very large. therefore
requiring subdivision into sections.) The
department heads, who will be vice
presidents in your student business, are
responsible to the president of the
corporation. Even the president has
someone to answer to: he is repnnsible to
the board of directors of the corporation.

1 9
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

supplies by themselves, but the paper work
and bookkeeping involved takes them
away fro n their main lobs of producing or
selling. So your student business, like all
riml businesses. needs a purchasing
department This department's
responsibility will be to purchase all
materials and supplies and make them
available to the various departments as
they are needed

Both the production and salcs d:-,-
partments must be staffed with people to
do the work This involves recruiting. inter-
viewing screening, selecting, and
inducting workers for the organization. not
to mention the paper work and record
keeping involved Once again, perhaps
production and sales could handle this
themselves. but it takes them away from
their main responsibilities. A per SOnnol
dppar Imont tni-,.refore, should he included
In the organization Their main responsf-
bility will he 10 provide the wl.,rkers lot the
various depar tments as Mil}, aro needed

Other departments t:iat will be n.--,eded
include eng.neering. marketing research,
puhlic r elations and advertisement In

CaSt. these departments will have
r.-..p()nsibilities for certain assignments
fill rt flirt' r,,11..virtr) Mt, rtroductiott ism}

'141),111111i'llts titt,111

f_;iiir I if Vti; It)11S (ifiifinIentS
v./0nm trio' c()Iputalliill Sti()Illti be tItNitied
hy WICt! pri":11(J0111 f-k' should have a
it .irriartogit staff consisting of two tr) five

0,1;1,111d I,tlfit ttr,t the duties
it that '16'11:if tfft.'flt t h. 'S(' fltlf111101 fl may

t) 1)0 tii fit rillt(111-
ini''it t T .41 (I-par/mt.:1r,, niii,rvr.viAr wilt

i)f isrittt#,
1.1. ,is'`,.t 1 TIT It -t t. .tit' Ott( It' In

.0+-1 11.1 1h.- I )e 11 t; fl It

" ;1 i" t,ikIntt fl 4 ,it ft th#.

pf wit API ', !lit!
"1. f

1t!!!,1,1,,f11,;,, It;tA-I
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Work Mind Be Planned

Always remember the reasons for
forming departments within the organi-
zation. It increases efficiency by letting
people specialize in certain areas of work.
it fixes responsibilities for getting things
done, and it also allows all of the work to
get underway at the same time. The latter is
possible only if all of the departments fulfill
their responsibilities. If a department does
not do its work corrfctly, t: could delay the
work of other departments. Each depart-
ment therefore. must know exactly what it
is supposed to do and carefully plan its
work so that it will be completed

Specific instructions for each
department Will be given later. but there
are some general areas of planning that
apply to all departments

Some Jobs can best be accomplished
by all members of the department working

)'

41.

Small wimp discussions can ho' used to
protif:Tis

k)Itlef ;013S tiiity to tit)11f. tn.st it
Ifft'y ;ire asstilneri to onf, of twit

.f flit, ttf.piirtmertt H.(1.1,
. til plaririttiti tl ..k...f.!111 1

ftt,fy tti
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sections to allow for more efficient work.
For example, the production department
may be d:vided into a manufacturing
section an assembly section and a
finishing section. Where this is done.
section heads should be appointed and
placed in charge to supervise the workers
assigned to the sections.

Careful planning includes thinking
about problems that might arise and
working out solutions to these problems in
advance in case they do happen.

A good planning device is, to set
completion dates (also called target dates)
for lobs within the department. In this way
you set certain goals and then try to have
the work finished by those dates
Completion dates are very important when
(ber work being done affects other
departments It provides a system by
which other departments can check to see
if you are planning your work to 11! into
meir schedules

Planning should include making
alternate plans Its always best to have a
second method worked out and ready If
tor some leason the first method cant he
''serf you can use the alternate plan
without causinc any delays

Firally I', insure that we work of the
ciporation runs smoothly, plans must he
marie to enable the vice presidents to
knriw exactly what progress thPir
individual departments are make g This
rhay require some type of reporting
system Tne vice presidents wit need this

....th,7n attending meetings and
;i1,1""lr; *,fis p;svi,,fit ttlt

!,:r)f

Election of Officers

A

. .n

leadership. Without leadership nothing
seems to get done. With proper leader-
ship, however, reaching your objectives
will be much easier. The officers elected by
you and your classmates will provide the
leadership required to make your busi-
ness successful.

Your student business will need six
elected officers. These will be the
president, corporate secretary, treasurer.
vice president of manufacturing, vice
president of sales, and vice president of
personnel. There will also be a need for
other key personnel to serve as depart-
ment heads and managers. But these
positions can be appointed later as the
need arises.

Electing the right people to fill these
positions is extremely important to the
success of your business. By no means
should the election be considered a
popularity contest. Your teach% --advisor
will appoint three students to serve as
members of a nominating committee. It is
the duty of this committee to carefully
consider all members of the class in Iight of
their abilities. attitudes, interests. and
enthusiasm. They should nominate the
best qualified students for thesc offices. At

, 01,1t
. .

!, ' , ,, .1!
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a board of directors meeting the
nominating committee will present their
nominations Other students can be
nominated from the floor After the nomi-
nations have been dosed. the class will
vote and the elected officers will he
announced

The duties of the elected officers are
as follows

President

The president pre-
sides at all company
and hoard of direc-
tors greetings He
wilt. with the assist
dile(' and recom-
medations Of the
VICO pre'Side'rit

personnel. appoint all department heads
and managers. He will, with the assistance
of the teacher-advisor. plan and schedule
all GperatiOnS of the corporation

The president has the responsibility
for the overall supervision of all actions of
thee company He must be aware and check
ri.quiar!v on the work of the other officers
of the company He has the power to sign
cneCtis and other legal documents of the
cimip.,11y

Cur put ate' Secretary

The corporate
:secretary will insure
notice of all stock-
holders meetings.
take minutes at all
meetings. and main-
tain an up-to-date list
of all stockholders

;1 .iorry on all company (.urrespuri-
ri,ri i

(.Irptirotr. se'cre'tary lt,i, (Art,
poiar1/4, tint t .111"

f t,

" t !,

Treasurer

records accurate
prepared at all meetings to give financial
reports.

The treasurer will
be responsible for
maintaining the
checki'ig account
and handling all
company monies. He
must keep the
company's financial

and up-to-date arid he

The treasurer has the power to write
and sign checks.

Vice President of Manufacturing

The vice president
of manufacturing.
with the assistance of
the teacher-advisor,
must plan all aspects
of the production
program. He must set
up the production

line and is responsible for efficiency.
gualit and safety He must requisition all
tools arid materials needed for production
His duties include assigning, training. arid
supervising all production workers

He may appoint a safety director. a
research and development manager a

quality COnt4 oi mat taw- and a pin( 11,1411n;
Manatifir to assume certain specific. re-
sponsibilities pertaining to production

VICO' PleS110nt of Sales

t.)TTIpaTly
;0011 (,(if ,r.itiuri stuck coif! ttio f;ttpor)v

..f!P. t Fie rf.spririsfhlr. frq troirp.t,1

The vice president
of sales. with the
assistance and ad-
vice of the' taeher
advisor. plans and
supervises the.. i-uiver
tising sole.
ti 1 a hit the

fie' iti tti*' chief salvs Off1( e'r 1*
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members in good sales techniques, as well
as developing and promoting sales
incentives He maintains sales and
commission recur ds and must he prepared
to give sales reports at all meetings He is
responsible for requisitioning all materials
and supplies needed in connnection with
advertising and sales

He may appoint an advertising
manager and a sales promotion manager
to assume certain specific responsibilities.

The vice president of sales will take
charge o; the company in the absence of
the president

Vice President of Personnel

, The vice president
of personnel has the

4
responsibility for

i , keeping complete
5. information on all

members and should

, .

recommend to the
president and other

officors those momhers best qualified to
Ner ye as department heads and other
assignments e is charged with the
ii.siiiiinSibility :if rilcOrding attendance at
all me6.tinw; and (twine production rie
figures the payroll and sAhmits this infor-
mit,,,n hi the treasurer at the end of each
.1; :Iiiiitthri period He must check on
A1Thrfitot.47; trying at all times to keep 100",,
ithr,larice. fin the part of all 11If ,1TIrlf 'IS

tr.ay A14)1)1111 timekeeper d
rharrit( ;e, drift an ,sW,If(1`;

1?) :154111 rir1dIf `1114'(111(.
...1,,It!

J''. ;"1.1) )1' tit'( .r

, 1,1 ?i

.,-.

;

consult the personnel vice president for
his recommendations concerning the best
qualified individuals to fill various
positions He may wish IC) ffilinVIVW certain
members before making such recommen-
dations. This information is then passed on
to the president who j.wfll make the
appcintment

Although these positions aie very
unportant they need not he filled until
Mere is a definite need You may find your
company in the position of having all
'chiefs and no braves" with no one left to
do the work

The duties of the various d:partitient
heads who may he needed in coniiiictinri
your business are as follows

SAFETY DIREC FOR. The main
responsibility of this important assignment
is to ntairtain an accident-free atmosphere
during production. The safety director
must be constantly alert to locate hazards
or unsafe acts which could result so an
accident. He should check all tools ;led
machines prior to their use to be' stile they
are in good condition He t,hould be on Inc
alert to spot any unsafe work habits or
conditions

The safety director works closely with
fn" manufacturing vice president in
training workers 'n the proper use of tools
and machines to he used (filling
production He should feel free to call on
the teacher -advisor to ass!st iii the
elimination Of any horseplay' nor .awit.
This is one of the pIincip,it ciati,s1.s

'fitS

i'lliit,1iASINC1 NI ANA (3i Ii
manager put cha,-.

Arid 5iililittt s ritifirlfti 14) I .pi
V4 1.1/4 prorflit.tlot I (idyl it.

-4. keep, all r,!1,
; IN 1,1,i- tftf MO/ t!',,()Il.r

f (.1. ,11",', fit 11 ,f
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. The best way for your company to
'raise the needed working capital is to sell
stock. iust like all corporations do to raise
money When stock in a corporation is sold
it represents ownership in the company.
Therefore. the people that purchase the

. stocks will actually be buying a part of the
business:

All of the members of the clads should
be required to purchase one share of stock
which will make them part owners of the
company if the stock is priced at $1.00 per
share and _there are 24 students in the
class. your corporation will begin with
524 00 in its treasury and each stockholder

'owns 1 24 of the business. This may or
may not be enough working capital for the
corporation: but don't worry about that
.now

.Let us stop for a minute and consides
just what you have done You are now a
part owner of a business, having one share
of stock for which you paid $1.00. At the
end of a given period of time that business
wi:1 be dissolved (ended), and one of three
mings will happen to your $1 00 First. you
could get your $1 00 back Secondly. you
may lose part or all of your $1.00. Or
thirdly. you may get your S1.00 back plus a
nice profit With the proper interest.
coopf.qation and hard work_ you'll get the
Si 00 back plus interest Even more
important trfAri the money. however. will be
the learning experience You will not only
be learning about the: American system of
fff..',nter pr Ise. you will become a part of it

Once the product to be r; ,inifactured
nas been selected arid exp. nse needs
determined. it is time to decide if additional
capital will be required. This is an easy
decision to make At present the only
money in the corporation account is from
the sale of common stock $1 00
multiplied by the number of students in the
class If that is enough to buy the supplies
Zinri materials needed to begin production.
yOu will not need extra rapital Most likely,
however, this is not erough money,

101

therefore. you will need to raise additional
capital to meet the expenses involved in
production.

Assuming that metre capital is
required, the board of directors must
authorize the sale of preferred stock. This
is the means by which any additional
capital needed by the corporation is
raised. The estimate of howmuch money is
needed should be as accurate as possiblc
because it will determine how many shares
of preferred stock are sold at $1 00 per
-.hare. You must raise the capital that you
need, but you do not want to sell more
shares of preferred stock than is neces-
sary Since the pieferred stockholders will
share in whatever profits are made bythe
corporation, there is no need to divide the
profits any more than is necessary.

Two types of stoz-k have been
mentioned. It. is important that you
understar I exactly the difference between
these two of stock.

Common Stock

This type of stock carries voting
privileges and should be sold only to
members of the class. It should be limited
to only one share per class member to
insure that every class member hus an
equal voice in the affairs of the ccrpo-
ration. As the only voting members of the
corporation. the students in the class make
up the board of directors and will make all
decisions affecting the corporation.

Preferrea Stock

This type of stock does not carry
voting privileges. It can be sold to anyone
willing to invest in the business. The sale of
preferred stock will be your primary source
of raising capital once a product has been
selected and cost requirement figures
determined. Preferred stock ha the
advantage of being paid off first wn. n the
corporation is dissolved Prefer-eci stock
also shares equally in all di, Idends
resulting front profits earned



Opening a Checking Account

Your student corporation should open
a checking account with a 4ocal bank. This
is not only for the protection of the corpo-
ration's funds. .but it is the businesslik.
method of handling money. By having
such an account. it will be possible to make
all payments by check. As a check is
written the check number, date, the person
or company to whom the check is made
payable, and the amount of the check are
recorded in the checkbook. At the end of
the month the bank will mail your bank
statement and cancelled checks. these
serve as receipt of payment The checking
account and this method of making
pays ents will make the lob of the
corporation treasurer much simpler

Avoid leaving money in the classroom
overnight. As money is turned in from the
sale of stocks or products, it should be
deposited in the bank. If it is not possible to
make the deposit immediately. perhaps the
money could be given to the' school
secretary for safekeeping. Most schools
have a vault in which to lock money and
other valuables As soon as possibly
however, the money should be deposited
in the checking account

Any employee at the bank will be glad
to explain how to open a checking
account, prepare deposit slips. write
checks, record written checks. and
balance the bank book. When opening a
checking account. a deposit is made and a
signature card is signed. In mast student
corporations the treasurer and the
teacher-advisor must sign alt checks
written against the account If this is the
case 'in your corporation, both of these
persons will have to sign the signature
card when opening the checking account

Most banks provide free personalized
checks which have the name and address
of the company printed on them. Banks
usually have a monthly service charge of
S2 (Jo Some. however. do not have

monthly service charges, but instead
charge S.10 for each check written. Which
type of charge will be best will, of course,
depend on the number of checks that you
plan to write. Your banker will explain
these charges and suggest which method
would be best for your student
corporation_ Regardless of the method
selected, it must be remembered that this
bank service charge is an expense of doing
business. Just like materials, wages, and
commissions, the bank service charge
should be considered an expense and
taken into account when figuring the price
to chargetor the products you produce. All
expenses must be passed on to the
customer.
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Wages, Salaries, and Commissions

A large part of the expense involved in
doing business goes to compensate (pay)
the people who work for the company.
Even though all of you are owners of the
business because you own stock in the
company, you also are doing the work.
therefore, you should expect to be paid for
your efforts. This adds realism to your
student operated business.

Besides adding realism to the
business, there is another reason why
those who do the work should be paid for
their efforts. Remember, there are two
kinds of stockholders common and
preferred. Both share equally in whatever
dividends are earned as a result of the
profits made. Paying wages, salaries, and
commissions will, of course, reduce the
amount of profits. However, all the work
will be done by the common stockholders:
therefore, paying them for their efforts is
justified.



The h04 ls(11,1 directors must decide the
amount to be paid for wages salaries. and
commisson-s In determining these
amounts several factors should be kept in
mind These are

1 Everything in your student
operated business is scaled own; there-
fore. the amount paid will only be.a fraction
of what would normally be paid in a real
business for doing similar work

2 Wages and salaries should be paid
only during the time of actual production

not the entire time that your corporation
is in existfipre.

3 There is no money to pay wages.
salaries and commissions unless it is
earned by operating a successful business
and making profits from the sales of
products

4 The board of directors may find it
necessary to adjust wages. salaries. and
commissions either up or down.
depending on the outcome of the
business

SUGGESTED AMOUNTS

As has been mentioned. the board of
directors of the company must decide the
amounts to be paid for wages. salaries. and
commissions. Presented here are
suggested amounts for consideration;
however, they may need to be changed to
mm-et your situation

Wages

Hourly production workerQ should be
paid S 20 per hour (class period). Working
one hour per day. five days per week. the
weekly wage (without absences) would
amount to $1 00

Salaries

POSITION PER WEEK

President $2.00
Corporate Secretary $1 75
Treasurer $1.75
Vice President of Sales $1.75
Vice President of Manufacturing 51.75
Vice President of Personnel $1.75
Safety Director $1.50
Purchasing Manager $1.50
Public Relations Manager $1.25
Advertisement Manager $1.25
Awards Manager $1.25
Research & Rev. Manager $1.25
Quality Control Manager $1.25
Sales Manager $1.25
Time Keeper $1.25

(Salaried personnel should be paid
more because of .their extra assignments
and responsibilities They are. however.
expected to help with production as much
as possible.)

Commissions

All members of the company.
including the officers, will participate in
the sales program. A commission of 10
percent should be considered on all retail
sales. Where products are sold wholesale
(less than retail price) the commission
should be reduced.



SELECTING A PRODUCT TO PRODUCE

If your company is going to make
monvy. ifvo-II he necessary to ttliithifaCtIrte,
and sell a product at a profit. (Profit the
money left over from a sale after all cost or
expense of manufacturing and distri-
buting the produ. has been subtracted )

The product selected to be manu-
factured and sold by the company must be
presented and approved by the boar'd of
directors Before a presentation can be
made to the board. however. much
thought research. planning. and hard
work will go into the selection of this
product The production vice president
may provide the leadership in this
selection. or tie may ask tnat a research
and design manager be appointed to
undertake this assignment If a research
arid design manager is appointed, he in
turn may wish to form a committee to work
on this assignment. or he may prefer to
work with the entire class Regardless of
the method chosen, he should begin by
giving the group an orientation to help get
the selection process off to a good start
t-it.r4., :Pr! Sofnfl thoughts he should tiSt it.

ors-nt,thion These are like sp.'t,iat
)1011 rill. S Outlining how the game

should he played in Votir studont Cipftilted
hitsinitSS

Factors to Consider Before
Selecting a Product

Equipment Available

Many corporations could, if they
wanted to do so. manufacture many
different typ#Is of products Most of them.
now,.ver have found it advisable
>r)."Ci,iiiL#f With ;Ally ME:f ()f IWO priitit4U-,
itts,rP arp many reasons for this. one ot

which would be the equipment (machines
and tools) available with which to work
Deciding to produce a new line may
require an investment of thousands of
dollars for new machinery before
operations can begin

This is a factor that your corporation
must consider_ is the laboratory in which
your manufacturing will take place equip-
ped primarily for woodworking? If so,
it would be to your advantage to consider
producing a product made basically from
wood so as to use the equipment already in
the laboratory. Remember the definition of
profit Profit is the money left over after all
expenses have been subtracted. A good
rule to follow in all business endeavors is to
keep your expenses down to a ntirtIrthint
Therefore. consider carefully before
selecting a product which will require the
purchasing of new or additional equip-
ment If at all possible use what you have

Space Available

Have you heard the tAory of the Mitt}
who built a boat in his basement? He spent
every weekend during the fall and winter
building the boat so that it would be ready
for fishing :n the summer. After investing a
lot of time and money the proud builder
called in some friends to show off his craft-
manship. He was beaming with pride until
someone asked how was he going to get
the boat out of the basement. There was no
ways In his desire to have a boat and in his
enthusiasm to build it. he had absent-
mindedly overlooked the necessity of
q..,tling the hoat out of pti
completion
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someone attempts to find solutions to size
and space problems Besides. if you wait
until later, it may cost money

A thought before s siting would haw-
this problem

Your Corporation may not face this
same problem. but just think for a moment
about size and space Picture in your mind
a hook case or an end table Neither
projtct is as fat ge as our friend's h, ,at, but
suppose you select one of thes as the
product you intend to manufacture
Multiply this size by 10.20. 30. or whatever
f`tfitlet you fixpect to produce arid
possibly tripy wilt require more work space
Man you have Remember that over
crowded wol king conifitions create a real
t,afety nazard You will rwed fOOni in which
to '44)1k

!si else' to consider will be the
ohnfir r, lasses that use the same laboratory
during citri-t periods of the day They also
need rOoM iii VvniCh to work. SO this may
oci.ssitate a prodr:t small enough to be
put away after each period How much

straqi si,ac4. Up-
:At!' ,

Pirti ips there are other things along
this same line to consider. due to certain

fifilt!fifiCs or limitations within the area in
Nnich the work will he performed One
thing is for certain though. it is a lot easier
to consider these problems now than to
;at nak,r, to stop production while

TiMe Requited

Time is a factor Which must bt tor
sidered intinediately because it may plat :e
some severe restrictions on the product
that your corporation wilt manufacture
Basically the overall plan is to produce.
sell, and liquidate the corporation. Pay at-
tention to the last item. because that is
when you will get back the money you paid
for your stock. plus any dividends that may
have hi4,n ear ned

Most corporations keep producing
and distributing. hoping that it will not

become necessary to liquidate. Herein lies
one of the real big differences hetwei.n a
real corporation a7id the one that you have
formed You must liquidate and it mu.st
done by the time the school year Is over tot
perhaps before the school year is over if
your instructor has allocated a certain time
hind for this unit)

Considering this factor, the prof hitt to
be manufactured must be one Mat can be

.1 1)

With

-414k-

With proper planning you wilt fl,.! rind
ythirSeit in this fix at thr- last day uf st IMO:

11600
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completed IN Ohm tt)... tune limits
established Don t bite off more than you
can chow

Price

It is recommended that the product
selected be one that would sell m the Si 00
to S6 00 price range. Most items selling for
less than Si 00 would probably he so
simple that no real production would be
involved Those priced higher than S6 00
';tight present some selling problemS
%Mlle'', your inexperienced sales personnel

nor nandio

Sources for Ideas

Working witnin the ground rules
estahlished above, you shvulcl be ready to
te'e ;in tees process of deciding on the
priiruct winch ViAtif cot r.lutatinti will Mant1-
facturo There are no set rules to follow fn
this proceitire. rt can be accomplished in
many ways Regardless of the method
lice d howeer the desired end n'Stlit
should always bt, kept in mind That end
!esult is the sel,-01ri ;It oduct h i Man(!-

;lat mit,t !le 'pie that
y,flir Li)rpi-ii,ition is capatit pri)(JuLing
ar1,1 sling and it also 0 tie sitable for the
llr +leiiil tiavi tht tit lanlITTY(IS approval of
y.,« ofitm class

fig 4.4; ,,tat,.A ,n nItqf)od of se.'!e't..t}trtj

a priiit:Ict vti:Jirki 1(.1 Star Mtn many
i(joag, 1) f1,11 r, tii)Wri Ii) ;1 tow and
to %vied one This is a simple process

fir st task I `z, to qit as Many I111'aS
This can he accomplished by

,y,)/ i;V :VI individual basis in small
qt.),Ips 4)1 a-, an entire (:bass

At times getting :!" 'flea yyrnetninti
t mAy S#'IT) 1$1al frnbit.'M All you

,j,) noodovir is to ()Pq (1 your (1y£'5
I i;)..rd Ro().,;1 1041km(.1 ;00und your home 411

I. A.31: t. fit
tWf,} Inr.

10%
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Here is another thought Remember
that your corporation is planning to sell the
product after it is manufactured. That
should give you a clue. Most selling takes
place in stores. and there are probably at
least a dozen stores close to your home or
school All it would take is a visit to a few
stores and you will see hundreds of ideas.
it would be wise to take along a tablet or
notebook and make a little sketch of some
of the items which look promising Also jot
down the price of the items, as this will be
valuable information later when you
become concerned with marketing
research Always keep in mind those
factors to consider about selecting a.

product These ideas must fit into the
conditions under which you must vork

Another excellent sources f ideas
would be mail-order catalogues t- as
Sears. Penneys, Montgomery end,

Spiegel. Western Auto, and others ; eSfl

Sly

1111.111".°7- Ag_
44,dr Illbute:

Mail-order catalogues are a good sour ce
for product ideas

resources contain hundreds of ideas
Magazines an newspapers are also good
sow c-!s of ideas Also. do not Overlook
voiir school library when lookioq for ideas
I ap.,' t 115()k at Stlfito
1,4 )(Iic:, 4515! lOads.)(.1 WW1 i(ii'flS
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_Apr, , 1
The library is a good source for product
Ideas

Brainstorming Technique

Here is a technique that will produce a
hit of ideas in a hurry. It is good with small
tar iargi.? groups Appoint Someone to :ict as

ik.cor der to write down the 'dims as they
Art presntr:d On paper for small groups
Of On the chalkboard if you are working
wan the entire class l Remember that you
are !ust trying to get a lot of ideas, so don't

7_

Brainstorming is a method that will
;3roillici! a lot of idea <, for product% that
iorr corporation can manufacture

try to analyze each idea as to its feasibility
for production. Just start naming things
which could be produced. one tight after
the other. As soon as the recorder has
mitten it down. you illf` Wady tOf if TIOt hr
idea. You will get a lot of hail ideas. but
these Can be discarded later

After all ideas have been exhausted
hopefully. you will have quite a long list
T he next step will be to begin narrowing
down this list to three or four ideas that Call
be studied more in detail. Many ideas earl
be quickly disposed of for some of the
following f

1 It will take too long to build

2 We do not lave the equipment to
build it

3 I will take more money than we want
to invest

4 To build it will require skills that our
group does not possess.

5 It has no practical use

6 It's too big.
7 People wouldn t pay money lot it

because companies give them away
for advertisement.

Once your class has completed this
process. only a few ideas will remain
These are called the 'good ideas Now
you must find the "best idea" from these
remaining few "good ideas

A good method of doing this would he
to divide the class into small groups
with one group for each good idea. Here is
where you will do some detailed study to
rintr-ii mine it the idea your group is working

should become the product to be
manufactured by the company Each
group should include. as part of this
detailed study. some basic market
research. Discussing the product idea with
pstrents and friends will give you some
indication as to its sales appeal. Later each
group will give a detailed report to the

108.
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S

Paper models help in explaining a design
idea to the class

entire class on the merits of the idea they
Studied After all groups have reported. the
ideas are discussed and finally one will be
selected. based or, class vote

It was mentioned that the final
selecting of the product must he approved

103 109

The selection of the design idea should be
voted on by the board of directors

by the board of directors. Because your
class is the board of directors. approval
has just been given Your company now
has a product to manufacture.
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ENGINEERING THE PRODUCT

This asfioct tat production includes

1 I3111141mq the prototypi.

2 Preparing working kir dwric..,

3 Preparing parts arid materials lists

T Lila" pro,,ident of woducticrfl is
ft1) tOf tt 'ti+1 assign monts and he
way With the hi.lp of A committee, do the
actual work He could. however. ask the
,et:earcri and design manager and his staff

handle this assignment. Regardless of
who does the work, the first step is to build
the prototype.

Building the Prototype

The prototype is the original model, a
standard, typical example of the real
wiPil/L1 It is the same stir, as the pro.

fir

I
S

Prototypes are handmade because no
means for mass production has as yet
been made

111

104
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The prototype must be presented to the
board of directors for approval

ruction model. amt if it has any movable
parts. they should work Although
prototypes are sometimes made from
different materials. the main difference
between the prototype and the pro-
duction model is the method used to make
it. The production models will be mass
produced. but this method is only practical
when a large number of products are to be
produced. The prototype must be custom-
made since only one will be made

Working from the sketches made
previously, the prototype is built using
whatever tools or machines are'required
Your teacher-advisor will supervise this
....fork closely. being ready to 'give any
,,strirctions on tools. machine'. or safety
that are needed All work on the prototype
must he done very accurately. because it
will he the standard to follow later during
mass production
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Preparing Working Drawings

After the prototype has been writ
pleted working dr aWingS cif its varloirS
parts are prepared The dintortSrottS tOr
th.' drawings are obtained by carefully
taking measurements of the prototype If
the parts contain irregular shapes (shapes
other than squares. rectangles. circles.
etc i patterns will have to be made
Sometimes ri is easier to make patterns by
traCrng the Outline of the part before the
protiflype parts are assembled

In making working drawings it should
I;ITTIF.ITIbfifild that the drawings are

d" ;'%!
Pit 0-.

1111111LAn611.- 4 ;
_
.

ee

Drawings must be made 01 the product
and its parts

worthless unless they are complete
)rawings must indicate the material to he

riSHd as well as the Silt' and shape of the
(Infect and the location of all holes They
Must he fully dimensioned As a test to
determine if a drawing is complete you
might ask yourself.' Does it contain all the
information needed to make the parr; If it
ci(ie,; nen you must complete if

iii aftddr011 ti) he working drawings of
the parts. a drawing of the assembled

also he niad
%now now the various parts fit together

Preparing Parts and Materials Lists

The research and design manager and
his staff should prepare a parts list and a

Production department personnel must
determine the amount of mate:fats
needed to manufacture the product

materials list The parts ;1st, as the name
is a list of the parts giving the pail

number, the part name, and the number of
that part needed to complete one unit An
example of an entry in the parts list would
he as follows

Part No 5-- -Side- - -2 required

The materials list consists of a

complele listing of the materials needed to
build ,ne unit. In this list you do not use the
finisaed size of the part. but rather the site
of material needed to make the part The
types of material must also be mentioned

Having a parts list and a materials list
will he a great aid in requisitioning
materials needed to begin production.
Once the number of units to be produced
rias,been decided a little multrplicItion will
determine the arna.int of materials needed
to make the total required number of a
particular part. In most cases it would be
wise to increase this figure by 10 per cent
to allow for waste. training, and t ejected
parts

112 .,f)
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PRICING THE COMPANY PRODUCT

Price Must Be Competitive

How much money are you planning to
ask for your product? The answer to this
question is very important to the success
of your business Much thou9ht and
planning must be done before you can
decide on the price to charge for the items
produced There are two important factors
to keep in mind when pricing the product
These are

I The sale of products is the
company's only source of income All
company expenses, such as salaries.
wages. commissions, equipment.
materials. supplies. plus whatever profits
are to be made, must be recoveied from the
sale of products

2 Prices should be in line with those
of your competition

By doing a little marketing research, it
is easy to determine what your competition
charges. This is done by looking through
mail-order catalogues or visiting stores to
find similar products. How much do they
ask for the item? Since your product
should be priced about the same. use this
figure as a 'trial price.-

Using this trial price you can
determine what the mark-up will be on
each product The mark-up is the
difference between the cost of producing
and distributing the product and the
selling price. For example. if it cost 5.60 in
materials and labor to make a product that
will be sold for $1.50. and 5.15 commission
MN) is paid to the salesman, your total
price of producing and distributing the
product is S 75 Subtracting the $.75 from
the selling price of Si 50. gives tt mark-up
of 575

Does this mark-up mean that your
company will make a profit of S.75 every
time it sells one of its products? No.
because you still have some expenses Milt
must be taken into account You spent,
money for supplies for office work and
advertisement, a small amount for
equipment. and maybe one or two award
trophies. .What you need to know is the
number of products that must be produced
and sold in order to pay all expenses that
the company has incurred. This number is
called the break-even point. Let us take a
close look and see what it involves

Break-Even Point

In a business that manufactures and
sells a product, it is important to know what
the break-even point is. This break-even

r

/111=111

BillAA'/ WNCISN1

Preparing a break-even-chart is a val-
uable aid when detetmlnmq the number
of products to be manufactured
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point represents the number of products
which must be made and sold in circler to
break even When a company breaks even.
no money is made and no money is lost
Break-even charts are usually made to
determine this information. but they are
also helpful.because they show how much
profit or loss the business has at any
volume of business. These charts are
useful also in determining the volume of
business to be obtained, and at times Mt*
used to help determine prices

Using a small business as an example
ti in understanding ffft valut, of a
break-evencriart Assume you deLide to
go ins,-.) the photography business Stil It:

puchase a Polaroid camera films and
fta:,hcunes. and you art' 4-ill set With tilt~
equipment and these supplies you attend
school functions (dances Sprirt; ovi,rlfs
Pfc. land ask poopfe it tney would
pictures taken with their dates ffli, ptic-
of Si (K)

'r
I

At this point you may have some
questions such as

1 How many pictures will have to be
sold to pay for the equipment?

2 1 iow many pictures will have to he
sold to make a profit of S25 or $5O?

3 What will the supplies. films, and
flashcubes cost?

W4' can find tn.. answers to these ques-
tions t UST. we will need information on the
cost of the equipment and supplies

Approximate
Cost

1 rx;if cost
Polaroid tigiLite-shooitI 'I a 519 95

Var table' cost
Color tilm (6 exposures) 3 19
Flashcubes (okg of 3-12 flashes) 89

With the ahow information, a break-
even chart can he made from which we can
find the answers to our questions

BREAK EVEN CHART

1

-t

,

11

am.
am.

n4 kti el2

A bri-ak -pvrn nart that e rti fvt if ' t. tvtVvvon colt.(
ytir tm4,titA4.

1 1,40LA)



By looking at the break -even chart. we
see that the break-even point is about 37
pictures At this point you would not have
made any profit. but you would have made
enough money to pay for the camera.
therefOre, you would not have any loss
From this point on. all pictures taken and
sold will bring a profit This profit will not
he SI 00 per picture because of the varia-
ble cost of film and flashcubes which are
involved every time you take a picture
After taking and selling 100 pictures. your
profit should he about S33 After 200 pic-
tures_ the profit would amount to about
586

With this break-even chart you can
also figure how much cost is involved in
the business. Taking 100 pictures costs
about S63. About S115 is required for
making 200 pictures. Hopefully, with this
example you now understand the break-
even ctlart. Its real value lies in helping to
determine profits, in determining cost
requirements, and in setting production
quotes to meet profit expectations

111W1
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PURCHASING MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

Duty of the Purchasing Department

The main duty, of the purchasing
department is to see that all materials and
supplies needed to operate the corpo-
ration are obtained and delivered to the
various departments within the organi-
zation. This includes not on:y those
materials needed m the production of the
company product, but also any office
supplies, packaging materials. safety
equipment. or supplies required in

connection with sales.
The vice president of purchasing is

me head of this department and wilt need a
staff of two or three employees.

Making Requisition Forms

Just as in a real business. as the
various departments need materials or
supplies. they will fill out a requisition form
and submit it to the purchasing
department The first job for the
purchasing department .should be the
designing and duplicating cf requisition
forms These forms can be designed
and typed onto a ditto or mimeograph
stencil. Your teacher-advisor can arrange
to have them duplicated in the school
office About a dozen of the requisition

should be given to each department
head in the corporation. At a meeting the
vice president of purchasing should ex-
plain to the other department heads the
use of these forms and how they should be
filled out as supplies and materials- are
needed.

Check Requisition Forms Cirefully

As requisitions for materials and sup-
plies begin to come in to the purchasing

department they should be carefully
checked to make sure mat they are
complete and easy to understand As an
example. you cannot order ''a piece of
wood for the production department Ycitt
will need to know the number of pieces tne
kind of wood. and the size given in
thickness x width and x length. This In
formation t'iould be on the requisition
form If they are found to be incor rect. send
them back to the department tot Ct IOC-

tion

Requesting Bids

After the requisition is carefully
checked. the department is ready to begin
getting bids (price quotations ) There are
several ways that this can be handled. and
all should work well. One thing to keep in
mind. however, is that you may have a

'psi

SoMetimes bids can be ubtained by
phoning local stores



certain Wife in which to liquidate the
corporation. This factor may necessitate
making all purchases locally because of
the delay required in corresponding with
companies some distance away

Bids can be obtained over the phone
or by visiting nearby places of business
which sell the items needed. A few people
could do this lob if the number of items
needed is small. or if the list contains many
items f t could be divided and each member
of the class given certain responsibilities
Regardless of the method used, try to get
at Last three bids on each item and write
the prices down so that you can refer to
them later

Here is something to keep in mind.
While you are getting the prices. ask if they
have the item in stock. You cannot afford to
place an order at a store and discover that
the items must be ordered. This could
cause quite a delay

It is not a bad idea to explain to the
store owners about your student
corporation Quite often businesses give a
discount to schools when they are
purchasing for educational purposes.
Never forget the definition of profit. and try
to keep the expenses down to a minimum

Finding the Best Price

After bids have been obtained on all
items it is time to decide where to buy your
materiais and supplies Make a com-
parison of the prices received on each
item you will accept the lowest bid It is not
necessary to buy everything from one
place Always pick the best price. Once
again, the number of items on the list will
determine if inns comparison is made by a
few people or if the entire class will
participate

This process should result in a
complete listing which will include the
item, me price. and the place at which it wilt
be bet fight This is called a purchase order

The purchase order is then presented to
the board of directors for their approvial.

Purchasing

When approval is given the pur-
chasing can then be done. The items can
either be charged. if the .:.:ore will permit
you to do this, or paid for by check. Do not
forget to get an invoice or sales slip. If the
sales.person does not give you one be sure
to ask for it. The invoice will be needed
later because all expenditures must be
accounted for in some way. In other words.
if a check is written to a store in the amount
of $1.29 for the purchase of a bottle of
white glue, a box of tacks, and a ball of
string, you should have an invoice or sales
slip showing these items and the amount
paid. This is the method used to account
for the money spent by the corporation.

You may wonder why you need the
invoice or sales slip since the purchasing
department can see that you have the glue.
tacks. and string. Possibly by the time the
accounting process takes place these
items will have been used in the manu-
facturing process. Therefore. keep all
invoices and sales slips.

If you purchase something for the
corporation and are given a sales slip. take
a pencil and write the description of each
item next to the price. Do not say to
yourself. "I'll do it next week.- By then you
may have forgotten what each price was
for Remember that this sales slip is
needed to account for the money spent.

Checking in Materials

As materials and supplies are
delivered or brought iii they should be
carefully checked for damages. The
invoice sent with the delivery or the sales
slip should be checked against the
purchase order to see that it is correct. it
any items are missing. an attempt should
be made immediately to discover the
cause
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The first type should be an itemized
listing of all purchases. This would include
the date of the purchase, the description of
the item purchased, the place where it was
purchased, and the price paid.

As purchased materials are received they
should be inspected to see that the order
is correct and not damaged

After the purchasing department has
checked in the materials or supplies, they
are given to someone in the department
that placed the requisition. That person
should be asked to sign the invoice as
proof that it has been received by the
department.

Accounting Procedures

The accounting procedures of the
purchasing department should consist of a
record keeping system of two types

Secondly, all records should be kept
that deal with every transaction. For
example, if $.59 was spent for a bottle of
glue, you should have the following
records.

1. A requisition from the department
requesting the bottle of glue.

2. A purchase order for the bottle of
glue.

3. An invoice or sales slip showing that
the bottle of glue was purchased.

Other items may, of codrse, appear on
these requisitions, purchase orders, and
invoices if many items were bought and
received at the same time.

Summary

The purchasing department has the
responsibility of buying all supplies and
materials needed in the organization. As
they receive requisitions from the various
departments, the requisitions are checked
and bids are taken from three or more
suppliers. By carefully examining all bids
the best price is found and the purchase
order is prepared. The items can then be
purchased. When the purchased items are
received they are checked and given to the
department which placed the requisition.
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PLANNING FOR PRODUCTION

Let us review the progress made
toward getting into production Your

'company has selected the product that it
plans to produce and the prototype has
been built Working drawings. parts and
materials lists have been completed.
RequisitiOns for materials have been sent
to the purchasing manager. Although you
may think you have nothing left to do until
the materials arrive. you are mistaken_ This
:s a very critical time. for what is done now
could well determine the success or failure
of the entire business endeavor. Now is the
time to get into the planning aspect of
production There is a tot to be done.

Items to consider during this planning
stage include.

1 Storage of fildierialS

2 Operation analysis

3 Setting up production line

4 Assigning and training the work force

5 Quality control
6 Trial run

The vice president of production must
provide leadership in this planning. He
may however, assign certain members to
take over specific responsibilities

Storage of Materials

Do not wart until purchased materials
are delivered to begin making plans for
storage. Although it is ideal to store raw
materials close to the area where the first
weration on the product will he per-
formed and to store completed products

thif aria from which they leave the
plant. this may not he possible in your

4 . 121
)1

1

school laboratory. Your teacher-advisor
will assign a storage area in or near the
laboratory. All materials should be
carefully checked when

and

to be
sure they are as ordered and not damaged.
The materials can then be stored until
needed. Be sure to store the materials in
the order in which they will be used.

As other classes may use the same
laboratory during the day. it will be
necessary to take out and put up materials
each work day. In preparing a work
scl.edule. take this tact into consideration.

Operation Analysis

Exactly what work has to be done on
the raw materials to change it into finished
parts and then assemble these parts into a
completed project? Answering this

I

a

P
1

The prototype is studied to determine the
operations required in its production.
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question involves operation' analysis and
requires a careful study of the prototype
and the working drawings' of the various
parts Each part is analyzed to learn what
)porations are tequired A wooden part.

for example. may have to be cut twice.
pianed on two edges. two holes drilled. and
then sanded. A peg may be cut to length
from a dowel rod and then sanded on both
ends. Once it is learned what operations
must be performed, you can then decide
which tools and machines will be used to
do these operations. Jigs or fixtures may
have to he designed for some of the
machines

4$

itn

Jigs and fixtures must be properly
designed in order to make production
more efficient

T he prototype and assembly drawings
.rlso must be analyzed to learn how the
parts should be put together. Such
information will be valuable when setting
lip the assembly line.

Members who helped build the proto-
type/should be of great assistance when
undertaking the operation analysis. As
these people have already performed the
operations when they built the model. they
should remember many of the operations

ti;)v! an iincic.r standing of what is
involved in each.

.For each part (parts should bethought
of as finished products) a plan of proce-
dbre should be made listing the various
steps (operations) that must be done in its
construction. Fbr example. a plan of pro-
cedure for a part may look like the follow-
ing:

PLAN OF PROCEDURE

PART NO 2 SIDE NO. REQ 2
MATERIAL 3./4" White Pine

STEPS

1 . Cut to width (6")
2 Cut to length (18")
3. Trace pattern
4 Cut out design
5. Drill pilot holes (4)
6. Sand smooth
7. Apply finish

This plan of procedure does not
mention the tools or machines used in
performing the operations_ Actually. each
operation could by done in 2 or 3 ways The
first two operations. for example. could be
done using a table saw. a 'portable hand
electric circular saw, or hand saws The
best tools and machines to LiSt? will be
determined in the next aspect of planning
for production.

Setting Up Production Line

You must first decide what equipment
will be involved in setting up the
production line. The plan of procedure for
the various parts should be studied to find
out which operations must be performed.
The method for performing these opera-
tions, hand tools or machines. must now
he decided. Of -course..if the laboratory is
not equipped with the machines required.
or if they cannot be used for some reason.
hand tools will have to be used.

Route the work to the various
machines or work stations in the same
order as the plan of procedure indicated.
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Routieo work Must tie' WI Il

before the production is set up

As one operation is completed. the work is
routed to the next machine or work station
where the 'second operation will be
performed A routing chart or flow chart
should be made to show how the work in
process will move through the complete
production cycle. All of the routing should
be pianhod Oft Op flow chart It is a it)t

`easier to work out things on paper than to
move heavy machines and work tables,

y to 11,4V.' t4 t11r)V''thi'Iii again DO riot
move anything unless it is worked out on
the flow chart Actually. you may be limited
by what can he moved it some machines
are anchored to the floor or if other classes
use the Laboratory Always get your
teacher-advisor s permission he ture

moving equipment

A,,,titt)isrui tn. parts into !tit! fir itstIod
1tr ,,rilicr r). tfone at the last stage of the

1100, or a separate assembly
line can he set up The method you use

tepend:, 111t1In th«, nornhor of Pit! tr.;

11ti'l /1'041 And 111.04h$q PI./ will all he ready
it t.tt time It may bi.corne tulcoY,af y

tit stock prit. parts as Ituny area completed
int .! fire profitrcid to 111,9tr1

1ft this tflr Sfpilf ate
,"7117iy ifft rii(1111(1 hiSt

!rip 1,oritplettor tile flow chart.
.i; iv ri. 'own tt nr)w the work in

rt1,yo!
. -40-t)N. , ?pi

o L,t, Lqpf ."
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assigned a number and that number noted
on the flow chart.

Assigning and Training Work Force

When assigning workers to do the
various operations it should be kept in
mind that this is a learning experience. All
members should take part in the pro-
duction process and should be assignee
some operation to perform. This may
require assigning two or three people to
the same job. depending on the class
enrollment. This. however, should allow
work to continue even if there is some
absenteeism during production

The production vice president , or his
appointee. must see to it that each worker
is assigned an operation to perform and
understands exactly what he is to do He
should be shown what he is to do, what
tools or machine he will use'. and the stops
to fLelow in doing the work The worker
should he given a chance to perform the
operation' on scrap material The safety
director should observe' the worker to be
',tires he is performing the job correctly and
safely if the work appears to he too
difficult for the worker it may he necessai
to change huh to 1n easter task

Having two or three workers assigned
to each operation should solve the
problem of mateeals handling One of the
workers can take the completed work to
the next work station Be Stile and
designate who is to do this job

Quality Control

Making sure that finished products are
free of defects is the responsibility of the
quality control manager. Deciding if a
product is acceptable or defective tan
usually be done by inspection after it is
completed. But what does it mean if a
product is defective? It means that a lot of
tulle and money have been wasted
;!,litif:rwl a defective product Thp (pinto y

wati,igt1 !mist to t 1111:
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Inspection should be done before a lot of-
incorrect parts are made

and money do not go into producing
products that must be rejected. This
f /quires some inspection during the entire
oroduction process not just a final
risptetion of the finished product. In-

spection. however. is costly. It not only
nut also slows down

;Judiiction work Knowing what and when
to inspect, therefore. is important. Here
.ire. ft SOW r tiles concerning what told when
to inspoct

1 Inspect raw materials do not waste
time working on defective materials

2 Inspect before doing costly
operations never perform such
()pi..rations on defective materials.

3 Inspect before assembling
particularly if it is hard to undo.

4 Inspect before any finishing
operation -- sometimes it covers up
defects

5 Inspect the finished product.

Although the quality control manager
is rPsponsible for all inspection. he should
fit,t attempt to do it all himself Since the

116

workers have to handle the materials when
performing their various operations, they
should be able to inspect it at the same
time, providing they have been told what to
inspect and how to do it. The inspection
process should become just another step
in performing the operation.

In many cases this inspection step is
very simple and only requires looking at
the material. On a woodworking operation
the worker can be instructed not to do
work on material that is cracked, badly
warped, or has knots. No time is lost
because the worker can make this visual
inspection while he is positioning the work
on the machine. in a sewing operation the
workers could be told to reject any material
that is torn or has faded colors.

Of course, not all inspection is this
simple. Sometimes materials must be
measured to determine if the work is
correct. When pos.lible. simple gauges
should be made to speed up this
inspection process.

Not everything that is rejected has to
be scrapped. In many cases rejected
materials can be reworked or used to make
other smaller parts_

Trial Run

Regardless of the amount of time and
effort put into planning for production. a
trial run will usually turn up something that
has been overlooked. This is the purpose
of the trial run. to uncover those items
which have been overlooked. It will also
give all production personnel an
oppotunity to practice their particular job
without the usual rush which takes place
during actual production.

For the trial run, workers take their
places on the line, materials are moved into
position. and production begins. This work
should be supervised closer than regular
production since problem areas are being



sought. Here are a few typical problems
that the trial run may uncover

1 Workers not sure of their duties

2 Materials not flowing smoothly

3 Bottlenecks occurring at critical
points

4 Too much work being rejected

Most of these problems will "work
themselves out" as personnel become
more familiar and skillful at their tasks.
Management must, however, be ready to
take action when it appears that the
problems are not coming to an end. In
some cases personnel changes may have
to be made. Additional workers may have
to be assigned to assist with some
operations where bottlenecks are
occurring. More jigs or fixtures may have
to be designed and constructed to make

work go faster. More instructions may have
to be given to some workers.

The time allotted to this trial turi
should be long enough to let all personnel
perform their tasks two or three times. One
of two thins could happen after that. First.
alt work may be stopped while needed
corrections and adjustments are made. Or
secondly, if no major problems show up
that cannot be corrected while work
continues, you might go right into
production with no stoppage of work.

What do you do with any completed
parts or products produced during the trial
run? If they pass the final inspection they
can be used in the advertisement
campaign and later sold.
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PRODUCTION

If the proper planning has been done.
production should get oft to a good start It
proper planning was not done. then you
are probably in for trouble. because it will
now have to be done white production is
taking place. This often results in a lot of
work stoppages and an unusually large
amount of retected work.

Assuming that proper planning was
dune and your business is now manu-
facturing parts and products. much work
must still be done to assure that things
continue to run smoothly. Much of this
work involves production control.

Production Control

The vice president of production. or
someone he assigns. has the Job of con-
trolling production This individual must

on the alert to anticipate and sotvb
problems before they happen and cause
trouble Here are a few examples of items
that come under production control

1 Keeping a supply of raw
materials Do not wait until you are
almost out of a certain raw material before
you reorder You must anticipate when
additional raw materials will be needed
and place orders far enough in advance so
they will be delivered before your supply
runs out This requires a knowledge of not
only the rate at which materials are being
used but also the number of parts
completed and the total number required.
At the same time, an attempt must be made
to avoid over-ordering so as not to have a
tot of materials remaining after production
is completed If this happens it could be
very costly and could cut heavily into
expected profits

2 Producing the correct number of
parts Parts are not produced at the
same rate. To make some parts. many
operations are required before they are
completed. Other parts may be compile
after only a few operations. It is not
uncommon in a student operated1-.astness
to produce a lot of easy-to-make parts. but
only a few of the hard-to-make parts 'But
parts are of no value until assembled into a
product. If a product contained two parts.
and 150 of one part are made but only 20 of
ifie second part are made, only 20 products
can be completed. Keeping track of the
number of parts being produced is part of
the production control process.

.S 127

I
An important part of inventory control is
keeping an accurate record of parts being
manufactured
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3 Making up production de-
lays Unexpected delays in production
can be disastrous to the business
operating on a tight SC11.1(itite% MilChiflef y
breakdown. absenteeism. or unplanned
school activities can easily cause pro-
duction delays Theindividual in charge of
production control must take whatever
action is needed to get production back on
schedule Assigning additional workers or
working during times other than the
regular class period may be necessary
Arrangements for additional working time.
however must always be cleared with the
teacher-advisor

4 Control stock of parts and
products As has been mentioned, parts
are not made at the same rate This may
require stockpiling some parts while
waiting for others to be completed before
assembling can begin Later as products
are assembled, they too may have to be
stockpiled until tney are delivered to the
sales personnel The individual
responsible for production control has to
know at all times the exact number of parts

i)11 riari,"1

5 Checking out products to sales
Because. of tnt- limitation of

storage space it may not be possible tL
turn ove!. all completed products to the.

department for distribution to the
sates force: Instead. the sales force may
have to check out products directly from
Ina production department as needed If
this is the case, tne individual in charge of
production control must keep an accurate.
up-to-date record of how many and to
whom products are issued

6 New plans if original plans
fail The person in charge of production
control must be ready to step in with new
plans if it is learned that original plans are
not producing the desired results This
could happen m connection with routing
of work, materials handling, final as-
sembly. finishing, or in the inspection
process. but if something shows up that is
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The teacher-advisor can be a big help in
solving production problems

not running smoothly it must be changed.
There are usually several ways that things
can he done. so you must find another
method that will produce the desired
results

At times, even though everything is
going well. a better method for doing a lob
may he found If it means a savings in
either time. effort, or materials. or if it will
toktill in a better product. it should hi. pie.
into effect

Safety During Production

Much has been done during the
planning stage to Insure that all work will
be done without accidents. In training the
work force the correct and safe way to use
machines and toots while performing
operations has been emphasized The
production line has been arranged to avoid
congestion and to eliminate any unsafe
conditions But safety cannot tw forgot-
ten lust because some planning has been
done Safety must be continuous

Situations can change in a hurry once
production begins. The aisle '.pace
between machines purposely left to avoid
congestion can quickly become cluttered
with materials in process. The workers
who appeared to be so concerned about
safety during the trial run when operations
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were being performed at a stow rate may
forget about safehi during the fast work
pace of production. The necessity of
vveating prowl, ..;atittv eili,:pment is often
overlooked or forgotten

It is the duty of the safety director to be
constantly on the alert to spot unsafe
working conditions or unsafe acts on the
part of the workers Any unsafe conditions
or acts detected should be corrected on
the spot. If it is necessary. the safety
director should feet free to call upon the
teacher-advisor to enforce all safety rules
and regulations

Inspection

Although the inspection process
what to inspect. when to inspect. and how
to inspect may have been well planned.
the ti tat run may not have produced
enough parts or products to really put it to
a proper test Therefore during the early
t;ages of pi od uc ?ion much attention
should he given to inspection

Remember that separating the good
products from the had products is only a
small part of the reason for inspection
More important is to avoid spending time
and materials producing defective pro-
ducts of no value. This can only be done by
inspecting during the entire production
process_ rather than lust inspecting the
completed product

When defective work is found. an
attempt should he made to determine why

it was defective Perhaps the worker does
not know how to do the operation. the
worker was instructed incorrectly, or the
machine may be defective or set up wrong.
Once the cause is found and explained to
the worker,. the situatton is usually
corrected. At times, however, a new worker
or a different method of doing the job may
have to 1.3e substituted in order to eliminate
the defective work.

Completing Production

As production comes to a close more
people are available for assembly work. as
parts are no longer being made. These ex-
tra personnel should be given the instruc-
tion necessary for performing assembly
work and assigned specific duties It may
be desirable to set up additional assem-
bly lines rather than just assigning extra
workers to assist those presently doing the
work Regardleg% of the method used. with
everybody now doing assembly work, it
should not take long to complete produc-
tion

With production completed, attention
should be w %fen to putting the laboratory in
top condition. Now is the time to throw
away all scrap materials, clean tools and
machines, and get the storage area
cleaned and straightened. All unused
supplies and materials should be
inventoried, and proper action by the
board of directors should be taken for its
disposal.



SELLING THE PRODUCT

Duties of the Department

T he vicv iltOsidetit of sales and his
staff have the job of planning the advertise-
mnt campaign and managing the sales
pimp art! All members of the class.
trow.,.t will 1,0f:01110 salesmen during the
stles or r.lr arll

let (1111/11)tt Ity sffit.01 Me company
pririlircl. it may hiA. OM!, y to raise
,1.111411onal capital by selling mote stock in
tflo c,uf,orilii)ri If so, this department will
haw the :bided responsibility of handling
this stock-0.111nd campaign

Preparing Required Forms

lit with Sali,S, tilts (ippflf
evi'd 1!)

if .1, WS t lif,st,

1 firfler blanks

111.1,1If fl t110 ;If

he r &his! fr Will Assist y. lit in
(14.,ionifili 11)1111,-, Tnv can the ri Iii
?fa( )I IVI/41(i onto a ditto ear mimeo
(iraori stencil Since the forms (10) tuft
t()1)..,1,,, Lugo 101 <Ther lit f;;;p4t 'WO of
ItIff shouiti he pot on the Sarni) St! .flt.11
Your teactir.1 -advisor tan at range to have
they duplicated in the school They
will of trmrsr. nave to he tilt (watt when

f, it 116f

Selling Preferred Stock

If 11w board of directors authorizes the
sale of a certain amount of preferred stock,
It will be the responsibility of the ',ages
fillf,ftifttf -fit to plan and supervise this

selling program This involves planning
the sales promotion. instructing the class
in selling practices. staying Into: med on
how sales are progressing, and handling
the money received from stock sales

Irish ucfmg the Sales Force

1* he biggest Job will he that of
instructing the class in selling practices
Hero are some points that should he
included in this instruction

Whom should I ask to buy stuck') if
yOti listed everybody you could think of
you would still overlook some Ever ybody
is a prospective stock buyer Her t, ate a few
people to consider first

1 Parents of the studnt; in
class They support everything else the
school does and this is lust as important

2 Teachers in the schoci They are
always asking you to support school
activities now ask them to support yours

3 Your hanker After all. you did open
an account at his hank

4 Local merchants Some of your
supplies and materials will be bought from
them

5. Local businessmen They shciuld
have a real interest in the free enterprise
system and your student corporation

6 Other students :n the school What
are friends for

What do I tell the people/ Fxplain your
strident corporation. the product to he
made and sold. and what profit is
expected Tell them who the teacher-
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advisor is, whist other students are
involved. and that it is a school activity
You will want to explain that preferred
stockholders will have no voting rights in
the corporation but will have other
advantages Preferred stockholders will be
paid first when the corporation is
dissolved, and they will also share equally
in whatever profits are earned. Be honest
and tell them of the risk involved If no
profit is made they will not receive any
dividends. If the corporation goes broke.
they could lose their investment. Show
them by your enthusiasm, however, that
you believe the corporatior4 has every
chance of making good

Whist 1% thf' !MCP Preft!fff'd Sit)Ch?
$1 00 per sharp

How much stock can someone boy?
No one should ba allowed to buy more
than five shares of preferred stock.

How do I make the sale? Take the
buyer's check or cash and fill out a receipt
completely in duplicate. Give one receipt
to the buyer Tell the person that his stock
ci-rtificate will be delivered or mailed
within a few days

s.

Before the start of the stock sale
campaign thecertificate must be carefully
explained to the class.

What should we do with the money?
The money and the copy of the receipt
should he turned in to the sates depart-
ment

A simple training program will be
needed to make sure that the salesmen (all
class members) understand the above
information. You should be able to do this
in 15 or 20 minutes at the start of the class
period. Emphasize the importance of
turning in money as soon as sales are
made so that you will be able to keep track
of the number of preferred stock being
sold. Remember, you don't want to sell
more than is necessary.

Designing Stock Certificates

Since your corporation is planning to
raise capital by selling stock, certificates
must be designed and reproduced. After

de&
a

Afi
Someone must be assigned to design the
stock certificate.

they are designed they can be duplicated
on either a ditto or mimeograph machine.
Your teacher-advisor can arrange to have
this done in the school office.
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After being traced onto a stencil, the stock
certificates are run off on a copying
machine.

Designing of the stock certificate can
be done by the committee, small group. or
entire class method. Regardless of the
method used, the class should be given the
chance to vote on the final design. The
approved design can be traced onto a ditto
or mimeograph stencil and duplicated on
the machine

A word of caution should be
mentioned about the safekeeping of the
stock certificates These certificates
represent ownership in the corporation
and because of this they are valuable. Take
care of them. Later when the corporation is
dissolved, each stockholder must
surrender (turn in) his stock certificate to
the treasurer to obtain his invested money
plus whatever profits he may have earned.
It is a good idea to design the certificates
so that they can be numbered as they are
sold. In this way a record can be kept of
who has bought stock and the certificate
number which was issued to them.

The Advertisment Campaign

Regardless of how well a product is
made, wnat a good buy it may be, or how
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much it is needed, it will not sell unless
people know about it. The purpose of your
advertisement campaign is to bring the
product to the attention of the public

Do not wait until all of the products
have been manufactured before beginning
the advertisement campaign: start as soon
as the corporation is furmed. Most schools
have a weekly student newspaper. and that
would be a good place to start your
advertisement Write an article about the
student corporation and what it plans to
do. Even if a product has not been se-
lected yet. you can still advertise that you
will soon be manufacturing products. The
student newspaper should be used
throughout the school term to keep the
student body informed about the pro-
gress of the corporation.

After the corporation has selected its
product and the prototype has been built.
the prototype could be put on display
someplace in the school building so that all
can see it. Posters announcing the
product can also be made and displayed in
the school.

Most local newspapers will be glad to
do a story on your student corporation if

Posters are effective means of advertising
the company product.
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they are informed about it This is an
excellent source of advertisement because
it gets the attention of the entire
community it is also excellent public
relations for the school.

Still another method of advertisement
which will put your product before the
public would be posters or displays in the
COMMUne shopping malls Take a

folding card table, two chairs, and the
prototype to the shopping mall on a
Saturday and ask someone for per mission
to display the product. As people peSs, you
will get the chance to tell them about your
product and possibly even get some
orders

By giving some time and thought to
this advertisement campaign. you will be
able to come up with many more ideas.
Keep in mind that if extra help is required in
doing this work. you should let the person-
nel department know of your needs For
example. if you plan to set up a display at
tne., shopping mall you will want a lot of
people working shifts during the day

Advanced Sales

Selling products before they are
manufactured is referred to as advanced
sali.s Some businesses use this method as
a means of raising working capital In your
student corporation. however, it is not a
good idea to make advanced sales
,.cause you may not be able to produce
Inc number of products expected and
would have to refund the monies received.
And worse. by that time you may not have
tru money to make refunds

You can. however. take advanced
orders and the customer will not pay for
the product until after it is produced and
delivered In the event that you cannot
"deliver you have no problem because
the product was not sold. and no refund is
necossar y
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A good sales demonstration should be
developed and presented to the class as
part of the sales training program

When someone wants to order one of
the corporation's products. the person
should fill out an order blank, giving his
name and information telling whether it
will be picked up or delivered. If it is to be
delivered be sure to get the address. As the
products are completed they may be
picked up or delivered and the money may
he received for trem.

The vice president of sales must keep
the vice president of production informed
as to tne number of advanced orders being
taken. These advanced sales could have a
direct effect on production planning.

Do not overlook the school secretary You
might itiSt make a sale

"124
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The Sales Program

As the completed products begin to
come off the assembly line, you ate ready
to get into high gear with sales Where to
sell depends. of course, on the type of
product your corporation has manufac-
tured. It it is the type of product that has
student appeal. then the school building is
the place to set up your business. Shop-
ping malls or door-to-door selling may be
best it the product is of an adult nature_
Regardless of where you sell, remember to
always get permission before starting.

When selling at school. try to set Lp a
booth where the main traffic in the building
passes. The basement. main hallway. in-
side the main entrance. or outside of the
lunchroom should be good spots. Assign
ditterent students in the corporation to be
at this booth before school, during lunch.
and after school for the purpose of making
sales

it
an

The lunchroom personnel might be
interested in your product.

s-4

Be sure to have money ready to make
change. You dc not want to lose a sale
because you don't have the proper change.
The vice president of sales should see that
change money is made available.
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A sales receipt should be_ made out in
duplicate. This can easily be done by plac-
ing a sheet of carbon paper between two
receipt forms Be sure and fill out the
receipt completely, giving one copy to the
customer and keeping the other. The
receipt kept will be used for accounting
purposes and also when figuring com-
missions.

Commissions and Sales Award

In a real business when a salesman
sells.a product, he is paid a commission.
Usually this commission is about 5 to 10%
of the selling price of the product.
Your student corporation should consider
paying commissions: it will not only en-
courage sales, but will also reward those
whc. wort hardest during the selling cam-
paign.

Another idea would be an award for
the outstanding salesman, the student who
sells the most products. A small trophy
could be bought and presented during the
school's Awards Day programs. If you
decide to do this, have a picture taken at
the presentation end have it put in the local
newspaper.

115(0.'

Awards for outstanding salesmanship are
incentives to boost sales efforts.
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Since both commission3 and the sales
award will involve money, the idea will
have to be presented to the board of direc-
tors for approval. If it is decided to pay the
commissions and present the sates
award, the money involved must be in-
cluded in the price of the product.

Accounting Procedures

The accounting procedures of the
sales department consist of record keep-
ing of three types These are

1 Expense record

2 Sales record

3. Bank deposit receipts

Expense records All expenses in
connection with advertisement or sales
should be recorded. This should include
the date of purchase. the item bought. and
the price paid_ For all expenses there
should also be a requisition form con-
taining each item.

Sales records An accounting of all
sales. whether stocks or products. should
be kept. The date of the sale, the cus-
tomer's name. the price paid. and the
salesman's name should be recorded.

Bank deposit receipts All bank
deposit receipts should be kept The total
amount of the bank deposit receipts
should equal the amount of money taken in
from the sale of both stock and products

The vice president of sales must keep
his records up-to-date. At each board of
directors meeting he should be prepared
to tell the number of products sold and the
amount of money received if he is asked for
such a report.

Summary

The sales department. headed by the
vice president of sales, is responsible for
planning the advertisement campaign and
managing the sales program. Advertise-
ment should begin as soon as the
corporation is formed and should continue
until all products are sold. Since the
purpose of advertisement is to get the
product to the attention of the public, all
means available should be used.

Advanced orders for products can be
taken before the products are actually
finished. As products are completed. the
sales program must be ready to go into
high gear. Set up a booth and start selling.
If a slump in sales begins to show up, that is
a iignal to crank up the advertisement
again.

Detailed records must be kept on all
sales, money received, and the salesmen.
The latter is particularly important if com-
missions are to be paid and a sales award
presented.



TERMINATION OF A CORPORATION

It has been known from the beginning
that . your company would go out of
business at the end of the school year or at
the end of the time assigned for this
endeavor by the teacher-advisor There
are three reasons for this. First. it will give
your groups the experience of closing out
a business. and secondly. it will allow
those students who enroll in the course
next year to have the same experiences of
organizing and running a business as your
class has had The third reason is to
provide a means for your class to get back
the money invested in the business. plus
sharing in whatever profits may have been
made Afiet ail. your class did the work
and. therefore. should get the rewards

Planning for Liquidation

Even though the process of liquidating
your student corporation is simple. plans
should be made to insure that it goes
smoothly This planning is necessary so
that things are done on time and not left
until the last minute. Most of this planning
will be done by the president. treasurer.
vice president of production, and vice
president of sales. Here are some items
that should be planned before liquidation:

1 Ending production

2. Setting deadline on sales

3 Selling all corporation assets
4 Bring company records up-to-date

5 Preparing annual report

Ending production Production
must be scheduled to stop sometime prior
to the time set for liquidation. Just how
soon to stop depends on several things.

mostly, however, on how well and fast
sales are going. Remember that the sales
force must have time to sell the products
that are produced.

Production should be scheduled so as
to use up as much materials and supplies
as possible. Of course, all purchasing of
materials and supplies should stop even
before production comes to a halt

Setting deadline on sales A date
should be set at which time all monies from
sales, as well as any unsold products. must
be given to the sales department DU nut
wait until the last minute to do this. You
may find that you have more unsold
products than you thought. with no time
left to do anything with them. If the
deadline is set about a week prior to
liquidation you will have time to plan a
"liquidation sale.' and. hopefully. sell these
few remaining products. You should cut
price as much as needed to sell them. At
this point, any money received for these
products. even if ii is below cost. is better
than ending the business with unsold
products. This sale could last until the day
before liquidation.

Selling all corporation assets Part of
the liquidation process involves convert-
ing all assets into cash. Assets are any-
thing of value which the company owns.
Such assets would include any unused
materials and supplies. small tools which
may have been purchased, and unfinished
or unsold products. Some members of the
company might want to purchase some of
these items. The price set on these should
be low enough to attract sales?
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Assets that cannot be sold should be
disposed of, rather than just left in the
laboratory. The board of directors might
consider the following suggestions con-
cerning the disposal of unsold assets

1. Finished products These might
be presented as gifts to people that have
been helpful to the company. Such people
may include the school secretary. princi-
pal. or your teacher-advisor.

2 Materials, supplies. and small
tools Such items could be given to the
teacher-advism, who could put them to
good use with other student businesses in
the future

Bringing company records up-to-
datP The treasurer and others re-
sponsible for record keeping should see
that all records are brought up-to-date. All
outstaiding bills should be paid. Wages.
salaries. and commissions should be
figured and given to the treasurer so that
he can prepare the payroll.

Having these, records up-to-date will
he a great help when the annual report is
prf:,pared

Preparing annual report The
treasurer is reponsible for the prep-
aration of the annual report. He may
select a committee to assist with this
undertaking. A copy of the report is sent to
all stockholders when the company is li-
quidated.

This report should tell what the com-
pany did throughout the length of its
existence. It also contains a closing
balance sheet, a statement of profit or loss.
and a liquidation report explaining how the
company's assets were distributed. Some
of this information will not be known until
just prior to actual liquidation: however,
plans for f is preparation, duplication, and
distribution should begin early.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Figuring Dividends

The treasurer should figure the
amount of dividends due each stock-
holder just prior to the final board of direc-
tor s meeting. Checks should also be
prepared to hand out at this meeting.

li

4.1

f

At the final meeting the corporation is
terminated.

In figuring the amount due each stock-
holder. the following formula should be
used:

Amount due each stockholder

Total Worth x No. of shares owned
ISTC7. Ill es

As an example, suppose one member
of the corporation owns three shares of
stock. The total number of shares sold was
85.. The corporation worth at time of li-
quidation is $92.65. How much should this
individual receive?

Amount due = 92.65 x 3 = $3.27

The $3.27 due this individual repre-
sents a profit of $.27 on a $3.00 investment
for three shares of stock. This would be an
earning of 9% during a period of less than 6
months. For a comparison, if that
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same S3 00 had been put in a savings ac-
count. it would be worth only S3 07 (at 5Uo
compounded semi-annually) This 9'-0,
then. would represent a good earning on
tat investment

Liquidation Process

At the final board of directors meeting
the president will announce that the pur-
pose of the meeting is to report the present
financial condition of the corporation and
to take action to terminate the business.
The treasurer then reads the financial

PT'
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Dividend checks should be prepared prior
to trio rri*.iciting to dissolve the'
cc por ation

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

statement and explains what dividends are
to be paid. The president then
recommends that the corporation be dis-
solved and calls for a vote of the board of
directors- Since it has been know that the
company will be dissolved, there would be
no votes against this recommendation.
Each stockholder is given a copy of the an-
nual report and his dividend check. The
business is now officially terminated.



THE SERVICE INDUSTRY

Many businesses do not manufacture
a product. Instead, they provide a service
of some type which is sold to the public or
to other businesses. Your student corpo-
ration may decide to provide a service
rather than manufacture a product. The
board of directors must make this decision
early in the life of the corporation. The
decision should be made with the
objectives of the course fully in mind.
Would these objectives be met best by
producing a product or by providing a
service? The answer to this question will
indicate the direction your student corpo-
ration should follow. Your teacher-advisor
can be most helpful in providing the
information needed before a decision is
reached.

Service vs. Manufacture

I here is no shortcut to success.
Providing a service rather than
manufacturing a product will not reduce
the amount of work required or make it
easier or shorter. It will simply change the
wording of some questions that must be
answered and the nature of some
problems that must be solved. What
product to manufacture changes to what
service to provide. What price to charge
for the product in order to make a profit
changes to what price to charge for the
service in order to make a profit. The
problems of Advertisement and sales
remain the same because the public must
be made aware of the product or service,
and both must be sold. Remember, sales
are your only source of income. In order to
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recover your capital outlay, plus make a
proff, something must be sold.

Same Approach

Regardless of which direction your
student corporation takes, organization.
planning, purchasing needed materials
and supplies, determining the best method
for doing the job, training the work force,
doing the actual job, advertisement, and
sales are all involved. If a service is to be
provided, there would, of course, be no
need to design a product and build models
or prototypes. This does not mean,
however, that there would be no
engineering work involved. The
engineering personnel would devote their
attention to studying the tasks involved in
performing the service and designing tools
and other apparatus to allow the task to be
done more efficiently.

Your .approach to this endeavor
should be the same regardless of the type
of industry undertaken. That approach
should be a combination of classroom
study and laboratory activities. Through
both, you and your classmates will learn
about and become involved in industry and
the free enterprise system under which it
operates.


